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Introduction

The papers contained herein were collected from presentos at
atrthe'Spring 1979 series of workshops conducted jointly by the
Texas Center for Deaf-Blind and'the.twenty regional education ser-
vice centers in the state of Texas. The workshops were organized
And conducted to respond to the priority inservice needs of edu-
cators working with deaf-b nd and severely handicapped students.

Services for the deaf-blind and severely handicapped have
grown tremendously in the past few years. Those who, have been
working as educators in this field possess a great deal of know-
ledge concerning the theory and techniques for working with this
population. Conferences and papers such as these are important
in disseminating the kind'of practical, useful information so
necessary to good programming for these students. These papers
are published in the hope that personnel in the field will conti-
nue to share, argue, and discuss ideas that will make educational
programming for Yne deaf-blind and severely handicapped the best
it can be. .
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Spring 1979 Workshops for-Personnel
Serving Deaf-Blind and Severely Handicapped

February 1-2, 1979: Galveston, Texas (Cluster D)

. Behavior Management - Wanda Myers and Paul, Adams

. Cognitive Assessment of the Severely Handicapped - Deborah
ouchard Enright.

. 'Prevocational Progrmming - Gretchen Stone

Vobruary 7-8, 1979: El Paso, Texas (Cluster A)

. Motor runctioning'- Marilyn Smith and Marianne Forman

. Behavior Management - Dr. Dee Duncan

. Administrative IssU0s Ken Crow

. Issues and Programming for the Severely Handicapped - Kitty
Dorsey

March 1-2, 1979: AUstin, Texas (Cluster E)

. Body and Sense Thinking and the Multihandicapped Child -
Dr. Harry Wachs

. Techniques for Self- Abusive and Self-Stimulatory Behavior -
Dr. Richard Neel

. Early Childhood Language and Its Social Substrate -
Dr. Louise Kent

March 7-8, 1979: Dallas, Texas (Cluster C)

. Communication - Dr. Inge BreTherton

. Social Development in Deaf-Blind Children - Dr. Paulina
Fernandez

. Prevocational Training - Betsy McGinnity, Dennis Dildy

. Workshop for Related Services Personnel - Tom V.I.
Cynt!,1=1 Jo, s
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April 3-4, 1979: Abilene, Texas (Cluster B)

Self-Help - Dr. Tom Jones

Prevocational programming - Frank Simpson

.. Related Services .4 Cynthia Stone, Karen Clegg, Susan Metzger,
and Tom Valentine
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PLAY: AN INSTRUMEUT FOR GROWTH It .
MULTIHANDICAPPED CHILDREN

Debora;1 Bouchard Enright

The purpose of this paper is to consider the implications
and uses ,of play as a tool fo promoting intellectual develop-
ment in children. 'It.is evident that play activity enables
normal children ,to learn about themselves and the surrounding
environment. It foll6wsthat play Must also contribute to the
development of sensory and motorically impaired children. This
realization provides a foundatiori upon which appropriate inter-
ventiOn strategies involving play can bd built. Opr observa-
tion of young children interacting with their environments tells
us two very important things regarding the way children lfarn.
Unlike older children and adults,. who have developed reasoning
,abilities for solving even the most difficult problems that are
encountered with a thought -out "plan of attack", the young child's
method of learning is remarkably diffr ?nt.

Learning Channels-Input and Organization

Sens
We observe children gaining the first bits of informition

about themaelves and their environment through their proximal
senses Of tough, taste, and smell as well as their'distal senses
of sight and sound. What marvelous tools, ready-made for use
right at birth. When we begin to take a close Jock at the world
whtch'surrounds children, we realize what an abundant amount of
complex simulation\hombards the children daily. flow 'do they even
begin to'sort it out and make sense of it all?'

According' to Jean Piaget, and many beheis yho'share his view,
children-,hre'rnatural-born,organiters of information. Because .

their senses provide them with the necessary means for gathering
information, their first thoughts of what the world is all'about
are regiitered"in their minds as images of objects or people that
vary in color, 'intensity an&patterp, sounds that range in pitch,-
loudness and duration, and iattes,which offer a variety of teR-

'tures. With each new encounter with a sensory experience,: child-
ren are taking in inform ion and storing it away into memory.
compartments. Eventually these perceptions will increase in
number and complexity to provide a valuable reference for later
manual and Ver4i expression.

Motor

What.about movement? When we see children lying, in their
?ribs or propped up in their chairs, weunderstn4 holt! directly



sensory information impinges on them. They have to do so very
little at first, or so it seems, to synthesize environmental
cues around them. But let's look again.

Older sister is trying to help mother by keeping a watchful
eye on her baby brother. All of a sudden the shiny red rattle
that she is holding in front of baby is displaced to one side,
no longer directly in baby's line of vision. Baby begins to cry,
concluding that the rattle has disappeared. Quickly, sister
brings the rattle in front of the baby's line of vision and
once again attention to the rattle is refocused'. Minutes later,
the rattle is displaced.to the side again but this time baby
follows it, realizing that although it is displaced, it has not
disappeared. Here we see one of the fitst signs of movement
guiding perception. In this situation, the baby has learned
that the object has not disappeared into thin air; but merely
has moved. Ih order to maintain visual'oontact with the object,
the baby learns to coordinate head movements to follow the
:paththe object has taken. Visual tracking becomes 'a skill
which the baby will call upon again and again as he/she seeks to
Maintain contact with the interesting people'sand objects in his/her
environment.

46

Sensory-Motor Intelligence

During this pre-lingual period, experiences with interesting
sights, and sound increase in: conjunction- with maturation of the
central nervous systerd. This will bring eye-hand and ear-hand
movement under more refined control. :Increased mobility also
begins to expand children's horizons. As they move around,
reaching out into the environment with intention and purpose and
increasing coordination, they exhibit practical.know-how,by using
various means and activities to obtain what they desire.

This kpwing is not simply a registering of sensory stimuli
but it also involves motorically interacting with objects. These
self-initiated: exploratory activities allow naturally curious
children to become less dependent on others for the stimulation
that leads to,learning and more reliance on themselves. .Early
sensory-motbr experiences form the foundation upon which all
later intelligence develops.

Implications for the Handicapped Child

We can immediately undetstand why the visually or auditorelly.
impaired child, is at a distinct disadvantage as an active learner.
The auditory or 7,isual information that is relayed to the brain is
distorted or incomplete. The normal child's perception of a ball



is an object red in color, smooth in texture, and loud when bounced
on the floor; all experiences that add to the child's memo'ry.of a
ball. These unique experiences with objects' aeon elude children,
with a sensory impairment. As a result, these children are,-less
aware of their environment and all too often, only interested in
their own bodies for stimulation. A newly acquired rolling move-
ment soon turns into a repetitive formof self-stimulation, which,
if left unchecked, increases in duration and frequency and'pre-
vents the child from developing other types of movement that
lead to. growth and learning. Instead of hand play evolving into
a purposeful reach and grasp pattern, it develops into a persevere-,
tive waving action that has no meaning and leads only back into
the child's own body. These ritualistic behaviors add nothing to I

the child's understanding of the environment and therefore must
be modified. Sensory impaired children may lack drive toward
.or ,interest in mastering the outside world because they are not
aware of what exists around them.

Motorically impaired children are at a different disadvan-
tage. Although they have the capacity to perceive information
and observe people and events in the immediate surroundings, their
inability to act upon the environment directly affects the amount
,of information they can obtain. Because movement allows.children
an opportunity to develop body image and explore their environment,
motorically impaired children develop the concept of self and
non-self at a slower rate. Children must establish this concept
of 'me apart from'not me' before a method of communication can
be learned. -Otherwise the motor act of imitation, which leads
directly to communication, is:also affected.

A Guide Towards Intervention

it becomes quite obvious when deteu.ining.intervention strate-
gies for these children, that the role of the teacher br primary
'caretaker is not to sit back and allow.self-discovery to take its
course. Learning cannot be left to chance occurrences and random
critical encounters with the social and physical environment.
Otherwise there is ,no guarantee thht the children will have the
necessary,experiences,that lead to a 'fuller understanding of thee
world around them.

As various intervention strategies are implemented, there are
two types of reactions that may occur. Each can be used as a
guide to deteimining the proper level of exposure to new materials
and learning situations.

The first type is an over reaction. Out of concern for the
children's developmental delays and in an effort to help them
'kcatch -up" with their.peers, the teacher or primary caretaker may
push the children ,into skill acquisition too soon. Often they
respond by becoming visibly upset, with periods of crying and
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considerable clinging. The children are obviously confused and

are over reacting to their confusion.

The second type of reaction is even more harmful. In this
situation the children do.not over react or under react but
merely acquiesce, giving in to the demands placed upon them. As

a result, they learn the skill in a rote manner. The teacher is
happy, but the skill the children have learned has no meaning
and contributes nothing to their understanding of the world.
More importantly, it sets a pattern of learning that does not
promote development of problem solving strategies. An example
is children who have learned how to count to ten. If you ask
them to give you two blocks from the pile they are playing with,'
often they will respond.inappropriately and give you three, or
sometimes none at all. They have learned a non-generalized skill,

.
reciting.the names of the numbers in order, that does little to
contribute to their understanding of numbers. Many children use
number names, few have a perception of number. Let the children
feel the blocks and "see" their shape and note how they fit
together or fail to do so. We make our mistake in not allowing
mainpulative play to run its course. While.the children still
want to know "how it handles", we are asking them to let the
materials be representational. We are symbol conscious with,no
evidence that we should be. The problem arises when we place

.ci

'greater value on the spoken word than on the development of ela-
boration of thought through problem solving situations.

The Significance.of Play

.

. Learning Style

,If we observe for a moment and allow children to show us
their level

'of
exploration and experimentationwith objects, we

are likely to find an abundance of information abciut their .learning
style. .Their spontaneous-play patterns will reveal the best
charm& or channels for learning. When we'hand them a toy,'do they
visually examine it, hold it 1-,axt to their ear and shake it; or
do both? Perhaps they depend 'more on tactile input to find out
about, the toy by poking their fingers into.it.or squeezing it?

Motivation
.

.
.

Since play is one ,of the highest forms e motivation, observing
hildren's play behavior will give us"the most accurate information

about their capabilities.' When engaged.. with a toy they find'
interesting, they'a4 obviously involvectwith.it out'of.their own
choosing; otherwise, it would be discarded. It is. arpretty safe
assumption that if we incorporate that favorite toy into a
learning activity, the chances of maintaining the children's atter-
tion are increased: Walking a few steps suddenly becomes an' acti-
vity which the children engage in readily when they know that their
favorite stuffed monkey is just a short. distance away.

-6-
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Assessment

Aside from the factors of motivation and sensory chahnels
there is even more critical information that can be gained by
observing children's play - their ,level of development. Play
provides us with the purest assessment of children's lovel of
functioning in alrareas that contribute to total development'.
A comprehensive evaluation of children who havp a sensory and/or
motor impairment should include obserokrdtion of the child in a
free play situation. These children cannot always respond
adequately or accurately to standard assessment methods. Ob-
serving childr.en in their natural setting may reveal a more
realistic picture of their abilities, lending.iniight into their
level of maturation, communication and4intelligence.

As we observe children play with their 'favorite rattle,
do theyonly shake it back and forth using a simple'waving motion
or can they transfer it from one hand to another? Are the motor
actions employed. with an object simpleor complex? We know that
if they can transfer the rattle, they are probably going to be
able to transfer other objects of similar weight and size.

Is their level of socialization such that they attempt" to
share their toys with a person or 4:e they unable to engage.in,
reciprocal interaction, content to play-.by themselVes and un-
aware of other people around them? If the.fatteri they are then
at a leVel where differentiation of self from other has not
occured. Their view of the wprld is liynited"to what they can
do with their body to create an interesting experience. Any-
thing occurring beyond the periphery of their body' boundary it.
hardly noticed. If they do engage ih interaction with a person,
thp object initially is the primary focus of attention. Any new.
type of play form assigned to the rattlej such as rolling it on
the, floor, may produce an iMitative 'response, from the child.
These initial attempts at copying motor actions 1,1;ad to the very
highest form of imitation - the social language ca our culture.

If the rattle is placed out of reach, how.do the bhildren
retrieve it? Do they take advantage of a nearby tool, pulling a
blanket that tJe rattle is resting on, thereby demonstkating an.
efficient problem solving strategy; Or is such assistance over-
looked as,they rely on people to assist them. in getting what
.they.want, they are beginning to develop an "understanding of the
interrelationships between objects and pepple. These initial
concepts become refined as we develop into thinking'adults, but
they have theiy origins here in the very early yearsof life.

Educational Implications

Often, children with sensory and/or motor impairments are
not accustomed to express, and involve themselves in play. Inter-



action with objects is characteristically concrete and inflexible.
Beginning play is simple; mouthing objects, turning them and
eventually transferring them easily from one hand to another.
These actions may not be' spontaneous, therefore, assistance and
encouragement from a source other than'the child will beneces-
sary if exploration of this sort is to continue. If there is
,dome attempt towards play, there are several things the teacher
can do to enhance this learning situation. The child obtains a

. favorite'rubber rabbit thathas been placed within hit/her reach
and begins mouthing it.. Since this is also a squeak toy,-the.
teacher or adult can guide the child's hands in,squeezing the
toy; thereby co-actively demonstrating to the child another,
more novel way to play with the rabbit. Not only it the squeezing
action a more complex form of exploration but is also gives the
child additional information about the toy - it produces sound.

After the child spontaneously begins squeezing the toy .rabbit
On his/her own, other squeeze toys should be introduced. This
affords the child with many opportunities to practice his/her
newly learned squeezing action. It also reduces thechances of
this newly acquired action from developing into a conditioned,
non-generalized response. Hopefully, squeezing will become an
exploratory technique which the child employs with'many objects
he/she encounters.

Eventually,. the chidls repertoire of playactions will increase
in quantity and complexity until they hold more socially signifi7
cant meaning:°. Instead of squeezing the rabbit,play may'take a
'higher 'form whereby the child demonstrates how the rabbit hops.
From a developmental perspective, we would hope that the child's
interaction with the object would eventually lead to his/her
ability to name it. These initial experiences with objects form
the foundation for later acquisition and expahmion of language.,

The adult's role,in sharing and regulating the pool of multi!.
sensory experiencet is most significant. Physical contact with
the immediate environment is not always possible for Visually or
motorically impaired children., 'Stimulation and instruction must,

. compensate for the children's restricted awareness: Simply
placing objects within the children's immediate physical sur-
roundings increases the chances of interaction, but'quantiby of
,exposure to objects is not sufficient. Interaction with objects
must hold meaning forthe child. The adult can act, as facilitator
in.guidingthe child's e:xploration so that each attempt has quali-
tative significance:

Of, .primary.consideration.is a proper,balance of multi-sensory
stimulation. Just as the normal, child perceives an object in a
variety of sensory contexts, so must the handicapped child be
allowed to experience an object in more than one way. Any addi-
tionalinformation.obtained about the taste, touch and sound of
the object Strengthens the child'qt association and depth of

r'



understanding about the experience. Care should be taken not to
bombard the child with objects and'peoplel otherwise, confusion
and frustration could develop. Exposure must be gradually regu.-
lated according to the child's interest and desire to manipulate'
objects.

. Structured play alone is not sufficient. According to
Piaget (1962) unstructured play allows children to take in real-
ity in their own egocentric and idiosyncratic way. During a
period of free play, children make the transition from infantile
to more, mature levels. They begin to take note of similarities
and 'differences, sorting objects on the basis of these charac-
teristics. These early attempts at classifying information aid
children in their understanding 'of people, objects and events.
A cup can be something. to bang, roll or fill before children learn
to drink from,it. Time must be illowed'for the exploration of an
object before it's actual function is demonstrated. If children
are engaged with a,.form of play that they have chosen, the chances
are:that their interest And attention will,be sustained when the
adult.introdudes a new form of'exploration

The Role of Language
\

_Structured and spontaneous play experiences will do much to
foster children's growth. Teacherinitieted play activities and
free play sessions will provide occasions for non-verbal communi-
cation. As children and adults interact with one another through
objects, these'actionsare. often silent because the child's level
Of verbal communication is not yet developed, butAre they meaning-
less? All too often we place excessive emphasis On the spok;In
word. At this stage of development it makes more sense to allow
children to show.us.ther cleverness. 'We Must try to remember that
use oe'arbitrary symbols we call words is a complex skill requiring
relevant and meaniiigfUl experiences before acquisition can occur.

4

According toFurth (1973) motor actions and sensory infor-
mation yield images which are accumulated and stored. Only through
'developecimental.images,of objects,,people and events can children.
bgin.toassign the abstract symbols of words to represent these
images. Furth (1973 warne_ui_to_auard_against'the_mkaponception

7-that7becaUse'language,is -t-ciorlor-ilaborating. the thoughts of a
developed, mind, It is also the primary:tool for the developing mind
Of the child. What rsmost,important for the child whO is sensory
and/or motoridally.Paridicapped, I's:use of a:medium for communi-
cating. which:is most readily perceived and understood.

Summary

Developing .the poncept of play will'take considerable time'
and efforts.., Progress will depend on the'receptiyeness of the
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children to interaction with objects as well as their degree of
handicapping clonditions. But once an attitude ot play is estab-
lished, it can open up a whole, new world to the children by
operating as a motivating force to increase their awareness of
self and others, promote communication and eventually foster a
more elaborate and organized form of thought.
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PROBLEMS 'IN MANAGING SELF-INJURIOUS
AND SELF-STIMULATORY BEHAVIORS

Richard Neel and' Joan Kayser

41176hanging the behavior of severely involved children is a

difficult task. Experience over the last few years has shown
that the more severely involved the child, the more systematic
the instruction must be. In fact, one could easily define
severity of condition by the amount of systematic instruction,
required to show a consistent effect. Systematic instruction
usually involves a careful identification of the specific be-
haviors to be taught, a task analysis of the skills necessary
to acquire those behaviors, the careful prey-ntation of cues

,ithat will prompt the behavior, and then the application of con-
/ tingent reinforcement upon the presentation of the behaviors

by the learner. In theory, this procedure seems quite easY4to
apply, and indeed it is easy with a wide variety of children
who have mildly handicapping conditions. Unfortunately, .it is
not an easy procedure to' apply with children who are so severely

N.nvolved that they are usually engaging in self-injurious or
SW-stimulatory behavior.

Selt-injuricius or self-stimulatory behaviors are frequently
considered to be maladaptive behaViors. This is not so. They
,are very effective in'controlling the environment of the child
and have a profound, yet'predictable, effect on the people in
that.environment. These behaviors are highly generalized Se-
,haviOrs that pocur in the presence of a large number of stimuli.
It is because they arelighly generalized that they are so hard
to' modify.. Consider ,a child who greets every person or, demand
with a tantrum or with a fit of hand biting or head banging. ,

How likely is it tha'teachers, parents,9 and attendantS will
continue to,demand anyOling of the child .under such circumstances?
It is more likely that these people will be intimidated and will
react whichkessen_the_putburdt., They will then _quickly
liii-nto earetuily appiaach'the child. Who has changed? The
child?. Probably not. The major proportion of the learning was
dEme'by the adult. Additionally, the'child has been reinforced
Zor engaging in tantruming,or.head banging'.-. This scenario re-
peats itself all too frequently ih'SchoOls for the severely
involved. What can be done about It?

The first tendency is to suppres the inappropriate behaviors.
1

The assumption is that suppressing these behaviors wil4 olear the
way for teaching new behaviors to the child. This is probably
true for mildly handicapped children. IL, is.. less true, however,
for children who are severely involved. ANlook at how severely
involved children learn will demonstrate why this is so. Figure
1 shows a' chart of a child who has a high rsiNte' of head banging
(inappropriate behavk:) as shown by the darR\black line. The
same child's rate of matching.colors is shown'Oy ,the stippled
line near the bottom of the graph. Let's mutt that a decision



is made to suppress the inappropriate, behavior in' hopes of in-
creasing the'desired one. Such a condition is shown in Figure 2.
This condition could only occur if'two things were to happen.
First, one would have to discover a6 effective punisher that
would suppress the inappropriate behavior and continue to sup-
press it until a new behavior could pe learned in its place,
The other condition is the discovery of an effective reinforcer
that would increase the child's ratcof matchp,ng. 'Both of these
conditions Are theoretically possible'but rarely occur in the
.real world. It is more likely that the chosen punisher will
have a limited effect; i.e., it will'suppress the inappropriate
behavior but, will not reduce it tO zero. It' is also quite pos-
.sible that the effect of,the punisher will, diminish over time.
Thetask of finding a consistent reinforcer is also a difficult
one. Many children have few discernable reinforcers.' The few
reinforcers that can be'identified often lose their effective-
ness over time. The result,ti that the new behavior is acquired
at a very slow rate, if atall, and the highly generalized
havior to,regain.its strength and occur. with increasing
requency. This condition is depicted in Figure 3.

-

Thus the problem of decreasing the rate of a highly gener-
alized 'inappropriate behavior aNd'condurrently. increasing a
Variety of competing behaviors is a tough one. All too often,
teachers are instricted'to withhold reinforcement 'of
the inaprcopriate'behavior and to systematically' reinforce com-!
peting ones. This strategy theoretidally sound but is very
difficult in r:actice. Ignoring is:oten recommended as a
viable way, to withhold reinforcement for these behaviors., It
is, however, 'yery:hard to ignore a child who is putting his/her
hand down his /her throat,. Most adults are unwilling or unabla
to consistently ignore this behavior while looking for a competing
behavior to reinforce. This type of problem' mekes modification
of self-injurious or self-stimulatory behaviors avery difficult
task.

---Self-rffjdrious Behaviors

It it helpful to distinguish between self-injurious behav-
iors (SIB) and selfstimulatory behavior when;designing effec-
tive teaching strategiei, These. two types of behaviors seem to,
be maintained in different ways. Self-injurious behaviors are
often maintained by external reinforcement. In,a classic study,
Lovaas' & Simmons (1969) demonstrated thit the,frequency of self-
injurious behaviors could be increased by the application of con-
tingent attention (See Figure 4). . In.this study, the child in-
creased hit rate of SIB whenever he was soothed and comforted
following each incident., This graph'dcamatically shows how
teachers could inadvertently reinforce the very behayiors they
were trying to.eliMinate. It is even feasible that a child could,
be reinforced to destroy himself/herself with attention from an
unwary helper.

;

I
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How,.then, can you reduce, SIB? Another 'study by Bucher'i
Lovaas' (1968) showed that SIB could be reduced by placing a
child in an isolated room for an extended period of time '(See ---
Figure.'5). cones, Simmons &'Frankel (19/4) found similar ;e-
sults. The difficulty with this procedure is that a child will
increase his/her rate of SIB in the initial stages, and Tay cause ,

himself/herself real harm. Even if there.is no. permanent damage
to the child, fpw adults are wiilin7:to run the'risk of harm or
witness the' seeminglyrilermful, of The high rates of SIB
could be lessened if the extinction procedure were started at
the earliest stages of the'problem. This, however, rarely occurs. .

The people most likelto come in contact with the child at an
early age would not be', aware of the effectiveness of ignoring,
and they would instead:try to comfort a child who is obviously
so troubled.

What should a program'for modifying SIB include? In most
instances, a prograM tomodify SIB should contain techniques for
decreasing the ,'SIB and building' competing behaviors'. The sup-
preseion of SIB will usually begin with the presentation of an
'aversive but can be faded to include response cost or overcor-
rection programs. There are several studies that have demon,
started the effectiveness of these, techniques (Azrin,,Goitlieb,
Hughart',-Wesolowski, Rahn, 1975; Kelly & Drabman, 1977;
Morrison,.1972; Sajlwaj, & Agras, a974;. Wooden,, 1974).
The specific one to, use depends upon the severity of the be-
havior,'the length of'time'the behavior has beinreinforced, the
training.and.epergy levels of the staff, and the resources,and.
facilities,of't4e scllool or institution. It is beyond the scope
of this paper to provide a set of rules for deciding which tech-
nique to use under various cpnditions.1 The subcessful appliC-
tion61 a'precedure,depends so much upon the judgmentand per

'sistence of the tpacheks involved,, that it is probably impos-
sible to describe a Oet of rules ,`'hat would 'work in a number of
settings. .In§tead; the f011eWing are two Observations that have
proVen useful to a largeznUmber of teichets, when working with.,

.--children who -are-severely-inVolved-:. (1)--Change reinforcement
often... When 'art effective einforcer is found, ttlere,is a ten- .

.dency,to continue to use thareinforcer until it is no longer
'effebtive. 'A more;practical.technique is to find more than one
,reinforcer and change them.On a random schedule: 'This will in-
crease the probability of maintaining the reinforcers longer
than if they were used separately. (2)-Reinfoicers can be
strengthened by deprivation. Food is more effective ''hen the
,child is hungry. That seems obvious. The fact. is that atten-,
tiori is more effective when it is not liberally given. This is,' ,

also true for music, warmth, play activities, etc. .Thebasic rule
is that when, there .;,s ho effective reinforcer, one can be created.
by setting.up minor deprivation states. It is then'also possible
to condition less effettivereinforeers with the newly.created
ones ,It is a c.- Instant straggle to'build and maintain reinforcersj



but teachers should be doing it every day. This is,especially
hard for teachers to remember when they presently. have an effec-
tive reinforcer.

Sutcess is not-always what it seems. A very interesting
problem that occurs when working with SIB is that apparent suc-
cess often turns into failure. When a child's SIB haS been
'reduced and another bel.iavidor has been learned'in its place,
most teachers feel they thave been successful.: Such a program
has substituted a highly generalized behavior with a very speci-
fic one. ThiPwill only be successful as long as the high rate
of reinforcement required .to teach the behavior is maintained.
If.theschedule of reinforcement is leaned, or if a new program
is started because the old .orlp reached criter$JI, then a likely f.
resUlt-:Is the return of the fft.B._ This happens becau#e--the new
behavior is very specific, and it will not be reinforced often
in:the Natural environment. .Consequently; it will begin'extinc-

, tion and become a stimulus for the return of the previously '

successful behavior (SIB). Lovass, Freltag, Gold,. and Kagiorla
(1965) - stated this phenomenon as a rule:..-the withholding of
ref'nforcement from a previously 'reinforce-1_ alternative' can func-
tion 'as a discriminative .stimulus:.for SIB. ThUs, fading. of
.reinforcement or changing programs-- may produce the opposite

0 'effect of the desired one.

Thesolution to this problem is to maintain the new behav-
ier.,until.a wide repertoire of behaviors has, been developed.
The natural state of affairs is that most people haVe several
'behaviors thatare intermittently-reinforced in the.natuial
environment. Itis unreasonable to expect a child' to replace a
'highly successful behavior (albeit anundesireable one) with,a
yery'speCific If-the teacher does not-want-the SIB' to t:
recur, then he/she must either teach,a large number of behaviors":
to the child; or'develop,another highly generalized behavior
,tha will successfully compete, with the inappropriate One._ Both
of hesej:asks arevery difficult with children who are severely
involved;-Making.the taskof teaching theSe childreh far from

Self-stimillation*

Self-'striaialatory-behavior does not, seem to respoAd'to eicter-
.

na reinforcement nearly as much as SIB. Several investigato2s
have showh that the rate -of self-stimuiation does not dicreaie
when reinforcement is-withheld' (Lovaas, Noegel,..Varni,Lortchi

.

-1975; Zegiob; Jenkins, Berker, & Bristow, 1976). Self-stimulation,
then; 'seems tb serve' another function for the child. Thereis no
clear.Oplanatidn of that function, but a,possibility- might run
like this. First', all people engage in the-same behaviors that
most would call self-stimulatfon. We are constantly. moving
,hand, twisting our hair, hiking our pants, stroking our chins



(with or without beards), and a varietrof.other little. behaviors
that seem to serve no outward purpose. We stop'these,behaviors

/ when we are engaged in purposeful ilat requires oux
hands, or when we become aware' of social consequences for-the
.behavior: Interestingly, we do not permanently stop these be-

-- 41/fors, but rather, we temporarily s.uppreis them or modify
them to meet the perdeived social situation.

For children who have not acquired a large' number of pur-
poseful behaviors the. high frequency-of self-stimulatory behav-
iors may be very appropriate. ,Consider'newborn infants. They

.engage in such behaviors for a majority of-their waking. hours.
It is only when they learn other behaviors that thqfrequency or
the topography of the response changes. Thus the reduction. of
self-stimulation may be viewed as a.byproduct of learning. It
can even be'used as an independent measure of such learning.

.When self-stimulation is viewed as a natural occurrence that_
is present only because of the lack of other learned.behaviors,
then'the-need to suppress it is less. ,In fadt,, self-Stimulatory
behavior can be viewed a potential reinforcer .for'new learning.
The task becomes one of teaching new skills rather thah eliminating
self-stimulatotybehaviors.. However simply this concept may-be
stated, the task of teaching is-a difficult one. Nevertheless! ..

,q
the emphasis of our prOgrams must be the bUildingcif,new,behaviore
The task is not' to-decide whether a specifid.techniqUe will w6ir
but to discover under what specific circumstances it will work.
(:All behavior operates' in a predictable manner and can be changed.)
The difficulty is in analyzing the conditions that maintain the
inappropriatebehaviors and designing environments that will-foster -F
-=the acquisition of new ones. This analysis is by no means easy
and will" require the' best efforts 'of all of us.

_Richard Neel, Ph.D.
.University. of Washington

Education.Unii.-, WIG
Seattle, Washington 98195

Joan Kayser .

University of Washington.
Experimental Education Unit., WJ10
Seattle,, Washington 98195 -
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Figure 4. Cumulativo self-destructive resoonses of Gregg
during seven successive sessions. diagonal
1:)atchmarks in sessions 3 and 5 indicate
occu- rrences of adults' attention contingent on
Spit-destruction. Extinction- was in force
during the.othor sessions (Lovaas.4 Simmons,
Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis, 1969).
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Figure 5. Cumulative self-destructive responses of an autistit boy
during eight successive extinction sessions (Bucher &
Lovaas, in M.R. Jones (Ed.), Miami symposium on tho
prediction of behavior, 1.967: aversive stimulation, 1968).

Used with permission
University of Miami Press
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TEACHING SELF-HELP TO SEVERELY AND
MULTIPLY' HANDICAPPED CHILDREN

Thomas W. cones

,...,a.,.......1...

Anyone-"-parent, teacher, other professional, or paraprofes-
sionnl--who has. had the opportunity to teach severely or multiply
handicapped children can attest to the difficulty such compli-
cated children have in learning skills seemingly acquited without,
effort by average children. Often it takes an inordinate amount
of expertise, on the part of the person who must teach those skills.
With these complicated children, the validity and importance of
self-help activities cannot be overemphasized; Self-help pro-
gramming has implications for normalization, independent func-
tioning, health, and even the survival of many low-functioning
chldren.

Rather than provide a rationale for teaching self-help skills,
however, it is the purpose of this paper to provide parents, pro-
fessionals, and paraprofessionals with the practical skills neces-
sary to teach self-help behaviors to complicated low-functioning
children. Such skills are esePaltially the same regardless of
whether the child is called deaf- blind: multiply, severely, or
profoundly handicapped; or retarded. First, a general paradigm
or methodology for teaching self-help skills will be presented.
This will be followed by specific suggestions in the areas oE
seeding, eating,..toilet training and grooming.

General Procedures

Planning is necessary for any teaching,activity, perhaps es-
pecially for severely and multiply handicapped learners. Planning
enables teaching to be as effective as possible, 'and of optimal
ben'efit to the child. In one respect, anyone who teaches is a
teacher, whether professional, paraprofessional, parent, or other
caretaker.

Where to Begin

The first thing the person teaching should do is select a
skill to teacH the child. This may be based on needs of the child
and/or the needs of others with whom the child comes into contact.
The skill--actually the objective of instruction--should then be
precisely defined. Unless the objective of instruction is very .

clear to them, teachers cannot communicate to handicapped learners
what ,they are attempting to do.

For most self-care skills, once the objective of instruction
is defined, a process called task analysis is necessary. In task

-24-
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analysis the component behaviors of the defined skill are deter-
mined, unnecessary or redundant components are eliminated, and
any prerequisite skills are determined. Each of these steps is
essential for successful teaching. For example, failure to recog-
nize that .a_pineer_gra.sp ill_prereqpisite to learning te_z.ip.a._

prevent one frorn being able to 'Leach a handicapped
_ - __=le_rn :r__ hat skill ._ it._should_be noted that truct ion_ .__.

ensues, some of the components may still be too difficult for
the learner to accomplish all at once. This situation implies
that such components should be further analyzed into subcomponents.
Such a process is called slicing.

In'task analysis, consideration should be taken of the.
learner's individual-skills and abilities and of the situation
in which the behavior is to be exhibited. For example, the com-
ponents of the task "puts on shirt" may differ for a hemiplegic
child and one, with good use cf both arms: Likewise, the compo-
nents of handwashing will vary with faucet arrangements in dif-
ferent situations. In this latter regard, it should be pointed
out that generalization is typically a serious problem for severely
handicapped learners. Often the solution is to teach the skill in
each situation where it is needed. Thus, for children'who are ex-
pected.to wash their faces at both home and school, face washing
.should be taught in both contexts.

The final stage of planning is the determination of the se-
quence of instruction; the order in which the task analyzed_ com-
ponents will be taught. Instructional sequences include forward
chaining in which the first step, chronologically, is taught first,
the second next, etc. An advantage of this sequence is that it
is easy for the teacher to conceptualize; a disadvantage is the
fact that, at each stdge of instruction, the reinforcer must'
follow a different behavior. Reverse chaining, another ,6truc-
tional sequence, requires that the last step by taught first, then
the penultimate sin!), etc. While this method is sometimes diffi-
cult to conceptualize, it overcomes the disadvantage of forward
chaining. These chaining sequences are both useful for'teaching
a series of components of more or less equal difficulty, and they
enable'the seriously handicapped learner to combine several com-
ponents into a meaningful sequence of behavior.

Still another method of sequencing' instruction, especially
useful where the components vary greatly in difficulty, is the
whole task approach. Using this method, the teacher provides only
the minimal amount of assistance necessary for. succesSful execu-
tion of each component. The amount of assistance, of course, will
vary with the level of difficulty of each component. With prac-
tice, the learner will gradually begin to perfprm the movements
less dependently, so that the assistance will be withdrawn gradu-
ally until the learner performs independently. The whole task,
approach often enables more efficient teaching than'either forward
or reverse chaining. Useful task analyses may be obtained from
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normal developmentallsequences and published curriculum guides.
The more severely involved the child, however, the less that is
available and the more the teacher must rely upon knowledge of
the child and of the task, and upon experience with -similar

-The Instructional-Process----

Almost all instructional activities encompass three factors
based on an A-B-C paradigm. Teacher behaviors. are necessary for
each factor in order to ensure that learning will occur. The
three. fa.ctors are Antecedents, Behavior, and Consequences.

Antecedents refer to those stimuli which occur before the
behavior is manifested. They may include verbal directions, signs,
signals, gestures, physical assistance, presentations of a model,
the presence of certain objects, and/or other contextual cues.
As learning occurs, unnecessary antecedents should be faded so
that the child learns to associate the natural antecedents (e.g.,
a pain in the bladder) with the desired behavior (e.g., elimina-
tion into the toilet).

Behavior refer to the movement which the teacher is trying
to teach the child to perform. At the beginning of instruction
the child should be manipulated--physically moved--to show him/
her what behavior is being taught. Again, this should be fPdrd
as the child begins to "catch on".

Consequences are those stimuli that occur after the behaviors"
are manifested and may be the most important factor, in the A-B-C
paradigm. Typically, consequences are reinforcers and may include
a natural consequenceof the behavior (e.g., the relief of emptying
the bladder).

Finally, since most self-help skills are essentially motor
skills (rather thin cognitive or language skills) it is desirable
to work from behind Lhe child. In this way the teacher's prompting
and assistive movements parallel what the child is learning. (12
the teacher were in front, his/her movements would be opposite to
the child's.) In addition, greater control and assistance., if
needed, can be provided from behind.

Eating Skills

The entire feeding process can be broken down into a number
of components: (11 acceptance of food based on texture, taste,
and quantity; (2) scooping.food onto a utensil; (3) bringing thE,
food to the mouth; (4) oral manipulation of the food, i.e., eating;
and (5) acceptable social behavior at mealtime. Feeding problems
or difficulties can occur with any of these components. Selection
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and eating' problems will be discussed in this section and the
other components in a later section.

Develd ment of Normal Eatieg Patterns c,

In order to understand and remediate eating problems, it is
neces-sa-ry-to
when a spoonful of food is-presented, the adult lowers his /her
upper lip to the spoon, or closet the lips around the spoon. At
the same time, the spoon is withdrawil from the mouth. In this
way,. the food is removed from the spoon and falls onto the' tongue
just behind the front teeth. The jaw then opens slightly (although
the lips usually remain closed) -and the tongue oves sideways,
positiOning the :bolus of food between the back teea.. , Immediately
the tongue is withdrawn back to ,midline and the jaw rotates and'
closes. This results in the crushing of the bolus and its falling
into.the pockets between the gum and tongue, and-between the gum
and cheek. The tongue again mnres to the side, in coordination'
with the cheek muscles, in order to scoop the food back onto the
chewing surfaces of the teeth. The chewing process is repeated
until the food is sufficiently ground and softened to be swallowed,
SaliVation, while the food is in the month, assists' in softening
and lubricating the bolus. Finally, the tongue manipulates the 4.---

bolus -to the rear tongue midline. Swallowing is accomplished by
the humping of the back of '_he tongue while the tipremains low
behind the front teeth. The bolus slides down the back of the
hump which results in its having been swallowed. "Taking fObd,
chewing, and swallowing, then, is an extremely complicated process,
although most 9t us do' it effortlessly hundreds of times each day.
It is an obvious impliCation that, due to the complexity of this
behavior, severely handicapped children will often needa great
deal of assistance and instruction to enable them to eat.successfully.

This pictufe is, further complicated by the fact that infants
-usually suck and swallow in a very different way, and gradually
acquire the eating skills of normal adults. At birth, infants
are usually toothless and exhibit several reflexes which enable
them to ingest food. The.'rooting reflex enables infants to find
a nipple; and the suck reflex, in combination with the force of
gravity, enables them'to obtain liquid from a nipple. Infants
are fed in a semireclining position. Also, as opposed to,older
children and adults, they, swallow by flattening the tongue and
extending the tip upwards'and forward; often the tongue will pro-
trude'through the lips. As',.pormal infants mature 'and myelinization
increases, these infantile reflexes are inhibited;, the children
deyelop finer, more coordin'ated motor movements; and they learn
the adult chewing and'swallowing\pattern as described above. This
process usually takes place, in the second half of the first year.
of life' and is stimulated not only".by increased neurological or-
ganization, but also by the eruption,of teeth, the presentation of
solid food, and the caretaker's need for independence. It should
be emphasized that solid food should also be presented at this

1
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age to handicapped children, regardless of their mental age or
developmental level.

Unfortunately, many handicapped children continue utilizing
infantile feeding patternsfor many years. This may be due Other
to impairments in neurological development. or to lack of experi-
.e.riced_rAnd couldte.an interaction of both. The problem is fur-

in iiearC4vhere--older-chi-ldr en-a-re- fed as-
though they were infants for the convenience of the caretaker.
Typically, such patterns and habits result in childred who are
unwilling and/or unable'to accept and eat-regular tabl7 food.

Rationale for Presentation of Solid Fool

Unwillingness or inability to eat solids is of great.concern
because the ingestion of solid food (as opposed to liquified,
pureed ground, or chopped.foOd) is necessarylto maintain adequate
health and nutrition. Specially, there are two rationales for-
teaching children to eat solids. First is their health'. The
entire digestive tract, from the teeth on down, needs the stimu--.
lation. provided by solid food. Children who do not eat solids
may have poor, dentition, irregular and/or unnatural bowel move-
ments, and other health problems. In addition, due to the ease
with which carbohydrates may be reduced in texture and the diffi-
culty in reducing the textures of protein foods (typically meats) -,
.children who do not eat solids may vet diets too high-in carbo-
hydrates and too low in protein.' An even more cogent rationale
for teaching handicapped children to eat solids is normalization.
.Rating solids enables handicapped: children to be more independent
and to require less special accomodation. Learning, to chew is
also known to reduce drooling, a socially unacceptable cosmetic
problem. Surely the need to ,...at solid food is an area of instruc-
tion for handicapped children' which cannot be overlooked.

Causes of Feeding Problems.

For handicapped children who exhibit feeding or eating prob-
lemap it is important-to distinguish the cause of the prablem.
This has implications for both the nature of the treatment program
and the professional"discipline primarily responsible for directing
the program. Generally speaking, feeding and eating problems can
be classified as either medical, ilkurological, or behavioral in
orgin. Examples of medical prOblems affecting feeding are cleft
palate, multiple food allergies, pharyngeal paralysis, and eso-
phageal atresia. These, obviously, are best treated by physicians;.
or others trained in tIle discipline of medicine. Neurologically
based feeding problems are manifested by abnormal muscle_tone,
abnormal,reflexes, or abnormal sensitivity in the oral area. Pedia-
tric.phySical therapists ok occupational' therapists, a few speech
therapists, and rare special educator's have the training to deal
with neurologically based feeding problems. Children with behav-
iorally based eating problems typically have resulted from per-
severating in infantile eatingpatterns and/or having beep fed in



ways which are convenient to Ehe caretaker but not beneficial
(actually, often harmful) to the.children. Behavioral problems
of handicapped children typically fall with the domains of-,
special education and clinical psychology. Since they possibly
come in contact witti'feeding problems more than any other pro-
fessional discipline, special educators need to know how to.

_4a_ti,n.guish..betyLe.an_t,hecauses_of__fee_ding-problems as,well-as :-

-hOW-td-aeal with behaviorally based feeding problems'. Teaching.
handicapped children to eat solids involvesoril assessment, \
posityming, and oral manipulation, in additi6n to the general
,procedures discussed earlier. Each of these areas will be diSr'
cussed in detail.

114

Oral Assessment

0

In performing an oral assessment, the special educator, must
determine not only the,cause of the:.-7hila's eating problems, but
also the child's specific abilities and disabilities with regard
to eating. This may be done through observations and manipula-
tion. Indications of neurologiCal causes of feeding problems
include abnormally high or low muscle tone, the presence of pri-
mitive oral reflexes (root, suck, bite \k after a chronological age
of about nine months, and/or a hyperactive' gag reflex., In the. ,

absence of such problems and related medical problems, the spe-
cial educator could probably safely conclude that the eating
problem is behavioral in origin. Other factors to'consider are
orai-Issessments including:dasal breathing, lip closure,._ drooling,
ability to cough, tongue 4teralization,'shape of the palate,
amount of salivation, respOnse,to texture, rotary jaw movement,
oral hygiene, swelling or/b).eeding of_gums, condition of teeth
(caries, ,stains, whether..eiciduous or%adult), occlusion,.bruxina-
tion (teeth grinding), and the identificationof any reinforpers
which may motivate the child to learn.

Positioning
.

As with all activities with a severely handicapped child,
'position duririg'feeding is of critical importawa% Ideally the
child should be seated in a chair' (not a wheelchair) adapter' to"
his/her individual needs. The child shodld be upright or leaning
slightly lorward. The neck should be slightly flexed 'with hips,
knees, and ankle at right angles and feet securely suppor!ad:
The person doing the feeding should be seated behind the
'at one side, and slightly higher.

In manycases,,the jaw control position should be utilized.
The feetlr's hand should be planed on the child's face so that .

the index finger, and middle.finger if needed, can control the
chilOts lips with the remaining fingers under the jaw to support
the tongue. In this way, the chewing; and swallowing movements
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can be facilitated, and the feeder's-arm and chest can be used
to maintain the child in the desired position.

Feeding

At the beginning stages of teaching children td eat solids,
the fdeder should present the food to the child. Not only Mill
the feeder thanbe able to provide the-Stimulation needed, but--
he/s4 will also be teaching the slower plate-to-mouth pace needed
to ,allow for chewing time. care should be taken not to scrape -

'the food off the spoon uith the teeth. Rather the child should
,lower the upper lip or close the lips around the spoon to remove-
the-flood., Open the child's'Iaw, if necessary, place the spoonful
of lod into the child's mouth, and wait several seconds. If
'the _esired lip movement does not occur, it may be necessary to ,
manually manipulate the upper lip. Presenting the spoon in..mid-;
line and pressing slightly on the tongue tip may also stimulate
thi lip movement. If the child is capable of properly rewoving
thelfood from the spoon unassisted, then the food should be pre-
sented to the side. Once the' bolus of food is in the child's
mouth and the spoon removed, the jaw sho7Ild bevclosed. If the
child's tongue does not_move the food to between the back teeth,
then the feeder should do so with his/her finger. The jaw should ,
be' manipulated in a chewing movement and the food replaced between
the back teeth until it is sufficiently ground to be swallowed.
In orderto be swallowed, the food must be positioned on the
tongue'srear midline by either the child's natural tongue move -
ment or the feeder's.finger. Flat pressure beneath .the jaw and
lip closure should be maintained until the child swallows -Pre-
sentation of salt, ice, or vinegar to the lips may also stimulate,
swalloWing in resistive 'children.

\

In somecaes the child may be very difficult, hyperextending,
screaming, and/or expectorating the food.' Probably the,most de"
sirable way of consequating such tantrum behavior is to ignore it_
by calmly continuing to feed and manipulate the child; and by
maintaining the desired posture. Although the child may be.com
municating hisVher displeasure at this stimulation, the feeder,
by continuing,is communicating: "I perceive your discomfort, '

but this is very necessary for you andwili last only as lohg as
it takes you to learn to do these things, yourself." Finally, as
indicated earlier, the-child should bemeaningfully:reinforced
immediately as a consequence of swallowing the food.

Additional, Mealtime Skills

Meals shouldnot be just a timetor getting food into child-
ren, but instead, they provide some.of thetbpst times during the
day for many kinds of.learning.experiences Once a child has
learned to-eat solids, self-feeding should'be taught. Usually,
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the most efficient way of teaching this .behavjor is to start by
working 'from behind the childoid-govide total assistance
grasping the ,spoon (orfork),..scooping (or 54-abbing), and directing
the utensil and food to the mouth. As -the child beginsto learn
theOettern, this assistance shobld,be gradU'ally withdrawn in
conjunction with the appropriate use of meaningful reinforr.
Drinking liquids from,a cup is another skill which often needs
to ige taught to severely handicapped children. A cup'-with a cue-
ou,section may be necessary to enable the feeder to observe the
child's oral movements, facilitate lip closure and appropriate
tongue movements, and to monitor the flow of.the.liquid. In some
cases, thickened liquids may be ,easier for the child to handle at
first than very runny liquids.

Once children have mastered the basic. mealtime skills of
eating solids, drinking, and self-feeding, there are many other
feeding-related behaviors which could be taught at mealtime.
These include proper grasp of the utensil (pa.lm sideways not down),
drinking through a straw, use of a fork, use of one hand only to
lift a glass or cup,,napkin use, cutting and/or spreading with a
knife; opining a milk carton, pouring, carrying a tray, going
through a cifeterta.line,,passing dishes, serving oneself, and
cleaning the table.' Family style meals often provide especiany-
meaningful settings for. teaching mealtime behaviors to severely
and multiply handicapped children.

Toilet Training

Toilet training, or rather the lack thereof, is one of the
most dietastel:ull problems faded by caretakers of severely and
multiply handicapped children. Both for the convenience of the
caretaker and the fostering' of the child's independence, toilet
training should be begun as soon as the child is ready.

Readiness for Toilet Training

Readiness .to begin toilet training is 'not, related to the
child's ability to sit or stand, to travel, or to communicate.
Rather a child is ready to be toilet trained when able te) stay
dry for at least one anda half hours and when showing a pattern
of times for elimination- In order to determine.a:Child's-readi-
ness, his/her diapers should be checked every 5-15 minutes for
several consecutive days. Each time'the diapers arefoUnd to be
wet (w) or soired (s), the information should be recorded on.a
chart prepared for that purpose. If dry periods- of at least
one and a half hours and patterns ,of elimination times'are ob-
served, then the child is ready"to begin toilet training. DiSlike
of being wet or soiled and anticipation of

.elimination 'e.g.,
facial' expressio,ns posture) are additional assets which should

-.be noted, if observed. Manipulation skills, sitting ability,
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independent ambulation, and communication skills are also assets,
but children with none of these skills can begin to be toilet
.trained.

How to Toilet Train

During toilet training, avery precaution should be taken to
ensurer that elimination takes place in the toilet and nowhere
else. Elimination elsewhere should not be rewarding. When
toilet training is begUn the child should not wear diapers, but
should wear rubber pants.an'd training pants, or regular under-
pants instead. The child Abould be placed on the toilet at the
time indicated by the patteins on his/her toilet training chart,
and/or' whenever he/she may show a characteristic facial expression
or other sign. Never leave the child alone on the toilet, and
never place the child on the toilet fbr more than 10 minutes at
a time. 'Most important, reinforce .the child immediately upon
elimination into the toilet. In addition to the timing of bath-
room visits, other factors increasing the child's probability of

,eliminating in the toilet rather than elsewhere are frequent drinks,
thi.sound of runningwater, pouring water over the child's crotch
while on the toilet, or &chilly bathroom. As in feeding, posi-
tion is important in toilet training. The child should be cure
with feet well-supported. A variety of toilet and potty..adap-
tions-can be made or purchased to meet individual positioning

' needs.

In between sessions on the toilet, the child's pants should
be inspected periodically. If dry, this shouldibe brought to the
child's attention in a reinforcing way. If wet; do notput the:
child on the toilet. Instead, allow the child to feel the dis-'
coMktirt of clammy wetness (if he/she can ,perceive such), then
change the child'being sure to avoid making tpis a reinforcing
experience. Such th'..ngs as warm showers, prolionged.contact, arl
much attention are reinfoicing in many cases, and so should be
avoided.

/
Once the child has "caught on" to what is happening, and (at

4
least cluing the,day), usually eliminates 'into the toilet, the, . .

.teacher has accomplished an important'fe . (Staying dry and/or
clean through the night may come later.) For many severely handl- 0
capped children this is the most that 941 be'expected in toilet
training, and the teacher or caretaker should be proud of such an
accomplishment. There are, however, elien. more skills related to
toilet training which should be taught/if possible.. Using fading
procedures in conjunction with reinforcement, children shoUld be

tailght-to-eMove-,;the necessary clothiilg, wipe themselveS, fluih
the toilet, 're-dress themselves, and;wash their hands--all"in the
'context of toileting. Through the repeated pairing of an appro-.
priate signal with the toileting prOcess,.some Children will learn
to use the signal to communicate the need to'go to the toilet.

'Finally, some-children will recognize their needs and will go to
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the toilet without adult assistance. Children with this last
skill are fully toilet trained.

Grooming

Almost without exception, the general procedures presented
at the beginning of this papal' will be most efficient for teaching
grooming skills. Again, since motor behaviors (rather than. pri-
marily cognitive or language behaviors) are involved, it is
,usually best to work from behind the child. It is also wary im-
portant to use consistent, systematic procedukes in teaching any
grooming skill. MaterialsN,should always be found in the same
position, sequences should always occur in the'same order and the.
same verbal, tactual, and contextual cues' should be utilizedby
the teacher or caretaker.

Bultiallmtth

Without special care taken by the teacher, so many steps may
be involved in teeth brushing as to make it an unduly difficult
skill for the learner to acquire. Probably the least difficult
sequence should begin with toothbrush and paste "head down" in a
cup placed on the sink.at the child's sequence of behaviors would
then proceed .according to the following steps:

1. Pick up paste with non-dominant hand.
2. Remove cap with dominant hand.
3. . Place cap on sink next to cup.'
4. Pick up brush with dominant hand.
5. Squeeze paste onto brush.
6. Place paste next to cup.
7. Brush teeth outside surfaces first left to 'right, on

topl'then on bottoms, and then inside surfacer in the
same order.

8. Turn ,on cold water with non-dominant hand.
9. Rinse brush.

10. Plice brush next to cup.
11. Lift cup with dominant hand.
12.. Fill cup with water.
13. Rinse mouth.
14. Turn off water.
15. Place cup next to cap, paste, and brush..
16, Place brush head down into cup.

Pick:up paste with non - dominant hand.
18. Pick up cap with dominant hand.

.

19. Replace cap on paste:
20. Place paste head down into cup.

ShaVing

As with other grooming.skills, a systeM is. of utmost impor-
tance. The partinular'system is not crucial although a suggested
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system would be to move from the same side of the face as the
learner's dominant hand to the other side. For handicapped
learners, electric razors are usually more manageable and safe.
In many cases the learners must be taught how to stretch their
upper lips and necks so 'as to make the razor accessible to all
the hair to be shaved. One should not be overly concerned if
a learner develops a rashupon beginning to shave.

Deodorant

Severely and multiply handicapped adolescents and adults,
like-the rest of us, need to'use a deodorant. Spkays cover the
underarm area-more efficiently but require good fine motor coor-
dination to operate. 'Roll-ons, on the other hand, require less
coordination but.greater care, and several strokes are necessary
to cover the entire underarm area. The decision as to which type
to teach an individual touse should be based on the needs and
abilities of each lear:er.

Nose Blowing

An unsightly problem faced by everyone who deals with severely
handicapped individuals is a.runny nose. In order to eliminate
this problem and to foster independence and health, it i3 a goal
of many to teach such children to blow their noses. This is not.
an easy skill to teach. Probably the best time to teach blowing
through the nose is not when the child has a cold but rather when
the nasal passages are open. Hold the child's mouth closed and
show her or him how to move lightweight objects (a feather, ping
pong ball, or whatever) just by breathing. Then, show the child
how to do this more forcefully in response 'to' the command "blow'''.
Hopefully the learner will be able to repeat this behavior when
needed during a head cold. 'It is also valuable in teaching nose
?-lowing to have an adult with a cold to demonstrate the desired
procedure.

\

Ha'ir

As with other self-care skills, a system should be followed
with hair washing, too. Working from back to front or left to
right may prove effective. Simple yet stylish haircuts enable
severely handicapped children to keep their hair neatly combed.
A part is often -an unnecessary complication. Perhaps the easiest
hair combing system to teach is to comb the hair down on all sides.

Summary

In terms of self-care skills, severely and multiply handi-
capped children are capable of more independenze than we have
many times expected. Careful skill analyses, precise teaching
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methods, meaningful utilization of reinforcers, and. perser-
verance are necessary to enable such learning to occur. The
result will be not only a less dependent, more normal child,
'but also a highly satisfied teacher, parent, or caretaker.

Thomas W. Jones, Ph.D.
Texas Tech University .

Department of'Special Bducation
Lubbdck, Texas 79409



MOTOR FUNCTIONING

Marianne Forman
Marilyn Smith

Introduction

The Texas State law goverriing the practice of physical therapy
defines it as meaning "the care of, any bodily condition of any per-
son by the use of heat, light,. water, electricity, and,physical
massage, manipulations and actiVe, passive and resistive exercise."
Physical therapy literally means the use of physical agents for
therapeutic purposes, as opposed to other methods of Altering body
function such as medical, surgiCal, radiation, and so on. The law
continues. to describe physical. therapy as including: O.) "Evalu-
ating the patient by performing tests and/or measurements *of
neuromuscular,.sensorimotor, musculoskeletal, 'cardiovascular and
,respiratory- functions as an aid to treatment"; (2) "Planning and
implementing initial and subsequent treatment programs.on the basis
of approved test findings"; (3) "Delegating selective forms of.
treatmenttosupportive personnel with assumption of the responsi-
bilities forthenare.Of the patient and the continuing direction
and supervision of the supportive personnel"; and (4) "The koroviding
of consultative services for health, educational and community
servicee. -physical therapy as defined above, except for consul-,
tative services, must be done under physiCian's referral. It does
not have to be specific prescription, but the medical doctor must
refer a child for, evaluation and/or treatment by a physical
therapist.

A. Bachelor of Science degree in physical therapy is usually
N a four:and one-half year program including two summers or six
''months .of affiliations, which. are actual clinical work in a variety
Of\settings. Affiliations are usually four to six weeks in a hr%s-
pitaq, pediatric and rehabilitation or other setting. A Masters
program offers the last one And one-half to two years of the phy-
sical therapy program to someone who.has a Bachelor of Science
degree ika.related field such as physical education or biolOgy.
Sackground\courses include chemistry, bio.'.chemistry, biology,
human physiblogy, and child and adolescent psychology. -Then, gene-
rally throug a medical school, courses include gross anatomy,
neuroanatomy, neurophysiology, kinesioloqj or bio-mechanics,
development, .ests and measurements,,methods courses and clinical
medicine, including coUrses,in most medical specialties: Physical
therapists working in the school's are relying most heavily on the
child development, child psychology and psychology of disability
and methods courses in'pediatrics. Example of goals-of physical
therapy with handicapped students'usually include positiOning,
maintaining or improving posture and range of motion, and nor .

mallzing muscle tone and movement patterns especially as realted
to mobility .and gross motor- skills.
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The definition of occupational therapy, as-Used by' the
American Occupational Therapy Association, (whfich also registers
occupational therapists to practice) states: 'Occupational ther7
apy .is the art and science of directing man's res:,onse to selected.
activity to.promote and maintain health, to prevent disability, to
evaluate behavior and totreat or train patients withphysical or
psychosocial dysfunction." Training is similar to that of physi-
cal therapists, except more emphasis is placed on psychology, and
affiliations include' experience in a psychiatric setting. OcCu-
pational therapists receive cursory "training in gait-and posture
analysis and.function.of the lower extremities, and concentrate_ -

on. -upper extremity function and activities of -daily
self-help skills.

The three major areas of responsibility of the occupational
therapist'in the schOol setting are: 1) fine motor skills;
2) sensory integration; and.-3) self-help skills-.

When physical and occupational therapists* are b6th.working
with a student in the school setting there is often overlap of
treatment techniques, and sometimes of treatment goals. For ex-
ample: In the case of a young spastic cerebral-palsied student,
a long range teaching goal for the student might be to sit in an
upright posture and perform fine motor and self-help skills,
Examples of therapy goals which would aid the teacher in-reaching
educational goalsight include:

Physical Therapy Goals

Long Range Goal: The scu-
dent will, sit w: proper
body alignment and stabil-_
ity to perform writing and
feeding skills.

Short Range Goals and
Treatment:

1. Relaxation techniques
to inhibit-spasticity:

2. Use of a "roller chair"
to separate legs and
raise kneorl above level
of hips ' ,revent
extensor spasticity).

3. Trunk balanceactivities
to free upper extremi-
ties for functional use
when in sitting position.

Occupational'Therapy Goals

Long Range Goal: The stu-1
4

dent will demonstrate a
functional hand-to-mouth
pattern for feeding.

Short Range Goals and
Treatment:

1. Relaxation techniques
to inhibit spasticity.

2. Positioning in "roller
chair".

. Upper ,extremity func-
tional training - exer-
cises, Movement patterns,
etc-



In this case, the occupational therapist may actually need
to repeat the techniques used by the physical therapist to have
the student positioned properly for fine motor skill training.
The physical therapist may'incorporate some of the techniques
for upper extremity'function used by the occupational therapist
during. the activities for balance in the sitting position.

General Overview of ClinicalSigns in
Rubella Syndrome and Cerebral Palsy

.
The etiological basis for the handicapping conditions of the

students we _see is undoubtedly varied. Because he term cerebral
palsy is applied to a wide range of neuromotor dysfunctions, many
students in the schools may be diagnosed as cerebral palsied.-
Congenital rubella syndrome is a cause of deafness and blindness
in children,

The following overview is designed to give ,basic information
regarding these syndromes.

Congential Rubella Cerebral Palsy

'Chronic, progressive viral Static, non- progressive
disease lesion (Actual lesion,doea

not progress, however, it
may appear to with age
because of wiclening gap in.
developmental-akills and age
levet.1- '. .

Onset:

1st trimester fetal develop-
ment (if onset after 1st
trimester, sequelae diminish)

Cause:

Rubella virus ih mother
during pregnancy

.Clinical Characteristics:

A. Heart lesions
B. 'Cataracts
C. Deafness

Motor deficit or delay is
not uncommon
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Onset:-

Prenatal
Perinatal
Perinatal

Cause:

Multiple causes: anoxia,
trauma; infection'

Clinical Characteristics:

Motor Dysfunction
A. Delayed developmental

milestones '
B. Abnormal patterns of

movement

Deficits in vision, hearing,
speech and language are .not
uncommon.



Basic Types of Cerebral Palsy

A. Spastic'

Motor Characteristics

1. Hypertonic musculature
2-:--Topographicer-classificdtiori is i-varied
3. Abnormal postures
4. Voluntary motion

General Characteristics

1. X.Q. varies
2. Sensory and perceptual deficits more common in Spastics

than athetoids
3. Epilepsy is more common in spastics than athetoids

B'. Athetoid

Motor 'Characteristics

1. Hyper or hypo tonic musculature
2. Usually involved in all four extremities
3. Involuntary movements ("athetosis")

General Characteristics

I.Q. often good or may be high
M.R. may occur

2. High frequency hearing loss caused by Ktrnicterus
3. Drive and outgoing personality
4. Emotional lability more common than in spastics or ataxics

C. Ataxic

Motor Characteristics

1. Hypotonic Musculature most comMon
2. Usually involved'in all four extremities'
3. Poor balance mechanisms
4. VOluntary_movements_clumsy_and incoordinate&

...

ataxic is rare
al

General Characteristics

1. I.Q. often low
2. Visual, hearing,. and perceptual problems are not uncommon

r.



Review of Normal and Abnormal Motor Development

NorMal development: of the child is very much interelated;
it is difficult to discuss motor development without regarding

sensory, cognitive, adaptive and personal--social developmeh.
When assessing motor- development, the 'therapist is genera119',.

looking at the student's postures and movements as related to\
__demelopmental_milestones.

of motor functioning fellows:
Some basic terminology which will be used in the presentati

Reflex: An involuntary response to a specific stimulus.

Primitive Reflex: Also referred to as "transient reflex",
as it is normally present'at a certain time during de-
velopment,.but "disappears" or diminishes in effect as,
the brain matures and can better control movement.

Righting Reactions:, Develop as the brain matures'to adjust'
to changes in position of body pmts in relation to each

-other-and to gravity.

-Equilibrium Reactions: Automatic. extension' of extremities
when balance is upset.

Muscle Tone:, The normal degree of tension and vigor in a
muscle.

Motor development begins in utero. . As early as five weeks
fertilization age, there 3s a lateral bending of the head away
'from a cutanexis (skin) stimulation of the face. (lacobs, 1967)*
The.development of these reflexes takes place.by firit involving
the head, then the shoulders, trunk, pelvis and the extremities.
The development of movement, then,. is in a cephalo-caudal (head

to tail), or proximal-diOal (close to main body - away from' body)
direction. The,nervous 'system, however, matures in the opposite,
or caudo-cephalo direction. The child,is born with the lower
part of the central nervous system, the spinal cord, 'in control

of motor behavill:. ,
Maturation Of the nervous system occurs with

myelination (covering of the nerves by 'a sheath), and an increase
in the diameter of the fibers to alluifor increased conduction

_Ivelocity_of_thP.PeTTP.A-TP4Aes.



Side View of Central Nervous System

Areas of Motor Control

Bipedal (two -point support)

Quadripedal (four-point)

Apedal (lying down).

Parts

Cortex - Equilibrium

midbrain -,Righting and Pro-
tective Reaction

Brainstem - Reflexes - '(Asymmetrical
Tonic,Neck Reflex, Sym-
metrical Tonic Neck
Reflex, Tonic Labyrin-
thine, Positive
Supporting

Spinal Coed - Reflexes (Usually gross
flexion of extension
patterns, i.e., flexor
?withdrawal)

A newborn is basically a reflexive being, with the nervous
system °waiting on a spinal'cord level. People establish thein-
selves as social organisms. through movement, especially as they
straighten (ektend) their 'bodies and are able to move upright
against gravity. Once born, a baby must deal with a constLit
stimulus which was minimized in.uteros gcavity. Alk movement
that the child develops must now be done against the force of
gravity.

Review of Developmental Milestones

I. 'Stage I - Approximately age 0-2 ffionths.

Developmental Milestones: Beginning of,midline orientation of
head and arms.

Beginning,of heki contral

Mpvement (against giavity): The child is basically in flexed
-posturesi_especially_wittLX=ded_2_
back end.flexed hips in .supported
sitting, and legs flexed in supine.

Head ,Control: Head is erect for a few seconds in."sittingi
begiqp,ing'to lift in prone and to bear weight
on forearms.
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Nervous System: The bobyts movement is basically dominated
by flexion, and'reflexes which are protec-
tive' relatinsto cutaneut aamtlation.
Rooting,_ and sucking reflexes'exist for
survival through nutrition.

/I, Stage 11 - Approximately age 2-4 months.

'Developmental Milestones: Beginhing of eyL:snsion I:hrughout
body.

-Movement:* Extension beginning when supine,-baby lifts pelvis
offfloor,'in prone, head i8; lifted higher; trunk
more extended, and on forearms,' ablA to reach
and play, and feet, flexed so toes can push
(extend) against floor. The back is less rounded
in sitting.

,

Bead Contiol: Abl,t to lift front* supine and no 'head lag when
.

pulled to sit.

Nervous System Thb hrainstem comes into play in the control
of movement. For example, the Asymmetrical
Tonic Neck Tic lex - used to help the baby
roll tfom side to side and increase move-
ment against gravity. As the head turns to
the left, the right shoulder, arm and leg
are able to flex, and the baby can lift
.themfup and initiate rolling. 'The rooting
reflex is coming under control. so that the

\ baby'can lift them up'and initiate rolling.
The rooting reflex is coming undeecontrol
so that the baby can feed with head in

III. Stage;III - Approximately ages 4-6 months.

Deyelomental Milestones; Break up of total body patterns.

0
Movementying supine, babies are able to play with feet,

\ extending knees while flexing hips.' Also, when
\ sitting, they are able to lean forward (flexing

at hips) and bear weight on extended arms .

Head Control:\Good, especially in prone with weight bearing
\\-on extended arms, reaching with one arm.

NerVous System: \Regexly, the positive supporting reaction
. \.(brainstem level) is beginning to disappear,.;

and a period of astasia Ahypotbnia of limbs)
`allows the child to go through a "bouncing
'Stage". The change in muscle tone during
bouncing helps to develop extensor tone in

(1.



the legs, The Asymmetrical Tonic Neck
Reflex,, (also brainstem leYel) is also
coming wider 4gher control and disap-
pearing in effect. It allowschildren
to keep their heads in Midlineand use
their hands; facilitating development
of a voluntary grasp, and inhibiting",
the previous palmar grasp reflex.'

Stage IV - Approximately ages nfonths.

Developmental'ililesiones: Trunk rotation-(further.bipak 'up
of total body.patterns).\

Movement: Babies are beginning to push with arms and 'legs
when prone. They are now-ble .to attain Sitting
independently from supine position, using
tion of the trunk and pushing up to-side sit.
They are also able to use extended arms to-the
side.

Head Control: Good, including improved trunk control toksit
ur,-4upported briefly. . c'

.

Nervous System: The maturation Of themidbrain is evidenCed., ,

1 by the del*telopment of the trunk righting-
`re!action" which' allows for trunk.rotaticip -
separating the turning of the shouldersi
from the hips.

t

i

V. Stage V - Approximately_ ages 8 - -9 months.

Developmental Milestones: Acquisition of balance, use of
quadrupedposition.

Aovement:_.Further trunk rotation and. brea-k up Of total bogy
patterns allows for- use 'of arms:for support /
backwards and extensionof arms;with*flexioh.of
legs to ass-me', maintain, and rock in all /fours
position in preparationfor creeping.

Nervous System: Further,evidence of higher central nervous
system.functionis evidenced by the develop-
ment of protective reactions such as ex-
tension of the arms sideways and backwards.

VI. *lt mOnths:
,-.

I

More dissociation of leg and'arm'moyements
.

takes place, allowing
extension of .arms with increased flexion, of one leg to movp,.ini
'a breeping Pattern. . . / ,-,.;.



10-12 months:

Arms and'legs Work together in a .synergisMi(coordinated move-
ment pattern). The arms help the legs ih /movement, such as
flexing'the arms while legs extend when pUlling up to
standihg.

At this point in development; the cortex is now exerting
control over movement against gravity as righting reactions,
protective extension, and equilibriumpare developed to Main-
tain posture through the 'upright position.i.

Assessment of Abnormal Development

The above discussion is based on the maturation of the ner-
vous system by stages of motor development. Each stage is gene-
rally prepiratory for the next stage'!and the mobility and (explore-
tion of the child is very important in contributing to progression
to the next stage.

In normal development, the nervous. System matures as we have.
said in a caudocephalo direction. The control of.movement,-how-.
ever,' generally develops proximal to distil in direction; and
from primitive or simple mass movements tb complex movement:
pat'terns. This development is dependent on normal muscle tone.
An impairment,Of muscle tone will influence or be influenced by
reflex activity, and will influence the ability of the child,
to explore the environment and progressothrough the stages of
development.

--A simplified view of the function of the sensory nervous
systtem follows:

I f

sensory
nerves

;"--- SENSORY. RECEPTORS]

visual

auditory
olfactory
gustatory
'tactile
vestibular
proprioceptive
kinesthetic

motor nerves and automatic
nervous system

fledback from internal
sensory rc!ceptors
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EFFECTORS

muscles
-glands



Impairment in the sensory receptors or nerves essentially
impairs the whole system, asdoes impairment in'mot'er output.
Later we will discuss the prOceesing- of sensory input and the.'
development ofsensory\integra0.on. '.

. \

Voluntary Movement:

The assessment of motor development includes Observation
and evaluation of the amount and type of voluntary movement
present. -Voluntary movement consists of three inter-related
,components: .

1. Willed movement - may be cortically directed;
?2. Reflexes.- evoked in association with a willed act.

3. Sensory input ,from external and internal environ--
ment. (WaEerland, 1967)

. I

4
.

Further discussion.of the actual proceSs will take place in
later section.

I

.

t.

Reflexes ale not necessarily completely dominated by cortial
control. They can be demonstrated in normal adulti, especially
as related to movements in which muscles work together in grbups.

I

Successful, or skilled'mOvement is a blend of cortical con-
trol and reflex patterns. Demonstration of this prinqipie was
performed on a volunteerfrom the participants of the conference:_

The volunteer was asked -Co round,the shoulders, de-
pressing. and protracting the Scapulae. She was then
asked to elevate and xetract the scapulae (trying.
to'touch the shoulder blades together).

, .

Reflex movement of the head was noted by flexion with
rOung,ing of the shoulders, and head xtengion with
retraction 9f the ..

.::

t

,

.
,/

The volunteer was then seated in a chair, and asked'
to in-kernally rotate her arm as far as possible with
it hanging by her side' `She was then asked to ex-
ternally rotate her.arm. ,

,. . 4.-,

/ .
,

.

RefleXite head movement was also noted with turning
away:from the arm and flexing on internal rotation,
and:head turnin/..towaras'the arm and extending on

% external rotation: (Waterland4 1967)
...

Equilibrium 'reactions .develop with cortical influence, but
are not voluntary-movements. :They are compensatory_ movements
based.on a state of readiness 'sufficient-to bring limbs into a
position, of balance, and a necessary amount of support tonus.
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The stimulus for eliciting'an equilibrium reaction is a change
i body spatial positions or supporting parts, change in posi-,

tion of limbs in relation to the trunk, or excitation of the
labyrinths through tipping ple support surface. The purpose of

.,demonstrating an equilibriuM reaction is to distinguish cortial
control of an involuntary or reflOxive response ,from willed
movememt'utilizing a lower level Oflex .pattern.

The presentor flexed and held the volunteer's left

leg, and pushed her trunk to the left. The reac-
tion of strong abduction and extension of 'the
lifted leg was noted. kaalters, 1967)

Control of movement in the limbs develops in the following
sequence': static positions; bilateral movement; mass reciprocal.

Movement;' mixed Movements; and then torsion (rotation). Control
of muscle groups develops sequentially from flexors to extensors,
addtctors, abductors, internal rotators, and' external rotators.

Some of the children we see with developmental delay and abliormal

muscle tone, have essentially gotten "stuck" with certain muscle
groups'predominating. This causes increaPed muscle tone in
certain muscle groups and prevents gaining control in,other groups.

Sensory Motor Functioning

In attemptiPg to understand complex movement activity, one

musc be able to discern the component parts.

The basic functional components of a motor activity include:

CNS
[Modulation

..Sensory
Input

Motor
Output

Feedback or
Quality Control

,/ .

All motor activity has a sensory component. For example:

. One yaWks: the sensory input Borns from sensory
receptors sensitive to the oxygen supply in the

blood.
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2. The at of moving one body out of the way of an
oncoming train: the sensory motor input comes
from hearing, seeing or feeling the vibration
Of the train.

The sensory components of movement are basic. Three sensory
systems furnish information from the body. They are called somato-
sensory systems and include the tactile, vestibular, and proprio-

. ceptive and, kinesthetic systems. The folloving graph' gives infor-,
!naton regarding 'location of the system, the function, and how
the system is stimulated.

SYSTEM LOCATION FUNCTION STIMULATION AND MATERIALS'

Tactile Skin. Protection. Ways to Stimulate the System
Discrimina-

tion 1. Rtthbing
2. Rolling
3. Touch

1,

Vestibular 'Inner Ear Balance
Semicircular Postural

Canals musculature

Materials Used to Stimulate
the System

1. Barrel
2. ,Carpeting
3. Cotton Balls
4. Clay
5. Way
6. Paper. Bags
7. Different Textured

Materials
8. Sand
9. Mud

10. Paste of Flour and Water
11. Sandpaper
12. Water Paints
13. Shapes,

Ways to Stimulate the System

1. Spinning
Form and 2. Rocking

space 3. Rolling
perception 4. .Inverted Position



SYSTEM LOCATION FUNCTION STIMULATION AND MATERIALS,

Proprio- Muscles
ceptive Tendons

Kinesthetic Joints
Vestibular
Apparatus

Body
awareness

Conscious
awareness
of joints
in space
or of body
in space
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Materials Used to Stimulate
the System

1. Swing, Hammock
2. Cage Bail
3. Barrel
4. Scooter Board
5. Mat
6. Tnnertubes
7. Sit and Spin
8. Vestibular Board

Materials .and Ways
the System

Stimillate

1. Pushing self off a
wall with leg while
on a scooter bbard
or hammock.

2. a curved rope
on all fours or a
kneeling position.

3. Jumping into a circle,
inpertube,*cir over
ropes.

4. Blowing cotton balls on
floor in an all-fours
position.

5. Wheeltarrow game.

Materials and Ways to Stimulate
the System

1. Activities stated in
proprioceptive
section.

2. Pull-push heavy objects
across table.

3. Hot potato game.
4..' Pulling self along a

rope while lying
on stomach, back,
or, in sitting
poSition.

5. Climbin4 sa rope or
pole.

6. Isometric activities.



1. Tactile System

At birth, the role of the tactile system is protection. The
protective tactile system is stimulated by light touch and is
developed in the fetus in utero. As infants develop, their need
for a' discriminating tactile system grows. In .the mature tactile
system, discriminatory functions dominate and protectiVe_functions
are activated only as needed. Discrimination is stimulated by
pressure touch; is developed after birth; and is influenced by
gravity, body weight and tactile stmmtlatidn.

At time, the tactile system retains its protective function.
and the individual'may interpret touch as noxious or- threatening.
Tactile defensiveness is the term commonly used to describe these
chaaoteristics. A child demonstrating tactile defensiveness
may exhibit avoidance of body contact; maynot like to go barefoot;

-

frequently wears long slegves and long pants; and may be particu-
larly aversive to shampoos, haircuts.and -face washing. The face,
chest, abdominal r.reas and feet are especially sensitive to tac7:
tile st,imulation. Tactile defensiveness may cause a child to be
distractible and have a decreased attention span. The discri-
minating functions of the system may not develop to fullest
potenti4L.

2. The vestibular Astern

The vestibular system has nerve pathways going 'to many parts
of the brain., It is a very important system as evidenced by the
fact that in the fetus, the vestibular apparatus is functioning
by 21 weeks gestation. The vestibular system may be thought of
as an internalluidance.system. If the eyes are closed, it allows
one to be aware of movement of the body in space.

A standardized test usedta measure the integration of the
vestibular system is the-Southern California Post-Rotary Nystagmus'
Test. Nystagmus is the side to side movement of the eyes, which
is normal adaptive response. One attempts to stablize the visual
field following movement of the head by fixating on objects in
space. It can.be described by visualizing a person on a moving
train whose tracks are lined .by 'trees. The person-focuses on one
tree, follows it until it passes through the visual field, fixates
on the next one and folloWs it, and so on.

The limbic system as influenced by the vestibular system is
currently an area of much study. Many of the children we see
exhibit a postual insecurity - an unnatural fear of losing con-
tact with a support surface. Stimulation of the vestibular sys-
tem in relation to change of position against gravity can be
responsible for this fear.

The connection of the vestibular system with the automatic
nervous system through the vagus nerve can effect blood pressure,
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respiratory rate, heart rate, and can cause nausea and vomiting,
during vestibular stimulation. -There may be a connection to
seizure activity in seizure prone children. Vestibular stimu-
lation must be done carefully and with constant observation. The
effects of vestibular stimulation in some children can be very
long 'lasting, and even delayed- up,to a day or more.

3. <jps.rProriocetive-Kinesthetic

Proprioception is defined as the unconscious messages we
receive through muscles,, joints and .related structures. Kines-
thesia is dtfined as conscious perception of joint position.
The furictions ofthese two systems help the individual to develop
an awareness of the body and to develop motor planning skills.
They help the.individual reach increased movement proficiency
and make modifications while moving. It might be compared to a
quality control system.

The Team Approach in the Educational Setting

Physical and occupational therapists are relatively new in
the public school setting. One mistake that we probably all have
made is forgetting that we are used to working on a one-to-one \
basis, while teachers rarely'have that opportunity.- Atour agepcy,
we have found that we can fit An to the classroom setting by '

working with the teacher, finding'out what questions and problems
he'or she has with specific- students. We then need to find out
the'daily routine, such as free play periods, rest times, putting
materials away, lining up and going to other areas of the school,
etc.- Most Often, goals of. positioning,, handling and various
activities for the therapy program can' be lit into regular class
routines by the teacher, requiring no extra time or individual-
attention, and often making what would norMally be'donefor the
student easier.

Occupational and 'physical therapists may have their own lan7
guagt, just as teachers do. We,had to learn such things as'LLD,
EMR, TMR, ED, SH, Do not be afraid to ask a therapist_to,ekplain
if you are not sure of the meaning. AlSo, be sure to tell the
therapist if you know that you will be unable to carry out any
recommendations,.regardless of, the reason: no-time, not physically
able, just don't agree with the recommendations, and so on. It
will save a lot of guilt feelings and time, and allow you to work
out another way of serving the studeht's needs.

Many of the methods by which we feel we can help a student
.utilize activities, games and play; and if carried over daily by
the teacher, good results can be obtained. If a teacher is willing
and able to do this, the therapist needs to make sure that any..
instructions Ire fully understood. Try to actually do what the
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therapist recommends in his or her presence: Many times an occu-
pational on physical therapist does things by "feel' or experience.
The therapist may tend to take things for granted, or may even be
unable to describe things verbally. If you try theactivity in
the therapist's presence, there is time for such questions to
surface so that the program can be carried out correctly.

\

-
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INTRODUCTION TO A STUD: ON THE CONCERNS OF PARENTS
WITH DEAF-BLIND CHILDREN

Paulina Fernande'z

In 1941 Sir Norman McAlistel::Gregg, an Australian opthal-
mologist,' firstdoeumented the etiologic relationship betOeen
rubella and congenital effects. Before that point, although
rubella had been' correctly identified as having a viral cause,
it was.not known that even a mild infection in a-pregnant
woman could.cause severe defect in the fetus. Once the rubella
virus penetrates the placental cieculationfrom the pregnant
Mother's blood, the fetus acts-as a culture medium. Therefore,
not only those organsalready being formed are in danger of
being malformed; all organs, which will develop after the, time
of infection are also vulnerable to the viral invasion. In
autopsies of aborted .fetuses and in the stillborn and neonatal
dead, live rubella virus has been recovered from every organ
.system.

The. consequences of congenital rubella become clearer as
the children affected inthe worldwide epidemic of 1964 con-
tinue tobe evaluated-systematiCally'in a nuirt6er of centers.
The effects of congenital rubella reflect a truly awesome pic-

''ture of damage. Rubella can cause abortion and neonatal deaths
.due to purpura (bleeding tendency). For the babies who survive,
theconsequences of this disease include deafness, visual
anomalies -such as cataract and glaucoma, cardiac malformations,
and neuromotor abnormalities,. such as spasticiey of the legs,
or of allvoluntarY muscles. Some centers havealso reported
children with poor functioning of immune mechanisms, diabetes,
or growth disorders.

: In terms of behavior, congenital rubella-canalso produce.
a high prevalence'of mental retardatiOn and childhood autism,.
as,Well'as the other abnormalities which are due to' brain
damage. A further complication is caused by the-fact that, for-
many of'the rubella children, there can be a combination of* de-
fects which 'also creates its,own-behaVioral problems.: For ex-_
ample, such a child might be blind, deaf, end autistic; or
deafand retarded, with.cardiac malforMatien.' For each of these

1-children with such a grouping defects, the behaVioral pat-
terns present their unique problems for management and education.
.In fact, in order to fully comprehend, e problemsof these
victims Of congenital rubella as well as theconcer.pd their

- parents have, it is necessary to.keep in mind the fact that,
where such defects occur in groups, the different pathologies
interact and potentiate -each other. .Rubella children with more
than one defect are truly "multi-handicapped" childen, with
extremely special needs.



Durihq the course of a longitudinal study of children with
congenital rubella, we documented the concerns of-the parents.
Many of these ptrents have no other childrearing experience.
For-a sizable:percentage of parents (39% in our study.), these
are first children. Cotbine..1 with the ordinary difficulty of-
learning to care for an infant, our parents were also faced
with the need to provide adequate care for youngsters who pre-
sented many problems because they, were retarded or autistic,
as well as deaf, blind, spastic,.or some coMbination of thesd.
The problems of obtaining the correct medical treatment,.
_psychiatric care, and educational programs for such children
are extremely great. For many parents, the presence-of such
a child in the home creates a new range of difficulties. Their
marriage itself may suffer; parents may feel guilty ansd.unsure

. of how to treat well siblings; siblings may have trouble
adjusting to a life in which they get a.ppe ality of atten-
tion because of the heightened care and att:Pigon required by
a handicapped child..

As our rubella children grew older, parents were concerned
about seeing that their children had the appropriate educational--
opportunities. With the right school or teacher, some of these
children might flourish. Conversely, a program which did not
fully recognize the child's complex needs might cause more
problems than it solved.

Sixty-five percent of all the children in our study suffek'ed
from hearing loss, ranging from mild loss to profound deafness.
For the parents of these children, concern about how to commu-
nicate with their children, about what methods of communication
the children should learn, and about how well they were able to
accomplish the task of cuitimunication when they did not hear,
was paramount.

Because our study was longitudinal, we had a unique oppor-
tunity to determine what effect, if any, ,development would play ,,;)

in the nature of parent concerns. Some problems which occupied
many of the parents when their children were preschool age
might recede in importance when the children weret!eight or nine.
Perhaps the demands of growth Might change the focus of parent
concern.

We were _also interested in discovering whether parents had
a realistic_ grasp of the priorities. -Did they correctly, per-
ceive their children's disabilities? Was the amount of infor-
.Matibn they'needed to assimilate with regard to their children's
condition too overwhelming, or did they have a clear picture of
how their children were'doing? Was there a correlation between
the actual performances of these children and the focus of

parent concern? In the case of the children with hearing loss,
we also had the opportunity of comparing data on parent concerns



with data about the children's actual performance, in speaking,
writing, and',communicating in other ways. 'Se also evaluated
the children behaviorally,"and could then correlate this in-
formation-with-the concerns parents expressed about the prob-
lems of living with their multi-faceted difficulties.

Paulina Fernandez, Ph.D.
_

New York University Medical Center
4illhauser Labs,' Room 316
550 First Avenue
New York, New York- 10016,
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THE EMERGENCE OF INTENTIONAL COMMUNICATION

Inge Brethettoni.
Elizabeth Bates

Mother-infant*interaction,' lOng,Lhe province of researchers
in social development and attachment, has more recently captured
the interest of those hoping to explore and explain the roots of
language. In fact, the early reciprocal interchanges. between
mothers and infants have been likened to protodialogue or pre-
verbal conversation, and have been studied as such by develop-
mental psychologist3,(Bruner,,1977; Kaye, 1977; Schaffer, 1977;
Stern, 1975)- Even the component skills of interaction sequences
have attracted the attention of psycholinguists. For example,
showing, pointing, and giving were studied by Escalona (1973) and
Rheingoid, Hay, and West (1976) as early forms of social sharing,
but have since been interpreted as proto-speech-acts by Bates,
Camaioni and Volterra (1975). Crying was studied by Wolff (1969)
and by Bell and Ainsworth (1972) in terms of maternal responsive-
nese to distress, but has since become the subject-of a study by
Där-d(19.73-1-In which he proposes that early "attitudinal vocali-
zations" (such as crying) contribue.s4gnificantly t later lan-

'guage acquisition.

" Although this interweaving of two areas has been fruitful-
, for both, the'search for precursors of verbal communication and
dialogue in -early mother-infant interaction also has its Clangers.

similarity of earlier and later forms of behavior may
be, but doei not have tb be based on shared underlying programs.

Piaget has disCussed the structural similarity bf behaviors
-in terms of his-notiOns.of horizontal .and vertical decalage.
,Hori.zontal dedalage refers,tb'similarity within cognitive levels/
.(e.g.,withAn the Senscrim6tCit or preoperational stage) and in-
volves.the extension or *generalization cif a cognitive program
which a chid has acquired 'in one -Context to other contexts some-
what later. For example, Bg11,(1970 has repOrtedthat securely
.attached infants will manifest object permanence, first in searching
for the mother when she has disapi)esred,bShind a screen,. extending
the same search prose, ore too' inanimate objects a few weeks later.
By contrast, insecurely attached infants ehow the'rerse order,
searching for' inanimate objects before:they search for the attach-
ment,tigure. Vertical decalage, on the other hand, involves
structural similarity across cognitive levels. fhetead of applying
a sensorimotor program to a new sdnsorimotor context the child has

, to restructure the .old sensorimotor program for use at a)higher
cone'eptual level. ''or example, a 16-month-old infant may finally
,nastir the ability -to conserve .the notion of permanent objects,
despite complex,disappearances and transformations. However, the
same child will not'yet be able to conserve attributes or &linen-
sionS (e.g: length, quantity and weight) under transformation

/
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until several years later, at entry into concrete operations.
For Piaget, both types of decalage involve direct transfer. In

horizontal decalage the same program is applied to differeht
contexts; in vertical decalage an existing program is rewritten
for application at a higher level.

Psycholinguists locking for the roots of-language_and_dis
, course in preverbal mother-infant interaction are,clearly postu-
lating something akin to Piaget's concept of vertical decalage
(in this case from the sensorimetor to the symbolic level).
However, there are two alternative explanations for these observed.
structural similarities. The first of these is simple that the
two systems could independently have evolved similat solutions to
similar organizational problems. For example, the turn-taking
regularities witnessed 'in early mother-infant games may resemble
later conversational rules,merely'because there are only .sol many
stable ways t' achieve dyadic interaction. In other words,1 solu-

ktions"may be' eveloped afresh (analogously) rather than by ;building
on earlier sal,tions (homologously). Schaffer (1977), too, recog-
nized this pro 'lem, pointing out that:until we can show continuity
(homology) all we are entitled to assume is analogy.

.
. .

,

Schaffer also draws-ourattention-tp-a-second explanation of
apparent continlaity.. Vocal turn-taking which has been observed
in interactions} with very young'Infants may .be brought about en-
tirely by the mother's Skill at inserting her vocalizations at
appropriate moments into the baby's babbling sequences. The con-
tinuity is\provided by the mother, who withdraws her support as
the child becomes able to respond contingently.

I

The onlY.method whereby the case for or against continuity
1

(i.e., the case for or against homology between earlier and-tatet.
structures) coU d be made definitivelpis by way of deprivation
studies., .a meth .d thankfully not,oPen to us. Prolonged and se-
vere social deprivation in infancy, as documented by Spitz (1965),',
does affect language development, but it does so along with impair-
ment in every other area of development as well. It is'impOssible
to say whether, in.these cases, delayed language developmeni.was
due to lack of opportunity to acquire the necessary cognitive
skill's or to loss of motivation for human in.erabtion.

:.,

. . ,

To examine the case or or against con inuity we must there-
fore explore other methods, such as 'correlational studiesor .

training studies. Correlational studies can be used to gnaw
'whether skilla-t turntaking in reciPiocal ames during an early
'stage of development is 'predictive of verb 1 dialogic skills
later, on. Through training studies, we ca, demonstrate horizon,
tal decalage. If the same underlying progkam regulates two be-
havioral domains, then training in one beh vior should lead to
progxess in the-other, regardless of the equence in which the
two behaviors first emerge in a child.

(
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We could decide to use either continuity cr discontinuity
as the working hypothesis for our research. However, since
continuity in some sense is always'''. prerequisite for further,

'development we suggest that.the search for continuity is the
more promising approach.' Such a strategy, will automatically
uncover the- degree of discontinuity between earlier aed later
cempetencies as well.,

What do we mean by ,enti.reeity? It is especially important
that we define our, teens because change is the most striking
fact about infant behavior: 'the execution of,behavior becomes
more controlled and infant signals therefOre become more read-
able.to caregivers, dyadic seep:trees grow more complex and
organized, the :,nfant takes inceg;s,ngly more social initia-
tive and unintended (perlpcutienarer signals are replaced with
intended (illocutionary) messages. Despite this plethera,of
changes the case for continuity would be satisfied in our view,
if it could be,shown that behavioral anci.organizational skills
which an infant has" acquired duping one 2-1:lod of development are
used.in the construction of' more complexavioraleandossani-
zationa3 skills later. We therefore believe that it would be
most fruitful_tginvestigate_traneitions between stages. (We
use the ,word stage as an organizer, eo mark the attainment of
new skills. A new stage incorporates. behaviors which haiYe grade-
ally been acquired 4uring the previous state. Anyone reading
.Piaget's- (1963) accomt of the .five sub-stages of visually guided
reachingwithinsensorimotor stage II will note that his stages
do not refer to quantum.jemps either) In other/words, we,suge
gest studies of how the baby 'gets from A to B tF. C" to D, rather
than .assuming that because A and D have something in common they

imusttherefore be6ausally linked. Such an approach would pre -
dict higher, correlations between A and B or Erand C than between
A and D. L.

-

Before we proceed Faith 'Our presentatipn, we would like to
insert yet4another'wordlof caution. Of course, the acquisition
of interaction skills is affected by the maturation of the centr-1
nervous'system as well as by.the infant's interaction with the
physical and social environment. No matter how' synchronous early'
'dyadic interaction, We have yet to hear of a,conversing. 3-month-
old. Limits on the speed of, development are imposed, for example*,
by the myelination of brain structures ,in the human infant (see
Konner-, in press, for a review). The Visual system is alkeady
partlaIly myelinated at biith, bqt the auditory system begins

, myelination only in the ,latter part of the first year. Further-,
more, the .corpus striatum and the globus.pallidus myelinate in
the first and second years. These structures, when stimulated in
squirrel monkeyd, give -rise to"highly ritualized, species-specific
fixed.action-patterns (MacLean 1973). According to Konner, this.
raises the podsibility that if there are fixed action patterns in
human social' behavior, they may be controlled-from homologous
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sites. We ought to keep these points in mind when reasoning
about continuities in development in general and-about the
relationship between cognitive. and communicative skills through
underlying homology in,particular.

The Emergence of Intentional Communication:
How Well Has the Case for Continuity Been Made? O

There are,many different angles-from which continuity in
the emergence of intentional communication could be probed. In

this paperwe shall limit ourselves to_discussing the,cate for
continuity in terms of the development of intentionality and
reciprocity. In order to engage in intentional communication one
must be able to plan one's behavior, but, one must also-know that
the partner can comprehend messages: that communication is
reciprocal.- Strange to say, there has been no systematic longi-
tudinal study of intentionality vis-a-vis objects and persons
since-Piaget published the observations of his three children in
'Origins of Intelligence in Children (1963) and The Construction
of Reality in the Child (195717715 order to provide a fTamework.
for our presentation we will first ottline Piaget's observations
and then relate them to subsequent research in. this area, including
ocr own. in the final section we will discuss the development of
reciprocity from the earliest.proto-dialogOe to verbal discourse.
Unfortunately, neither Piaget nor anyone else has provided a
longitudinal study covering this whole period. We have therefore
drawn on a number of different studies to present this, topic.

The Development of Intentionality Vis-A-Vis Objects and Persons
According to Piaget

Intentionality does not spring forth fully formed at the
point when infants become capable of intentional communication:
by then it already has a 'respectable history. FOfthermore, to
influencea partner intentionally is not the same as communicating
intentionally. In this brief summary we present examples of in-
tentionality stage-by-stage, and since people directed intention
'ality cannot easily be discussed without considering t'14t baby's
complementary ability to predict the behavior of human partners
we have also indluded examples of the latter. The term inten-
tionality is used here in,thesame sense as defined by Bruner
(1973):

"Intention,' sdieWed behaviorally,, has several mea-
surable featUress anticipation of the outcome of an
act, selection among appropriate means for achievement
of an end state, sustained direction of behavior during
deployment of means, a stop order defined by an end
state, and finally some form of substitution rule where-
by alternative means can be deployed for correction of
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deviation or to fit idiotyncratic conditions. It can
be argued from evidence that'the,2e2acity for all/Of
these is present frOm birth." (p7-2)

Stalge I: Laurent (all observations from Piaget,/1963) can
use kinesthetic and tactile feedback to guide hit'search for the
nipple, but only while he is already engaged in feeding.

Stage II: Laurent searchs for the sound of a Tattle which
is shakenlout of his visual field. In analogous fashion he looks
for his father who produces a bzzz sound out of the baby's sight.
Laurent now initiates behavior intentionally, prov/ided the goal.
remains perceptible during the search (0I, Obs. 44 and 49)._ In
terms of predicting human behavior, Lturent has discovered that
he will be fed in a person'slarms and not on-thejdreising table
{he only tries to nurse when held). .

Sta e III: Laurent (0I,. Obs. 99) has learned how to shake
a rattle dangling from the Ilood of his bassinet / by tugging on a
ntring. He is now able to .foresee the effect he will create,
looking the rattle as he reaches for-the string (01., Obs.
Furthermore, he seems to have noted the connection between the'
intensitYiof.his motoric efforts and the loudness of the rattle.
("It is impossible not to deem this gradation:intentional," (0I,
Ohs. 100)1. In order to Activate persons, the baby seems to use
schemes wh.l.ch have been successful at activating the toys on
his bassinet (arching, b
during the same. stage La
toy in motion tries to r
father's hand and shakin
properties, depend on his
this stage visual.stimul
behavior.! Luciennep.at.
her mother unfasten her

uncing, or tugging, cin a string) . Later
rent who has observed his father set a
create the spectacle by grasping his
it ("He treats it /'like a rattle whose

own action.," OI, Obs. 133). During
enable the baby tO predict a person's
.5 months, stops trying when she sees
'ress for a meal (0I, Obs. 27) .

c\

is not visible (CU, Obs. 29). In the midst of tapping toys
Stage IV: Jacquelin plans activities with an object which

against heir wicker bassin t, she stops, loCks for her shoe which.e,

is hidden by a shawl, unco ens it, and strikes it with a toy.
Jacqueline; (0I,. Ohs. 127) ,as also acquired some notion.of persons'
as autonomous movers:,, it i now enough to push her mother's hand

%toward the;, piece of materiel% which she wants her to swing back
and forth.; She does not continue to activate the mother's hand.
Similarly, iLaurent (01, Obs.\123) pushes his father's hand away'
when that hand restricts his movement orfis about to remove'a
desired toyll. In 'terms of preclictions, Jacqueline (Olt Obs. 109)
smiles and says "aaa" as soon 'as the door to her room opens in
the morningl (before she can see the person) and cries (Olt Obs.
133) when st\e es a person get up to leave.

Stage M: Jacqueline reali es (Ca, Obs. 147) that objects
. ,

can be made to move on their own\provided they are placed in the

\
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apRropriate 'starting position, i.e. celluloid duck released undr
water will pop up spontaneously. Laurent (0I, Obs. 148) discmvers
that\hp can obtain one object (a .watch) by 'pulling on a second .

(the sup port-on Which the watch is placed). Much later in the
same stage, Jacqueline- learns how, to use a stir:" in order to move
an rthject,towards herself. The stick presents a more difficult
problem since the baby has to create the connection, not utilize
a connection already provided. Jacqueline also realizes that a
person can be activated by messages. These messages may be be-
haviors such as assuming an expectant posture to get papa to
continue his antics (Piaget, 1954, Obs. 152) or communicative
gestures like pointing.

Stage VI: The baby now plans behavior several "moves" ahead
and considers alternatives before carrying them out. Jacqueline
arrives at a door with two blades of grass and puts the grass
down out of the &or's zone of movement before opening it (Piaget,
1963, Obs. 1_81).. Jacqueline also knows that a false message is
most likely to activate her'parents: she pretends "a certain
need" in order' to be taken tout of the playpen, when her real intent
Was to continue the game she had been playing previously (Piaget,
1954,'Obs. 160).

In Piaget's view, intentionality vis-a-vis people and objects

develOps very much in parallel. With each stage the infant is
able to insert more behaviors between the formation of an intent
and the attainment of the goal and to make predictions of human
behavior further and further ahead otheir actual occurence. This ,

requires not only development of intentionality but parallel'de-
velopment of the concepts of 4Me, space,_object permanece,'and -

causality; since a baby can only use feedback from an object or
situation inasmuch as that feedback can be interpreted within an
organized framework of "meaning":

Related. Research on Intentionality vis-a-vis Objects and People

Other research findings, while in general agreement:with Piaget's
observations, indicate that he may have been too conservative in

his'- account of intentionality.

Stages I - IV. Regarding intentionality vis-a-vis objects,
Siqueland and DeLucia (1969) showed tha't'thp capacity to "make
interesting sights last" exists, well befo;e the emergence of eye-
hand coordination. .Even three-week olds can operate slide pro-
jectors in order to view pictures, if the contingent event is

hooked up with their much more mature sucking-system rather than
their asyet immature grasping system. Watson (1972) showed that
8-week old infants can activate mobiles with headturns and finally,
Papousek and Bernstein (1969) demonstrated that, without prior
shaping, infants as young as 4 months of age are able to work out
Simple strategies for switching on a spectacle; strategies such as
turning the head. once to the right and once to the left.
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Research on intentionality vis- a--vis ppople'also suggests
that infants may be somewhat more capable than Piaget- envisaged,
at least during stages I = IV. The're,is.now abundant evidence
that human, infants are primed for social. interaction from birth.
-Mete is also evidence that expectancies of caregiver behavior,
are.formedlduring the earliest days. Sander (1977) found that
babies-'respond with dismay if the mother's face is masked, during'
feeding airing-the 6th day of life. In another "violation of
expectation" .experiment, TroniCh Adams6n, Wise and Brazel-
.ton (1978) showed that infants turned away from the mother .if
she stopped in the course of reciprocal play and presented a
sober, immobile face for three minutes. Finally,-as early as
4 months infants follow an adult's line of regard, loOking where
the adult is looking.` This shared regeren6 (Scaife & Bruner,
1975) goes a step beyond mere anticipation or noting that som-
thing is not right. Furthermore; there are some tantalizing
suggestions in the literature which suggest that around 7.months
of age infants begin to take more initiative at engaging the
partner in interaction (not merely'in keeping an,interaction
goingwith magical procedures, as suggested by Piaget's examples).
Ainsworth-(1973) has pointed out, that atabout this age babes
enter a new phase in their relationship to the mother (the
phase, of active initiative in seeking proximity and contact)-. She
reports that infants' greeting responses become more e .R and
effective and that their active ontact-seeking and
behaviors are more significant: "His.sig-dals clearly 11,- intent
to evoke a response from the mother." Sander (1969) also postu-
lates a stage of initiative beginning at 7 months, a period during
which the infant makes social -bids which are intended to secure
the mother's attention and cooperation in reciprocal games. Since
neither_of these investigators was interetited in intentionality
per se, there is no precise indication on which aspects of infant
behaviors their judgments were based. However, this period does'
coincide with Piaget's stage IV in the 'development of means: the
abilitYto use old means to new ends. We suggest a more careful
look at intentional behavior vis-a-vis persons from the beginning
of stage IV to the onset of stage V.

Out own research indicatesthat the ability to "show off",
to engage in a b6havior that has previously attracted the atten-
tion of an adult, precedes intentional communication. We do not
know, however,, when these behaviors. first appear. Furthermore,
we have anecdotal evidence about infants who squirm inorder to
be put down and raise their arms in order to'be picked up, using
these behaviors to influence adults. Sugarman (1978) conducted
one of the few studies of the transition from 'stage IV to V. She
,found that infants first either reach toward desired objects or
-look up at adults for help.' Only later dp they combine-the two
behaviors into one message (stage V) looking back and forth from
object to adult while reaching toward the object. However, even
the alternation of object and - person directed behavior may occur
earlier than Sugarman suggested. She made things difficult for
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the baby by' seating the person whooffered.,the object slightly to
the side and behind the baby. This spatial-arrangement made it
more diff..cult-for.the infant to 164 from object .to. person than
had both been located in the same visual field. The period pre-
ceding the first occurrence -of intentional messages is an inter-
esting one: there, seem lo-,be 'definite attempts to influence
adult behavior but without Understanding that others are centers
of intentionality like .oneself.

Stages V and VI. With entry into stage V we are on much
firmer ground: this is a period which we have'studied extensively.
It is theperiod when infants begin to attribute spontaneous
Mobilityjo objects and agency to people (Piaget, 1963). Instead
of making an adult "go off", infants-are now able to construct
_intept;ionai-messages. Intentional communication, as we define it,
k signalling behavior in which the sender is aware a priori of
the fi..6tt that a signal have on his/her listener,. persisting
in that behavior until the effect is obtained or failure clearly

' indicated. The behaviors that are used to infer the presence of
communicative intentions include (a) alternations in eye-contact
between the goal and the intended listener, (b) augmentations,
additionsi.and substitutions or signals until the goal has,-been
attained,.and (c) changes in the form of the signal toward abbre-
viated and/or exaggerated patterns that are appropriate only -for
achieving a communicative goal.

Around 9 months'of age, some infants already use gestures
whose sole purpose is communicative: giving, showing and pointing.
In addition behaviors such as reaching which have already.been in
use for some time become ritualized into communicative-conventions;
that is, instead of desperately straining towardian unreachable
object, the baby may look at the adult while opening and cloSing
the palm as he/she reaches toward the object. In an earlier study
with '3 subjects (Bates, Camaioni, & Volterra,- 1975) we pointed
out that nonsocial tool use (using one object to obtain a second,
such as pulling in an object placed A a .cloth) and social
use (using a person as a means to obtain an- object or using -an
object in order to obtain a person's attention)-, were closely'
linked in time,, although nonsocial tool-use tended to precede'
social tool-use. In a Subsequent study with twenty-five'children
(Bates, Bretheran, Carlson, Carpen, & Rosser, 1979) we found signi-
ficant correlations between individual measures of gestural com-
munication and non'ociaI tool-use at 9 months and significant
correlations from 9-12 months for nonsocial 'tool-use with summary
measures of gestural communication (Bretherton, Bates, Benigni,
Camaioni, & Volterra, 1979). However, in this larger sample non-
social tool-use did not always precede social tool-use. Sometimes
the reverse was the case (horiZontal decalage). We therefore'
postulated (Bates and others, 1977) that the same underlying pro-
gram could first' manifest, itself in either the social or the non-
social realm. Furthermore, social and nonsocial tool-use con-.
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tinued to be related across the age_span investigated, so that
progress in one predicted progress in the other. In addition,
thb emergence of first words and the quality 'of infant-mother
attachment (as assessed in the Ainsworth Strange Situation, see
Ainsworth, Blehar, Waters, & Wall, 1978) were significantly
correlated with social and nonsocial tool-use (Bretherton, Bates,
Benigni, Camaioni, & Volterra, 1979),

These findings would be less interesting had object permanence
or spatial relations (two from the Uzgiris-Hunt [1975] scale)
shown equally strong relationships with communication. But this
was not the case. "The only other variable which was related at
all strongly to communiOtion (and then only to verbal production,
not to production-of'COmmUnicative gestures) was vocal and gestural
imitation during the latt part of the study. Our results are.
supported by research from otherquarters. For example, Snyder
(1975) reported that language-delayed-children at the one-word
stage are significantly impaired both in tool-use' (a's measured by
the Uzgiris-Hlint scale) and in several aspects of gestural com-
munication or social tool-use (see also Curcio, 1977 and Snyder,
Carlson, Bretherton, & Bates, 1978).

Across a longer time span only the summary variable of ges-
tural communication. remained stronglypredictive of communicative
development (Bates, Bretherton, Carlson, Karpen & Rosser, in
press) both in the gestural and verbal realm. By contrast, non-
social tool-use during the earlier study was only sporadically'
related to Communication at 19 months, indicating stronger con-,

tinuities over time within the social domain.

While there are certainly structural similarities, inten-
tional communication is a-qualitatively different kind of tool-use
than pulling in a toy with a cloth or string. To achieve a real
understanding of social tool-use the baby will, at some point,
have to grasp the difference between what Aristotle has called
"efficient and final causality". In the making of aStatue the
impact of the chisel on the marble is the

- efficient cause, and
the plan which-the artist has in mind is the final cause.' In
other words, plans, goals, and intimtions are final causes--of
action, The .child, in order t6,communicate intentionally, must

.

-understand. first himself and then. the partner as final causes,
The baby must develop' what Premack and Woodruff (in'press) have
called a theory of mind:

"An individual has a theory of mind if he imputes
mental states to himself and others.. A system of in-
ferences of this kind is properly viewed as-a-theory
because such states are not-directly observable and
thd system can be used to make. predictions about the
behavior of others."

However, a theory of mind.alone is not sufficient. The child
must also understand that he/she can operate on the partner as a'
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final cause or operate on the partner's intentions. In other
words, the baby must realize that he/she can interface his/her
mind with.that of the partner or develop a theory of inter-
facing minds. A theory of interfacing minds can be used to even
greater effect when the baby can (in stage VI) mentally mani-.
pulate the representation of the partner and thus select opti-
mal communicative strategies, sometimes several. moves ahead of
the intended. effect '(see Jacqueline Piaget's first'lie, quoted
earlier).

.We will now turn to the transition from stage V to stage VI.
This transition is gradual, but by 13 months we feel sure that,
infants USG both vocal and gestural symbols to recognize, cate-.
gorize, identify, name, and communicate_ about events in the world.'
'31terra,'Bates, Benigni, Bretherton, & CSMOoni, (in press)
report parallels between verbal and gestural naming which include:
parallels in content as well as in the qualitative changes acroas.
9-12 months. For example, babies tend-to have words for drinking
implements (cup, bottle) as well as. applying pretend schemes to
-these objects (drinking. from an empty cup or bottle) . Similarly,
infants tend.to have 'both greeting gestures and greeting words,
eat-log geaturea'and-eating words. Although the total number of
words a baby can produce is significantlY,correlated.witkthe
number of gestural schemes, a baby often has the word for one
item and -the gesture for another, not the automatic and simulta-
neous acquisition of both.

The second parallel.occurs.in the gradual decontextualization
'of-verbal and gestural naming. Bothpretend behaviors and names
tend to be applied to a narrow range.of'Situations,at first and
to a much wider range of context later. For example the word.
"dada" first appeari in situations where the child is engaged in
play with the father, but is later used to labela picture of the
father or when the father's car is heard in the driveway.. This
gradual freeing of communicative behaviors from contaxtual.supPort
enables the baby. to use gestures more and more inventively.

We would like to further illustrate this point -by describing
the increasingly sophisticated-manner in which babies use the
pointihg gesture. The transition from non-communicative to commu-
nicative pointing occurs wheh children make sure that the adult
is attending to the message by brief visual checking (Bates,
Benignip-Bretherton, Camaion & Volterra, 1979). In a sample of
18 month olds (Bretherton, 1977), infants were seen to use +'his
gesture in a more sophisticated way: they stood facing the mother
while pointing to an interesting toy behind them, i.e.-, the children's
gaze was :sway from the .place at which"they were pointing most of
the time. Furthermore, infants come to use the pointing gesture
to indicate events which are not visible; e.g., pointing in the
direction of the drive and saying "Daddy" when the sound of father's
car is heard ( Brunner, 1977). At 15 months, Bruner observed an even
more interesting instance of pointing: the child who was "reading"
,a book with his mother'pointed to a wine bottle in the picturebook
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.and.-tiom there to the dining -room table, as-if conceptdally linking
the two. One of us, (I.B.) :has observed a similar use of the, point-.
ing gesture in-a 15 month old boyin play with a doll farml,. Upon
being presented with the mother doll, the child inspected it and-
then turned around pointing to his mother and saying "Mommy". When
the. father doll was brought outthe little 'boy looked at it care.-
fully and then pointed toward the door saying "Daddy" (his father
-had not come to the lab). Similarly creative uses:of_the "Bye-bye"
gesture have been noted in the author's present study with 13
month olds.: waving bye -bye was used when the infant was tired and
wanted to go home after a lab visit.` It was also'used during a
home visit to indicate (we think) 'that the child wanted the testers
to leave: by waving bye-bye to the tester instead of carrying out
the suggested task.

As children enlarge and learn how to-manage their communica-
tive repertoire, many communicative intents other than the'declaka-

- tives and imperatives mentioned by sates, Camatoni, & Volterra.
11975) become possible. Here are just a few which can be conveyed
with simple gestures only;

demanding or requesting (reach look to adult)
answering (shaking head to "do you want, water?")
refusing (shaking head, making a ritual push-away gesture)
praising' (clapping handS, usually in self-applause)
declaring or sharing reference (pointing, or point look)

Dore (1973)'has'claimed that the illoculionary force of commu-.

nicative intents is conveyed bythe intonation of the.preverbal
utterances whereas the accompanying gesture indicates what is being
communicated about. "Whisle we agree that this can be so, we do not
believe that the distinction is'always so clear-cut. Although-tne
baby's intent may be encoded in the prosodic features of the pre-
verbal utterznce,-it may also be encoded in tlie execution of the
gesture (e.g., impatient 'waving of the arm while holding a point
gesture is more likely to be intended as and to be interpreted
as-an imperative than a declarative). In addition to'specialized.
communicative ;gestures (e.g., pointing), the performance of ordi-,
nary,everyday behavior can have communicative intent. An- example
is Jacqueline Piaget's method/for:persuading her father to whisper
into her ear again by- merely assuming the appropriate posture
(nutting her ear near his moth). We have observed some similar
examples of, communicative behavior d.uring our own studies, e.g.,
holding a telephone receiver to the mother's ear to induce her
to phone 4tHi.conveys L message more precisely than merely
dumping the :whole telephone apparatus in the mother's lap). A-
related example that occurredseveral times involved turning-the
doorknob but intermittently looking_back to the mother with plain-
tive sounds, conveying "help me to open this &jar". This type of
behavioral communication has not been studied systematicallyand
no wonder since it is particularly difficult hproto differentiate
intended from non-intended messages (illOCutionary from perlocu-
tionary forces).
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However, we have in our observations come across one type.ot
behavioral communication' which haS all the hallmarks of inten-
ticnality: teasing. TeaSing wasreported by more than half'of
the mothers of the Americ01 sample during our recent longitudinal
.study. Teasing or "fooling" usually involves-the following fea-
tures: (a) the baby.makes sure the adult is watching, (b)_ the

baby only pretends 'to carry out the activity, (c) the.baby seems
to expect a very spedific adult reaction. Examples of teasing are:

1. Looking if the adult is watching and then reaching
toward a forbidden plant, but not actually touching
it, waiting for the adult to. say "no ".

2. Climbing the stairs part' way (this is not perMitted),
looking back to see.if adult is watching and as
Adult approaChei, quickly trying to climb a few more
steps.

3. Pretending'to fall downstairs-when adult is nearby.
4. Pretending to be asleep or hiding when mother enters

the room in the morning: When mother holds out her
hands,.coming forward a little and then bouncing
back into a pretend-sleep position:.

5: Offering food to adult; putting it even closer when
......adult_opens. his/her mouth, but pulling it baOk at-the last moment.

When a baby. teases he/she is, as in an act of pointing'or showing,
operating on the adult's intentions. Teasing is thus a much more
advanced way of "making the adult go off"'thanthe ire "s'iowing
off" of an earlier stage.

Baying discussed some examples of the baby's increasing
sophistication in how he/she employs vesfures, and behaviors to
.convey intents, we can now examine creative gesture -word. combi-
nations. In our previous study we `analyzed gestures and words
separately. in our present study we are,seeing,slightly,older
infants (mean age 13.5 months). At this age, we have noticed
two types' of word-gesture mess&ge constructions: a parallel and
an 'a'dditive typt, In parallel constructions the ,word expresses
Very' much the same communicative intent as the-gesture, so that
in many cases the word alone or thegesture alone would suffice
to convey the intent (e.g., saying "bye" and waving). To make the.
point clear we are listing Some examples below:

"Dis" or "See" + point or shoW
"Dadoo" (thank you) or "Da" (talian fOr':_give) + give
"Hi" or "aye". + wave
"Up" + arms -up
"No",+ headshake .

"Uhuh" + nodding
"Yeh" + self-applause

Because of their redundancy these dual messages are clearer
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to the addressee thin their single counterparts. 'This is especially
-t-rue.of the case of showing, in which adults often haVe trouble
distinguishing between an infant's intent to give and infant's
intent to show. Additive combinations,- on the other hand, are not
only clearer but more precise than single gestures, although
there are big differenceS' in how much'the combination adds to the
message. Some examples we have observed and found in the literature
are:

"OuckieP point to poster (at'13 months)
"Milk" + reach toward. kitchen counter at 13 mantis. :)
"Loos" (juice) banging on refrigerator (at 12 months)-
"Fio" 4 pushing food away (at 13 months)
"'dummy" headshake, seemingly for "it's not Mammy" when

a stranger 'enters instead of the mother (at 16 months).
"More" + headshake, seemingly for "no more" (Carter,

1975, at 15 months)..
+ give (at 18 months)'

These combinations. could be studied in much more detail. .-For
example, it would be useful to look at the temporal relations that
hold within gesture/sound pairs, i.e., whether the word always

--lel-lows-ev-pzeeedes-the-gest4se,-whether....the_two_are_gener.alay_____
q simultaneous, or whether the sequence is optional. Another,ap-

proach would be to examine the relative weight of gesture'vs. sound
in these combinations.' For example, Carter (1975) has presented
the only detailed longitudinal case study currently.available on
the precise nature of gesture/sound combin'ations in this age range.
A particularly interesting pattern repotted .n her study regards
the relative stability of gesture vs.-sound in the longitudinal.
course of these packages. In the earlier phases, the gesture tends
to be relatively fixed in form, while thP sound may vary consid-
erably within the same communicative goa .ituation. Later on,
within the same kind of context, the sou.. becomes more fixed in
form while the gestdre "frees up" or become more variable:

As soon as thd word "sequence" is mentioned, most linguists
will probably think, "Ah, primitive syntax". However, word-gesture
combinations do. not have -to be arranged sequentially to carry their
meanings, and as Carter has shown, they may also be rearranged con-
sideribly in form without significant variations,in communicative
effect. Some recent research on language the One-word stage,
in'particular a study by Greenfield and Smith (1976), suggests that
single Words combine with, gesture and with the non-verbal context
to convey such "grammatical" concepts as agent-action, action-
object,and object-location--notions that the authors describe
with a version of Fillmore's case grammar (Fillmore, 1968). ,A

number of criticisms have been'offered of this "rich interpretation"
approach in reading the intentions-of one-word speech (e.g:., Howe, /

1976). Still, there is good reason to believe that children con-



trol,mot....complex combinatorial meanings than is evident in their
one-word utterances alone.'

The Greenfield and Smith data regards cwabinations of. word
and gesture,by children learning a language that will, at least
eventually, depend most heavily on the orai.component. However,

children acquiring 4 purely gestural code, show remarkable precocity
in conveying complex meanings. PTirst,'it appears.that.the earliest
fUlly.symbolic signs in children acquiring American Sign LangU!age

(ASL) ,as a native language,appear'at about 9 months (Prinz, 1978),
and there is one dOcumented case of a completely conventional/and
arbitrary,signas early as 6 months of age Hoffmeister, 1978).,

.Furthermore, the-W combinations .(analogous to 2-word utterances).
have beet reported !around 14 months by deaf parents of deaf /child-
ren,.at least four 'months earlier than in'infants acquiring/an'

. oral language (stokoe, 1976). Whether we are studying the acqui-
sition of oral or manual languages-, it seems fair to. conclude
that an examination of the earliest regular gestures will tell us
a great deal about transitions into linguistic behavior that obeys
grammatical conventions.

Once multiple-word utterances become common in the oral modality,-
the accompanying gesture may ,drop back in importance. CArte's

-..result_s_gertainlysuggest that the gestural component of messages
may at least EecoMi756W-V4'ri-atrteand-henoe-.lessLdepend.ab;0. (con--._

ventional ?) in fork. Nevertheless, as.we shall,. see in the next
section it will bea long time before language is no longer an
accompaniment of action tied to the ongoing sensorimotor context.
rn short, it will be a while before a child'can perform the ana-
logue of cooking dinner while discussing language development.

The Emergence orbialOgue

True dialogue divorced from action, only appears well into the
Second' year of life (Ervin-Tripp, & 'miller, 1977) . D.: the forms
of ritualized mother-infant interaction which precede this ability
facilitate 'its development or are they strict prerequisites (e.g.,

dialogue will not develop without them)? As we' eve already pointed
out, the term-protodialogue has at time beery-used loosely to note
similarities between ritual games and discourse' (or even communica-
tive ability), assuming but not actually showing underlying homo-
logy. As we will show, the lack of 1 ngitudinal studies in this
area makes it difficult to make sta ments about continuity with
confidence.

The earliest moiliiiiiirdht-Temes-have-moTe-to-do-with_developing
joint rhythms than with turn-taking per se. Before one month of age,

.

interaction sequences are hard to establish (Brazelton, Kozlowski &
Main, 1974). Thereafter mother and infant interact (if they-are
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suctesaul) in lointLaynchrony. !fhe mother tries 'to get the baby
to respond to her antics; and as he/she becomes increasingly ex-
cited the.Mother adds more behaviors until the baby shows signs
of flagging. At this point the mother tends_ to tone down her
own behavior,to match the-baby's; .the next round of interaction

-istarts whenthe baby looks back -at the mother. Stern and his
colleagues haVe studied mothers and infanttat play from 3 to 4
months descri ing the observed interactions as a dance (Stern,
i977). Such Mmes may be necessary precursors to later repeti-
tiveturn-tak gamessuch as looming reciprocal vocalizing, re--'
.ciprocal hand-clapping, and so on. The repetitive form of.turn- .

..._takihl-benmes exceedingly common 'later on. Many such games are
invented dp,the 'spur of the moment even with unfamiliar, partners.

. They are useful, .especially -with unfamiliar partners, because of
their simple script; "Firsts your do this, then T do that".

.
Mothers firlt introduce games :with a "storylinen (e.g., peeka-

b09 and pattycake) around 5 months of age (Ratner & Bruner, 1978);
Ratner and Bruneg'in their longitudinal study Of a disappearance
ame ,were not out to show continuity in the baby-, but continuity
In the dyad. Figure 1 ;redrawn fiom their pap'er) depicts the
structure of a disappearance game'in whichthe mother pulled a
down from a cloth cone and made it disappear again. Note how
,/mother, when she .first introd4Ced'this'game, mark*A each

---jvhotUreh-appyopriate utterances.
A

.

,Insert Figurniabout-here.

4.
) At first.(5 months) ..the bat4 was mainly a spectator, at 7

.mont s the baby began to gespond'to the rhythm of the game, at 8
mont s.he/sheimitated the mother's vocal marking oi the clown's
disc pearance.. Finally at 15 months, the baby had mastered the
whole:sequence and was able to perform either the agent 'role with
minorvariations, or as a recipIent, to insert aptropriate comments
to.-the partner's, actions. It it probably more difficult toshoW-
contiduitg in this.type of complex game 'which is at.first much too
difficult for the infant than.through a seriesof games with graded

. I odiffiTulty.
i

Td, what extent is th acqu'isition of turnf-takin9 skills de-
pendent,on the kind' of ritual interchange' we just dicussed? After
all, babies cooperate with their mothers in many other, less struc-.
tured, activities such ateati4g; bathing' and going to bed. In
fact,' it' is 'rather hard for-mother .and infant not to develop a
Series of dyadic scripts. TheloPportdnity. to acquire turn-cPking'
competence in these less ritualized cooperative sequences should /
also be studied.

.)rtes has condticted an in estigation which highlights.the:iM-
porttnce of just such situational variables in lonversations of



older childreniwith their mothers. Two1
'

l :three-, and four-year
olds interacted with their mothers in two, types of situations:
(a) a task-oriented situation in whichithe couple was asked to
draw a picture together and (b) a free/play situation in which

' the mother was askew to sit in a chair/ighile the child explored
the laboratory.playroom._ Each petsonrS utterances were analyzed
in terms of communicative'intentio7ior speech acts and in terms
of whetlher the utterance was a topic: initiation or a response to
the other speaker. From this information two ratios were calcur.
lated. Thefirs of these, dominance, looked at the proportion,-
.the more that person dominated the flow of conversation. The
second ratio,' conversational sensitiqty, consisted of the splea er's
responsive utterances, divided by the partner's total. utterance
This value was larger. When a person responded to a' larger num
of,the partner's topic initiations and responses. The child's
conversational sensitivity increased from 2 to 4 years, whereas
the mother's.startegi at a high level and then decreased as the
older child tookimore responsibility for keeping the conversation
going. This.was'.true in both, situations. The dominance ratio,
:on the other hand, opPrated very differently in the two situations:
in the drawing.task.the mother dominated with a far higher pro-'
portion of topIciinitietions; in the free play' situation the roled,
were reversed.. In other words, the sensitivity measure taps age
differences in interaction that are telatively Obnstant across
situations, while the"dominance measure reflects."divisin of labor"

different kinds .of,contexts..

These findings suggest a similar line of Inquiry kn earlier
stages of turn-taking. What are the developments that hold con-
stant across ritualized mother-infant 7smes encl. looser dyadic -

\scripts? Which be0aviors vary, and how do they varY- s a function
of the kind of interaction taking place?

i i

The final
,

uestioh we must "ask is whether ritualized, playful
.interaction (asfopposed to more informal interactirn)1 is in feet a
necessary prereguib:te to dialogue. In. our rescarOhiiin Italy and
in the qnited StStes (Bates,.Benigni, Bretherton,I. Camr;ioni,,&.'

iliolterri, 1979), we noted that -.the Itallan babies who, play far
\more.ritual games than AmericanNabies were also more advanced in
'Speech. Bates (1976) reports some evidence that thiS.relative

,

precocity '(in comparison with Ambrican children) con'ti'nues into
,

the development-of ;grammar: Still, this evidence o4ly.suggeitS..
Ifacilitation not necessity. On the othe hand'iDr4zelton.(1977)
'reports that agtoup of Zinacanteco Indians -whdm heStmdied in
Mexico minimize playful social interaction.during the first year
Of life. During the first 3 months,,, the infant's face is often
hovered to .protect it froM the evil eye; even In the context of
feeding :interactions the mother does .not speak.or:smile to the
infant. These infants do leakn to converse, howeVer. This one
examPle. (and'there are othets;_seeLevinee 1977) ,is sufficient to
demonctrite that ritual play interaction'is not a prerequisite to,.
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discourse. To what eictent, ,then, is verbal dialogic skill enhanced,
or facilitated by ritual game interactions? How important is the

. quality of joint actions in general?' We have recently (Bretherton,
Bates, Benigni, Camaioni, & olterra, in 'press) presefited evi-
dence'showing that the quality off, mother-infant attachment 'during
the ZYst year of life.(as measured by.Ainsworth's Btrange Situa-
tion) is not related to the speed Of language acquisition. However,
our study(nd other similar studies which we reviewed Nave related
vocabulary size and other strictly linguistic: measures tO mother-

:, 9hild interaction, but riot to discourse skill in the bred Sense.
We Simply do.not yet know if early harmenicus quality p inter-
action in play as well as other cooperative sequences is related
(or not related) to later discourse Skill.°

e

7 ,Conclusion

We cannot claim to have proven,the case for continuity. But
where we, ourselves and others have looked carefully, wechave
found good evidence for continuity in "local",.:Atage-to staee
transitions. By moving on,e step at a time, from A to B to C, to
13, we can make'a much' more convincing case thari in-grossanalogies
..1from A to D. Thisiin n'o way detracts, from the fact ,that enormous
*alitative changes take place during those transitions. -YEW
issue of.cohtinuity vs. discontinuityis independent of the ques-
tion of how much has been changed,Hadded, subStptuted, or rear-
ranged --.a point which is sometimes overloo)cedl.

The major transitions that we have exaMined here are the
fdllowing.

, 4
1.(1.) Awareness that one cad affect someone's behavior

during an already ongoing interaction; to
(2) awareness that one can intentionally "activate"

. the partner to make 'him/her "go,off"; to
(3) makjng the partner carry out one's oWn intentions

(i.e., intentional ignals; to'
(4) elaboration and differentiation of a set of. specific /

'communicative Signals, in iTicreasingly "conv,.ntion-
aiized". or mivally agreed upon and,. in 'some Fases,
arbitrary form, which coincides with th6 development
of. a' "theory of interfacing minds' "; to

(5) the ability to generate plans about howto select
signals for particular.communicative effects, hog
to rearranqe'the signals

'some cases
basis, of feedback

from the-patc4tnr, and in some cases the ability
to plan communications several "moves" ahead in an
interactive sequence. This occurs' a.n step with the
construction of an internal model of the percep-

t
.tions, intentions., sad, feelings of other human beings,
-and a symbolic thecircof interfacing minds.,
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Our own studies have concentrated on the transitions from
point 3 to 4, and point 4 to 5. At the earliest end of the scale,
these transitional moments connect back into the work by Schaffer,
Collis, &'Parsons (1977), Sander (1977), Kaye (1977), and others
concerning the nature of very early mother-infant interaction.
At the bite end of the scale, we can foresee connections with an
extensive existing literature on "role taking" or "perspective
'taking" in early childhood -- ,starting with recent work on per-
ceptual role taking in infants (e.g., Le:Ters, FlaVell & Flavell,
1977) through to studies of older children on "people thinking
about people thinking about people" (Miller, Missal & Flavel,
1970). The child begins in the first few days with built in
propensities to engage in interaction with eonspecifics. These
primitive tendencies insure that he/she will find himself/herself
firmly based within regular and predictable interactive sequences
where he/she becomes aware of his/her own ability to influence the
behavior and the internal states of others. These deve3opments
tive implications far beyond/the acquisition of language, per se,
to all the various uses that we can make of language in our ex-
change with fellow human beings.

e

e.
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Figure I. The Structure of a Disappearance Game (from Ratner and Bruner, 1978)
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EARLY CHILD LANGUAGE AND ITS SOCIAL SUBSTRATE

Louise R. Kent-Udolf

Introduction

In normally developing children, the rapidity with which
language- is learned all but obscures the process; he result,
-nonetheless, is amazingly uniform. In view of the essentially
uniform result, it can be thedrized that parents set the stage
for language to be learned'and that they adequately reinforce
its progressive acquisition and the growth of linguistic com-
plexity. .At the same time, it can be theorized that childreh
reinforce their parents for these behaviors. Neither parent
nor child is presumed to be expert.in training the other. Yet;
the normal child learns quickly enough so that the parent is
rarely troubled by the child's rate of language learning; and
the child . rarely handicapped by the parent's inexpert-instruc-
tion. No principle or strategy can account for language
learninsin the normal child. In the most general sense, there
appears to' be L strong mutual orientation on the parts of both
child and parent toward adult-adult linguistic interaction.. On
a sort of minimal response-cost basis, the Oarent.providei4 the
necessary and sufficient conditions for language learning' and
the child provides reinforcers to the parent sufficient th main-
tain the tutorial set and positive affect. The normal process,
then, is the mutual meeting of minimal needs over an extended
period of time. In the process, parent and child are generally
'satisfied' with the frequency with which they are understood
by the-other and with the progress that 4.s being made toward
adult-adult 'inguistic interaction.

The history of tae handicapped or developmentally delayed
child may be theorized to be quite different from that of the
normally equiTped anu r;ormally developing child. The special

4. child may fail to occasion sufficient stage-setting'behaviors
for language on the part of the parent and may rail to reinforce
the parent-adequately for the tutorial an stage-setting behaviors
that are occasioned. There may be a mutual failure on the parts
of both parent and child to meet each other's minimal requirersnts;
16ozh may .need more than they receive. The normal system floundlrs.
The result is unpredictable; there th no uniform result for parent
or for child.

In our search to find ways to help handicapped and develop-
mentally delayed children a'ad :.heir parents, we scrutilaze- more
and more carefully parent-chi..d interactions of normally i....tyeloping
dyads. Clinir:ally, seem to be asking that time move in,Ye-
verse and thcq to move forvv.rd, allowing us t;* orchestrate a
proper fr,esh so,:rt for our special children and thPir. parents.
Surely we know that in reality there iE no such.thing is a fresh



start. 'Each new start must dignify what has occurred before..
This is one reason why the application of the 'developmental
model' to handicapped or developmentally delayed children and
their parenti may not be entirely valid. The developmental'.
model has already failed them! The developmental mopel may
only 43e approprie,:7.e for the normally developing child from whom
it is derived. To apply at to the handicapped or delayed child
denies the unique histories of both parent and child. The
question is whether the most efficient way to teach language is
the way that normally developing children happen to learn it.
The professional interventionist .t extected to offer something
more potent than a recapitulation of what appears to suffice
for the normally equipped- and normally developing child.

By drawing on the literature on attachment, adult-child
interaction, child development, behavior analysis, developmental
psycholinguistics, cognition, and discrimination learning, it
should be possible to develop :language programs that would maxi-
mize the chances of success for language learning. At a minimum,
a language program should, consist of defensible sequence of
behaviors to be learned, accompaRied by instructions on how to
teach them such that the ch.kles performance will be as near
errorless as.possible in spite of Inevitable flaws in the program
'itself.

The Major Assumptions

For the.sakd of clarity, the assumptions on whic% this
graph is Led re presented below:

1. A-non-verbal affective-interpersonal communication system is
achieve& between normallydeveloping infants and their care
givers prior to the infants' .-omprehension of .the formal *a.

language of their faMily,_CultUre, or society. The bas4c
semantic relations,of early child language and their cogni-
tive'correlates-are inherent in.this-early affective Communi-
cation system.

Early child language is an extension of the previously estab-
lished :affective communication system.'

3. Cognitive linguistic growth are 'interdependent; and the
chievewent of milestones withir each are interlaced.throvgh-
out child and adu14 %ife. Certain sets of cognitive Skills
may he prerequisite for the attainment of Certain sets of
linguistic skills and vice versa.

t. Abnormal language development anet delay may be cl.v to multiple
an-- interacting affective/interpersonal, sensory, coul,itive,
erd instructional 'failure~ of Not=- infant and careoiver.

so



.4a. Abnormal language and. delay may be significantly related to
mutual failures of infant and caregiver (a) to a..icve between
them a non-verbal affective/interpersonal 'communicati_r system,
(b) to find a shared sensory mode(s) for language and dis-
course, and/or (c) to learn and to teach selective attending
and discrimination skills within shared sensory modes.

4b. Abnormal language and delay may be significantly related to
mutual failures of infants and caregivers to maintain instruc-
tional interactions with each other. That is, the child may
fail to provide 'to the caregiver sufficient reinforcement
which, if provided, might maintain the caregiver's instruc-
tional interaction; and the caregiver may fail to provide the
child with. sufficiently salient or reinforcing stimuli which,
if provided, might maintain the child's attending to the care-
giver's instructional efforts.

5. Abnormal language development and delay can be significantly
affected through programming that .(a) recognizes the affective
bases of language and the interdependence of cognitive and
linguistic growth, and (b) is guided by the construct of
errorless learning.

The Major Programming Components

Assuming that abnormal language development and delay can be
signifiantly affected through programming that recognizes the

. affective bases of language and the interdependence of, cognitive
and linguistic growth, these three components deserve careful
consideration in planning our approaches to intervention for
the 'children and parents that we serve. In the sections that
follow, these three components are considered separately; we
must remain aware, however, that these components are our Own
verbal inventions and that thei '. psychological reality and inde-
pen4ence are open to question'. The developing child remains al-
ways all of one piece.

Affective Interpersonai, Communication

In the story of moter-infant attachment, the mother is posi-
tively disposed to her from birth. She occasions the _

fant's first affective L.Jsponses through th* gaging, touching,
stroking, cuddling, cooing, murmuring, whispering. nd talking
that at inaerent in her close physical ':Gntact The child.
The mother interprets the child's affective respon, as indicants
that all is well with her baby; and she enjoys a sen of sureness.
These affective responses quickly come under the stimulus control
of her touch,,her voice, and her odor, as!well as the visual
features of her.prnsence. The mother interprets hese differen-
tiatedpostive reoponset to hr* as signs of love; and ,she is
thereb7 reinforced fo.1: a wide range of nurtaring behaviors toward.
the child. The mothers gaze at their children who gaze stead-

,
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fastedly back. Beautiful, All is well. Mothers tuuzh the babies

and they root toward her. Mothers talk to the babies softly. They

alert. They are comforted by the warmth of her physical presence
and by the sound of her voice. All of this 1.!4; the foundation of a

communication system bc'tweon these two these ba!'aias orient posi--

tIvely to the mothers. The babies signal the mot' er to remove
aversive stimuli--hunger, cold, pain, isolation, 1-Nnredom, restraint:

The babies let he: know when she has succeeded in J.emoving

source of their trouble. The babies request attention to themselves.

They comment on their happy state by engagirg in pattc.ned exchanges
of eye contact and rhythmic motor uovement with their mottle) . The

babies tell the mothers "No". "I dc.n't 'Ike that." "Stop it."

by objecti.4 to and resisting actions or 4tates imposed on them.

The babies laugh appreciatively to their mothers' clowning and to

'games of hide and seek, of peek-aboo. They vocalize in unison
and reciprocally with their mothers. They change their facial ex-
pressions as mother changes hers. They are able to break and regain
synchrony with mother. This is a kind of conversation between
lovers that requires no words.

But the mother does talk; and the baby's behavior comes under
the stimulus control of her speech, of its tempdral patterns, sperlial
intonations, phrase' contours and special wrds, too. "rid the noth..:'s

behavior.comes under the stimulus control of her baby's differentiated
cries, gestures, facial expressiOns, postures, vocalizations, in-

tonations. It is from this early ihterpersonal' communication system
that language and discourse arise. It is hard to notice when the
child actually b.,gins to talk because the pro'cess has been. so gradual

an0 such a part of a system that has been so long established.'

The child and mother retain their affettive communication system;
but the child comes to gloss more.and more of the communicative
exchanges wip.words or signs.. The ,child becomes more specific,
acquirins,pAe and more of the conventional features of the language

of the culture. In essence, a second language is lePrned.

Ill or handicapped newborn babies and their, mothers too often

do not readily achieve attachment and a mutually.reinfokcing system
of communication., .The continuity of the mother's ;ontact wit)* the
ill or handicapped, new born baby is disrtpted; and the mother is
dependent upon 'experts' to care for her child. The mother is
anxious that ail is not well with her baby. She has limit9d oppor7
tunity to establish a dialogue or syhchrony with him or her,ono
opportunity to become confident of herSelf as a mother, no cippor-

tunity to feel exclusive love. The child, instead of being a dis-
criminati7e stimultis for all kinds of good, warm feelings, becomes

a conditioned stimulus for. anxiety. Ine mother's unsettling
feelings may be interr,eted variv;bly y her as incompetency, rejec-

tion, failure--feelings that breed dep,eszion. By the time the
child. is stable and caPable.of responding to the pleasure evoking
istimuli which typically characterize maternal behavior, this mother

may not be able to approach hot child with sureness and delight. Her
tentative efforts 1.o nurture may not be synchronized with the child's
weak tendencies to lespond reinforcingly; and their mutual failure

/
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to bona seCurely may heijhteh her anxiety and seise of desperate'
failure. She may tend mcre.and more to approach the child only
when he c,r she is crying or: otherwise engaging in behaviors iri-
compatible with the display.of positive affect in response to
her. There may be less and less opportunity for the child's
positive affect to become discriminated to the mother, no more
the case for hers to the child.

All of this can be thought of as .an elaborate, mutual-failure
between mother and infant. The child's basic needs of food and
hygiene are met but not the'need to establish human attachment
and synchrony--the,bases, for human communicatiori and discourse.
The mother has her baby but she has not found him or her; she
feels alone, disappointed, rejected, anxious, and depressed. She
nay feel shame for herself and her baby,' She may feel that they.
ore both pLinful disappointments to her husband and to other rela7
tives. The child has a mother but is not enthralled by her; the
child can't find her without help, nor she the child.

What are we tc Jo when the-s .children are brought to us for
help, communicating no messages to us otherLthan sadness and dis-
tress or rage at our intrusion?. How can we occasion their posi-
tive affecttoward us? How can we occasi achievement of an
affective interpersonal communication syst m with -Ls? The attain-
ment of these goals can be _facilitated throughLprogrammaticiinter-
vention. And their attainment 'is Critical to the .childi=en's
subsequent z_-quisition of language and discourse.

A Proarammatic Response_

As an exemplar, I,refer you to Bradtke, Kirkpatrick and
Rosenblatt (1972) who have attempted to,objectify the attainment
of affective behayiors in profoundly mentally retardewdimultiply
haildicapped children. . These workers call their approach "'inten-
sive play'. It is a one- on- one'approach. It requires an. average
size.room; a large mat pr carpeted.area;, a large wall mirror
adjacent to the math,p, large rocking chair; comfortable clothing;
background music that varies in tempo, mood; and intensity depending
upon the pace of activities ranging from gentle rocking to vigorous
play;- and no'shoes.

In the beginning, teachers impose on the children close phy-
sical contact that may be resisted or only apathetically accepted.
They impose affection that may not be reciprocated. They persist
in adhering. to -the' programmed routine in spite of the children's
continuing resistance or-apathy. Theybelieve that ultimately
the children will find them irresistai_de; and they continue to
woo-them. They do not expect, and rarely receive; social rein-
forcers from the children. They are reinforced by miniscule
changes in the children's behavior and by their colleagues..

.Each-child receives a minimum of A minutes per of'ipten,-



play. Although the objectives very from child to child, the

10 minutes is spent in relatively gentle play; the next 10
luireltes, in vigorous physical contact pl.ay; and the last 10 minutes,
in rest and relaxation, maintaining close 'physical ,.contact between

chld and teacher. Objectives cnd plans for intensive play are

written for children delp,Inding upon their size, their physical

strength, 'their combativeness, their level of cognitive development,
their motor capabilities, tl,e available lense,ry modes shared be-
tween teacher and child, and the current status of affective cn-
munication between them.

Withi_the_understanding that there can be no standard set of

progressive objectives suitable for all children, the following.

examples of objectives for intensive play are offered to demonstralte

how affectiye 'achievements can be operationalized;

.Child will give spontaneous notice to teacher when approached.

.Child will'readily give eye 'contact to teacher when approached.

.Child will give greeting to teacher in response to teacher
greeting him mior her..

'.Child will initiate greeting to teacher.
.Child will smile on eye contact With teachar.

.
.Child will smile when brushed gehtlY on cheek by teacher.
.,Child will engage in vocal exchange initiated by teacher
.Child will initiate vocal exchange with teacher.
.Child will spontaneously imitate'vocalizations and noises.

.Chil will'initiate physical contact with teachr.

.Child will initiate familiar play routines wits, teacher. .;

.Child will Ipontaeously imitate facial expressions of teacher.

.Child will give notice of cessation of activity with teacher.

.Child will turn toward or approach teacher when distressed or
I .

frightened.;
.Child, will mold to teacher when held and rocked by him or her.
.Child' will request shared attention from teabhsr to other .,

stimuli., ,.
.

.

.Child will ive notice of absence of specific features of play
routine !(su h as the rocking chair or-the music).

Imgenerali we might expect children. to progress through
several stages n their way to achieving a Vet of progressive -:5-

1
jectives tailor d to their special needs. At first we might ex-
pact strong phy ical resistance and avoidance. Later we might
expect passive acceptance. Later, acceptance with a faint sign
of comfort or p pasure. Then,' perhaps, acceptance with some . .

visual regard a d positive anticipation. Later xet,;Smiling. Ahd
still later, th children might initiate gentletouching of the'
teacher's face, looking bravely into the teacheir's eyes. By n e0,,,

we might begin o see pleasure at being touched by the teache
The children ma engage in exchanges of vocaliation, facial

.pressions, and ovements. The children arp enjoying play :oW.

' We expect to se them alert to chanc es in the:Islay routine. /We
.expect to see t em initiate familiar routines. We expect tO see
them approach t6e teacher and to to4mh him .or her and to p711- him

A, -__
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tcward the mat nr the chair. We are hoping to see some
impishness! And we are hoping eventually to become the children's
sought-after comrade in vigorous exhilarating physic-1 play,
human objects to be explored with wonder and curiosity, good
7olcIany for cuddling; a, safe harbor. An:] with this base, it is

thi't these childz-:,, may have things to say to us, and
that what we say-may mattei c.o them. Intensive play, or some
adaptation of it, offers F bridge to positive affective intei-'
2ers--.:11 communication. Wiout this level of human communication,
langua4e-intervention sttategies cannot he expected to be optimally
effective; and with -this- evel of human communication, instructional
attending behaviors can 6e expected to be readily obtained and
easil -y maintained.

Intensive play. can easily be adapted to the special needs of
partic6lar children. For blind or visually impaired children, it
is. extremely important that iritensive play occasion and strengthen
the 4s1e of hands for exploring persons and objects tactilely,' for
seardhing.for objects, and for pro:iucing stimulus change by acting
on ili4:environment bare-handed or with toolA. Freiberg (1'977,
1971) tconsiders the training of hands to se4rch for .positive rein

,

forders to be of crucial signifilance.wit respect to children's
learni)n to crawl. She believes that children mho search with
their'hands will 'crawl and that children who c#awl freiy will
learn to walk and to run with gusto! She alsoibelievca that .

children who learn to craW1 will not become nqildren who it and
rock. 'Further, Praiberg considers the "training of then hands to

.produce stimulus change by acting on the environment to be of
trucial significance with respect to the,child!p ndt learning to
self timuiate or to sell-abuse, The implication is that learning

.to manipulate the environment in play will facilitate the ecgui-'
sition of other .forms or. adaptive hand usage such at' eating and
dressing,.

Blind or visually imPairedcihildren often need to be taught
to smile iand,to communicate affect through their facial expressions;
and-, they be..taught to do this through. tactile stimulatidn ...-

within the context of intensive play. Congruence between 'facial
expressiOns-and situational contexts makes the children more ap-
'pealinglto others; more likely to be socially reinforcea. These
insight from the blind have significafte for sighted children as
wen as/ fqr_blnd;

.
.and ,their implications deserve careful, c)nsid-,

exatiOn..
.

.

!

.
.

.
.

'Depending on the particular child, there ,are other strat.:Igier,
.

that clan and shpu'-' '-, combined withA.ntensive.playo facilitate
positive inte.rpe: .tal effect, atteri4ing, and eommuhication.: 'Total
communication, autism revervil'proceduris (Azrin, ta,plan eAd Fom;,'
1973) 4 and ihstrudtional procedures which make the attention and
cooperation of the teacher reinforcing to the child (Miller and
Militer, 1973) are all compatible withvintensive playind. may,cdn-
tribute to the attainment .of affective interpersonal objectives
for a giver. child., : ..
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Semantic Relations of Affective Communication

Early child language is an extension of affective interper-
sonal communication; and the basic semantic relations of early
child language are inherent in this early communication system.
If these assertions are accurate, how can we describe the content
of what might be communicated and how might we expect to recog-
nize it in the .non-verbal behavior of the handicapped or develop-
mentally delayed child?

The controlling stimuli for affective communication may be
assumed to be the presence or absence of people, pets, objects,
movement, and actions imposed; the presence or absence of internal
and/or external states; and changts of state .such as degrees of
comfort, hunger, pain, wetness, warmth, darkness, deprivation from
novel sensory stimulation, etc. Given this range of private and
shared stimuli to communicate' about, what might be communicated?
And how?

Communication is first of all bi-directional. Normally de-
veloping infants respond to the efforts of others to communicate
with them and they also initiate communication with others. For
purposes of simplification, only, infant communicative repertoire
can be categorized into Notice Request, Acknowledgment, Rejection/
Objection, and Compliance/Refusal. These parameters and their
possible communicative modes are characterized below.

Notice The infant or young child shows Notice to at least
the following:

.the presence or introduction of positive reinforcers (which
might be exi:,.,.,ted to include certain persons, pets, objects,
actions, and states of being)
.the absence or withdrawal or termination of positive rein-
forcers

. stimulus change

.the presence or introduction of negative reinforcers

.the absence or withdrawal or termination of negative reinforcors

The infant or young child may communicate Notice through the
following, sometimes overlapping, modes:

.alerts, 'perks up', stills, fixates on controlling stimulus

. changes in facial expression, especially eyes,,mouth, and brow

. cessation of on-going activity 0

. sensory and/or postural orientation toward controlling stimulus

. changes in vocal behavior, for example, bey-ins to cry or stops,
begins to laugh or stops, begins to vocalize or stops

Requests The child Requests at least the following:

.notice to self or some aspect of self

.shared notice between self and caregiver to other stimuli

-88-
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. presentation or recurrence of positive reinforcers

. stimulus change

The child may communicate Requests through the following modes:

.any or all features of Notice, above, plus a demand feature
such as vocalization as to call, reaching, pulling, searching,
i.e., a more physical and active orientation toward the
controlling stimuli, than in Notice
.shifting of orientation between caregiver and object of
request
.fton7specific irritability

Acknowledgments The infant oraoung child Acknowledges at
least the following:

. fulfillment of Requests made to the caregiver

. non-fulfillment of Requests made to the caregiver

The child may communicate AcknowledvIent.through the following
modes:

. smiles at person who has fulfilled request, appears placated,
consoled
.highly variable response when Request is unfulfilled, depending
upon disposition, deprivation state, and reinforcement history.;
response may range from tantrum to whimpering to physical
attack to passive acceptance.

Rejection/Objection The infant or young child Rejects or
Objects to at least the following:

.presence or introduction of aversive stimuli (may also be
viewed as Request for removal, termination, or dimunition of
aversive stimuli or negative reinforcers)
*cessation or removal or dimunition of positive reinforcers

*The child may communicate'Rejection/Objection through the following,
communicative modes:

.physically pushes away aversive stimuli

.averts gaze from aversive stimuli

.struggles to disengage self from aversive action imposed by
caregiver
.displays patterns of distress including robust crying!

Compliance /Refusal The child may Comply or Refuse to Comply
with the following requests or demands:

.request by caregiver for notice, to caregiver
.reques by caregiver for shared notice between child and care-
giver to object
.request for performance or recurrence of familiar routine
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.request for presentation or recurrence of stimulus object

.request for cessation or dimunition of action being performed
by child

The infant or young child may demonstrate Compliance as follows:

.behaves as expected by person making request or demand; i.e.,
reinforces the person making request or demand

The infant or young child may demonstrate Refusal to Comply
as follows:

.fails toshow Notice to Request

.hides face or otherwise averts gaze from caregiver in response
to caregiver's request for notice to self and to request for
shared notice
_physically resists prompts for recurrence or cessation of actions
.gunerally fails to behave as expected by caregiver thereby
failing to reinforce the caregiver.

Given this range of things that handicapped or developmentally
delayed children might be expected to give notice to and to commu
nicate with their teachers about, can communication between these
two he facilitated through some programmatic adaptation of inten-
sivi.:: play? Probably so. Furthermore, given the experieritial base
of intensive play, children and teachers can extend this affective
communication into other spheres of their shared experience such
as eating, toileting, bathing, dressing, grooming, mobility
training; that is, everything that they do together.

In order to facilitate communication, it is important for
teachers to look for the communicative content in the behavior of
delayed or handicapped children, to acknowledge it, to honor requests
whenever possible, and to verbally interpret it or reflect it back
to the children as much as possible. This assures the children that
they have been understood and also models featureS of typical lin-
guistic glossngs of their messages. If we misinterpret the message,
the children may correct us, giving us a new message to reflect. If

we are unable to grant the request, we will let them know that we
understand them before we refuse them. And we will reflect the
feelings and content of their response to our refusal of the.request
is the prevailing noise level permits! Admist all of this reflecting;
interpreting, and modeling, we will be setting the stage for the
children to begin to imitate specific linguistic features, in sign
and/or in speech. This entire process actively involves the children
in communication. Even thdugh they may not be expressing themselves
linguistically, they wil?. be appropriately attentionally engaged, they
will he differentially .-:esponding to a wide variety of stimuli, and
they will be exPeriendIng a considerable range of social reinforcers.
It cannot be emphasised enough than until the teachers have become
generalized social reinforcers for the children they will not be
able to optimally facilitate affective communication between the
chi and thfAlselves.

aI



In order to clarify the processof reflecting or interpreting
the feeling and content of non-verbal signs of children, the following
examples of linguistic glossings of some high probability messages
are offered:

Glossings for various non - verbal signs of Notice.

.Hey!

.Hi +

.Look at tha'

.You did'it!

.Wow! New shoes!

.Wheel This is fun!
,You like that!
.Where's + ? It's gone!
.Mmmmmmmm g333.
.Listen to that!
.0h,no. It's broken.
.000000, it's dark in here.
.Yuck! Hands dirty!
."1,-oh. You got it on your dress.

,u are wet.

Glossings for some non-verbal signs of Requests

.You want more!

.You want to go outside, don't you?

.You want this?

.Again? You want more +

.You want to help me.

.You are tired of this, Huh?
:You want a little '-elp there.
.We want some light in here!
.You want to play!
.You want up!
.You want to see?
.You want out of there!
,You want down, don't you!

Glossings for some non-verbal signs of attsLLIJRejection/Objection

.You don't like this. Sorry.

.You are cross with me!

.You don't want me to. leave.

.Enough is enough, huh?

.You don't want any part of this, do you?

.You aren't ready to come in, are you?

.This is too tight, isn't it?

Early Child Language

The basic semantic relations of early child language are inherent
in this aEfo ,e communication systom 'stablished between infants and



the nurturing members of their households. Chilciren's first lin-
guistic expressions of these relations, spoken or signed, are ex-
tensions of earlier achievements. Children are, usually understood
in their own home in spite of the fact that they talk as.though all
major sentence constituents are optional. As Brown (1972) has
stated, children's early language is well, but narrowly, adapted
to their world.

Brown (1973), Bloom (1970), and Leonard (1976) have elegantly
detailed the normal child's early linguistic accomplishments. This
presentation will not attempt to propose a. sequence among the se-
mantic relations expressed, other than to say that those which are
most clearly present in children's affective communication system
(as described above) are likely to be linguistically represented
before those that are less clearly present. Efforts to date to
derive a reliable, more refined, sequence of emergence among the
early semantic relations expressed have met with considerable
frustration and may possibly only reflect the variance of normal
development. Wa may assume, however, that children understand much
more than they say and that they understand everything that they

themselves express. There are probably many exceptions to this
generalization for individual children; but they need not concern
us here in this general consideration of early child language.

The semantic relations most clearly reflected in affective
communication are Notice, Recurrence, Non - existence, and Rejection.
Children are able to give notice, to request notice, to request the
presentation or recurrence of reinforcers, to acknowledge the re-
sponsei of others to their requests, to reject, to object, and to
comply or to refuse to comply with requests made by others; they do
so with a variety of intonational patterns suggesting exclamatory,
declarative, imperative, interrogative, negative and affirmative
sentence types. In early speech, children commonly gloss their
affective indications of notice with words such as 'there' heke'

luh-oh' no"hi"bye-bye"allgone"more' and 1(a)gain' and
'(a)hother'. Similarly, they specifically mark non-existence with
'allgone' 'all done' 'no ' and 'no more + '. And the
'utterances specific to rejection and objection are 'no' and 'no

'more'. All of these types of relationS are 'present in the early
non-verbal communication of children; and these verbal glosses are
very likely to be.'present among children's first utterances.

What is absent in the early non-verbal expressive communication
system of children, are efficient means with which to indicate speci-
ficity. Children are unable to specify exactly what they want unless
they are able to point to it, literally and figuratively. Hence, the
most remarkable change that occurs when children begin to express
themselves linguistically is that they begin to label Or to specify
the names of persons, objects, actions, placese attributes and states.
Children typically name themselves and members of'their household,
including pets; making requests and giving notice with these proper
names. The specification of object names greatly expends children's
\ability to communicate, enabling them to give specific .notice of

r.
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existence "Hi cookie, and non-existence 'cookie all gone', to make
requests for the recurrence of specific objects 'more cooke',' and
to make specific rejections 'no cracker'. Children learn to label
a cluster of common objects seemingly all at once. These might be
expected to.include words like 'cap:' key"shoe"cookie' along
with an assortment of other objects of special salience to them.

Children say a relatively small number of action and state names
such as 'come' eat"go"see"make"want'; and they often use
locative words such as 'outside' up' and 'down' to request specific
actions. Their first two-word combinations with action tate
names are apt to take the form of person names (including Laemselves)
+ action or state such as 'Joey make' Mama come' "Joey want' and
state or-action + object such as 'want cookie' open door'.

In addition to these new accomplishments, children begin to
linguistically specify locations, possessors and especially salient
attributes of objects and people. Although early on 'here' and
'there' might be .used to mark only Notice, they soon come to be
used to specify relative locations. Other words commonly used to
specify location are 'home' outside"car"bye-bye' and 'bed', all
often combined with 'go'. Children do not typically use preposi-
tions when first specifying locative relations between objects or
between persons and'objects such as 'Key in box' or 'Mommie in bed'.
Rather, they might be expected to say 'Key box' and 'Mommie bed'.
They are not too particular about word orders but a devoted mother
can usually divine the child's 'meaning' from the context.

Possessive relations are usually marked withproper names +
object, for example 'Daddy car'. Again, word order is not well re-
stricted to possessor+ pussessed, and 'meaning' sometimes is in doubt.
Note that children do not use the possessive morpheme 's to mark
possession at this time. They may understand this but they don't
say it. Often children will use the pronoun 'mine' or 'my' quite
early relative to other pronouns which are typically not present in
early child language. This probably speaks to the special .salience
of possession, more than to that of pronominal usage.
0

The specification of attributes is usually quite limited in
number at first, including only a few such as 'this' that'
'hot' big" and, again, some small cluster of special sali.
the ctild. These attribute words may be used alone or in -
with person and object names, in any order, such as 'big cookie' or
'cookie hot'.

-Another remarkable change. that occurs when children begin to
express themselves linguistically is that they begin to make requests
for information and for confirmation of their own utterances. At
first they do .this be means of the -questioning intonation attached
to words that they already have in their reportoirn r,7.:ample

'ear?"bye-ee?"outside?'. Only later do mulate
que_ ion!.; but when 'Wha's 'is?' becpmes I .ive, c!lilaren

zwniovi. effective control over their own nq 'anguage
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At about the same time, they learn to request nomination and loca-
tion 'Who's 'is?' 'Where's + ?'. These early question forms
greatly expand children's opportunity to learn the lexicon of the
language. In addition, children are now able to comply with re-
quests for information. That is, instead of just being able to
comply with requests for information or to refuse by following or
not following motoric commands, they are now able to respond to
requests for information such as 'What's your name ?' Where is
'your hat?' 'Who is this'?,'. They are able to interact intraverbally
and to engage in linguistic discourse. They are able to specify
'their own information deficits; and they respond differentially to
the verbal responses of others to their question forms. They are
able to respond verbally to a verbal discriminative stimulus; they
are able to acknowledge the verbal responses of others to their
responses and to respond verbally and diff6YentTaiTY
They are conversational!

In addition to children's ability to say and combine all of
the above, relations rather quickly into two word utterances, they
concimil-antly learn some social refinem=nts, if encouraged, such
as splosel and 'thank you'. 'Please' combines especially well
with 'more', a potent combination in most households.

Having briefly catalogued the things that young children are
apt to say, a brief description of some of the features of our
language that are not typically present in early child language
may be helpful. As indicated above, children do not early on
include prepositions in their speech. They'simply omit the prepbsi-
tion as though it were understood. When they do begin to include
them, the first ones are usually 'in' and 'on'.' The oider of
acquisition of prepositions after this is highly variable. We have
also already mentioned the absence of the pc 'sessive inflection
such as in,'Mommy purse'. Similarly, the yoL.ng children do not use
the plural inflection on nouns; they axe apt to say 'two doggie'
before"they say 'doggies'. Indeed, before children consistently
use the plural inflection, they are apt to have a variety of attri-
bute words denoting numerocity such as 'one' two"many"no'
'all' 'some'. Children typically do not inflect verbs in any way,*
either to mark tenses or to mark agreement with subject; although
thr,I, may lr'-rn the past tense form of certain common irzegui verbs
sucl aS as separate lexical units. The first 'real' verb in-
flections, when they do occur,-are likely to be present progressive
forms such as "Joey goiD2'. Mote, that at first they do not include
'is'. 'Verbilla' comes before 'is verbing'. And, finally, in early'
child language there are essentially no articles or pronouns othor
than the very salient 'my' and 'mine' duo.

Brown (1973) and Leonard (1976) have both diclr.lissod described
.icquisition of the morphological features described above.; as

well as others not characteristic of early child.language. their
4cquisition is facinating and of prograMmatic importance once child-
ren begin to talk in sentences of three or' more words. Programma-
tically, hoWever; they do not belong in 'Early Child Language'.
Should you be interested in their order of mastery, Brown (1973)
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reports an order that seems to have general predictive validity;
however, individual'vSriations are to be expected. Be aware that
the order of mastery of morphemes reported in the literature will
vary depending upon the criteria used for mastery. Brown's cri-
erion is three riccessive samples In which the morpheme appears
90 percent of the time or more in obligatory contexts (p. 271).
This criterion tends to extend morpheme 'mastery' well into middle
childhood for-normally developing children. However, for what it
is worth, if you listen to late night talk shows on the radio,
you will discover that many adults who are at least, capable of using
telephones and radios have never mastered the morphology of the
English language!

.

In early child language there is a dearth of time-related
lexical units; and, indeed, this is correlated with the relati'ely
late acquisition of the comprehension of temporal constructs. One
of the first temporally-related'lexical units that is used and
Seemingly understood by the children is 'later' or 'after awhile'.
These expressions should be used when working with young children
as appropriate in the context. Otherwise, it seems best to refer
to sequencing activities in terms of 'first we do this and then
we do that' or 'when we finish this, we will do that'.

Another thing that very young children do not do is 'deny'.
In the literature on child language, denial is often lumped together
with two other forms of negation: rejection and non-existence.
There exists considerable literature, however, which attests to -the
possibility that denial is much more difficult than rejection and
nonexistance; both of which are present in the early affective
interpersonal communication between infant and caregiver. The con-
trolling stimuli of early rejection an3 non-existence responses are
typically quite concrete; the controll-ng stimulus of a denial
response is by definition, at least in part a verbal' one., A be-
havioral analysis of dehial versus rejection/non ex :. ggeF
that the cognitive demands of denial are-h,...ivier than those of
rejection :Ind non-existence. This simply says that although rejeo--
'Lion and non-existence clearly belong programmatically in rarly
child language, denial does not.

In programming early child Language:, then, ,le wouid fl,st be
concerned with children's compr,.,:ension and expression of the basic
semanLic relations that are typical Of early child language. -Al-
though anyone who will take the time to do it can program early
child language for a particular child, it might be worthwhile to
first look at some of the-currently available attempts to do this
such as Kent (1974). This program encourages the use of the pro-
gram as a guide for the teacher to develop a more individualized
program.

In conclusion, remember that early child language is an exten-
sion of affective coInmunication and that communication iF biz
directional. It is not enQugh to teach children to nam, objects;
they must be able, to tell you their secrets. It is no': enough that
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they be able to follow commands; they must be able to refuse! It

is not enough that they be able to answer questions; they must be
able to ask them.

The Cognitive Connection.

For the normally developing childcognitive and linguistic
gtowth are interdependent. At the present time, it is not possible
'to state with any degree of certainty that specific cognitive attain -

ments -are prerequisite to the attainment of specific linguistic
skills or vice versa. In as much as verbal behavior is under
multiple stimulus control, however, it seems safe to assume that
those cognitive skills which seem ta`-be essential to the ability to
learn simple and complex discriminations must be of importance to
the learning of a first language (see Estes, 1970). Directed by
this assumption, one can abstract from the, literature on cognitive
development those features which seem most clearly.relevant to
early child language; these features are listed below:

1. An outer-directed vigilence for sensory input; a state of sen-
sory alert to the environments the ability to scan in all
available sensory modes.

2. Selective attending via all available sensory modes, ta the
limit of sensitivity, to highlighted stimuli; focusing on
highlighted stimuli; the ability to fixate.

3. Shift of selective attending from one critical stimulus dimen-
sion to another within an available sensory mode.

4. Shift of selective attend .ium one critical stimulus 'dimen-
sion to another across all ailable sensory modes. ft

5. Memory .in all available-sensory Modes: visual,auditory,tactile,
olfactory, gustatory.

To the extent that teachers are able' to operationalize these
features to instructional tasks, they may expect to find this sum-
mary of early cognitive achievements useful. On'e must becautioul,
however, to carefully monitor the error rates on individual stu-
dents, for any training tasks which have been derived from the
above cognitive featu'res.

Sensory alert in.any available sensory mode would seem most
readily attained through play and the, contrived introduction of unex-
pected stimuli; the response to which could initially be modeled.
The other features of attending.can for the most part be operation-
alized to task via simple and complex matching and sotting tasks.
Form, color, size, texture, sound, odor, taste, mass, length, and

suggestuggest a plephera of dimensions that might be used.
Memory training tasks would basically take the form of delayed
match-to-sample easks .for stimulus dimensions and patterns of shim --
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uli. Another memory task might involve matching to 'what's gone'
within sensory, modes:

The literature on cognitive development contains'referenceg to
a variety of memory strategies. Training in these strategies can
be operationalized across all sensory modalities. Two of these
strategies which-seem most ameniable to being taught to young
children are rehearsal and categorizing or clumping. When de-
veloping rehearsal training strategies for severely handicapped,
and delayed students, it is important to Start with single items
and to consider the child's memory for two unrelated strouli as a,
major achievement. The tasks can be made more or less difficult
as children demonstrate their level of performance; the level of
difficulty of the,training task should always provide a high den-
sity of success. .

The development of cognitive objectives based on early cogni-
tive abilities and training tasks leading to their attainmc,t offers
a challenge to the teacher who wants to provide multi-modality
training. Although detailed.information With,respect to the inter-
lacing of cognitive and linguistic skills is not presently avail--
able, the cautious intermingling of training on cognitive tasks,
of keeping a relatively low error rate (no gre'ater than 40 per cent)
could reasonably be -e ected to facilitate linguistic grg,fith to
the extent that Lang age depends on discriMination and memory.

Strategies

Or, how to.succeed without really having 1p errorless program

Ideally, language programs should consist oferror.free se -'
quences of social, cognitive and linguistic behaviors to be learned
Whic result ultimately in normal adult language behavior, both re-
ceptive and expressive. We know that today we' have no ideal pru-
grams. To a large extent, the success of programs that we do have
depends heavily on the social skills of the teachers who use them
to counteract the potentially harmful consequences of the high
erpqr rates occasioned by. high error risk programmed sequences.
InN:this section, consideration is given to some strategies and
sources of strategies which may assist teachers in managing erroi.-
rates and in cushioning the students from the cumulative punishing
effects of- errors occasioned by less than ideal programming.

The Drill Strategies

If students will accept a structured-approach to learning,
some of what we do to teach them cart efficiently be put in the form
of drill. A.potpourri of strategies that will enhance the success
of this 'traditional approach are pregented below.
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Alternation Procedure: The alternation of high and low error
risk items: Traditional drill concentrates on the performanceof
kills yet to be learned, affording students little or no opportu-
nity to demonstrate skills already mastered or to be reinforced
for a higfrproportion of correct responses. The density of posi-
tive reinforcement is simplyallowed to vary as a function of the
number of correct responses to training tasks; and this number may
be relatively low as compared to the number. wrong.. Differential
reinformcement for correct responses may not always be sufficient
to facilitate new learning. This is especially likely to be true
for handicapped and developmentally delayed students who may have
a very limited history of academic success and very weak resistance
to extinction. In my experience 'with children from these popula-
tions, a density of pcisitive reinforcement greater than 55 peicentA
across a series of trials is minimal for new learning to result
from drill. This density cdn be easily_arranged independent of
the child's level of mastery by surrounding trials on new or high
error risk items with. trials on previoudly, mastered or low error
risk items.

The experimental evidence that speaks to this. issue is in the.
area of discrimination learning, manipulating independent variables
of inter-trial interval durations and/or.filledyersus unfilled inter-
vals. A selected bibliography of readings in this area is pre-
sented at the end of this-paper.

On a subjective basis, the alternation procedure seems to help
maintain qhildren's fragile attending behaviors andto support -

their.positive affect throughout the training session. Something
like an academic Piemack principle 'seems to be operating: the oppor-
tunity to' engage id a _low error risk academic .task can be made
contingent upon performance of a high,error risk academic task. The
former seems to'reinforce the, latter. 'Furthermore, children seem
to enjoy the alternation procedure. There seems to be something
inherently reinforcing about having the opportunity to demonstrate'
competency.

Some *sachers are reluctant to adopt the alternation strategy
because, on the face of it, it appears to be a waste of instructional
time. Actually, the facilitative effect on new learning, the ,:.-
hancement of attending, and the arousal of positive affect mote
than compensate for any instructional time spent on 'non-essential'
tasks.

The interpolated low error risk trials should ideally take'as
long to perform as the high error risk trials with which they are
alternated. Ideally, the low error risk, trials should consist of
invitations to engage in behaviors quite unlike' those involved.in
the trainingltask, and performance on the low error risk task
should always be socially reinforced. For example, a.good inter-
polated task for receptive 'language drill Would be to invite the

. child to copy a simple pattern such as X's, O's with a colored
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felt-tipped pen in two inch squares on a:piece of paper ruled off

in two inch squares. The child's response (Possibly only-a mark
or scribble) would be Closely attended to by the teacher And socially
reinforced Upon completion,'regardless of its correspondence to
the model. .

The alternation procedure can be used effectively within a
series of'trials on the same class of items or it can be used be-
tween classes' of activities. For example, high er*,r-r.isk activi-
ties such as a series of trials on nomination of objects can be
surrounded.by training activities that involve previously masterod .

content or the opportunity to make or do something that will invari
ably be evaluated as 'excellent'.

The alternation of high and low error ri'sk activities and the
alternation of high and low error riskiitems within activities can
make an enormous difference in children's attending behaviors, ttWir
general affective state, their interest in or orientation toward'
school, and their learning achievements. ,These.are.simple procee
dures involving no special equipment or cost; and their facilitating
effect on performance and learning has been well demohstrated with
retarded children on a variety of training tasks (see_ Winter, 1973;

Neef and Kent, 1975; and Iwata and Page, 1977).

The Encore Procedure: Practicing success. At the time that
a child responds correctly to what has been for that/child.a high
risk item, the child can usually be easily prompted, to follow this

,correct performance with several successive repetitions. This is,
called the encore procedure. This procedure inflates the proportion
of correct to incorrect trials; it.affords the child spdcial notice
or social reinforcement for the correct perforMance of a difficult
bp new item; and it occasions practice on the difficult item-within
.a context of success. For example, let's say that in a set of

items the child has' never yet spontaneously correctly named the
object 'bobki. On this particular trial he or she names the item
correctly with nO prompt. The trainer mi,ght say, '.That's, right'!

Its a book!. Good talking! Let's hear it again, five times. Say
7n-the-Frirld repeats 'book', the teacher counts off the

productions on the fingers of one of his/her hands. At thwend,
the teacher might hug the child and say, "I'm proud of you. tau 7_

can say 'book'." The same strategy can be used to reinforce
correctly imitated responses% The opportunity to repeat success
is very reinforcing. Again, there seems to be something special
about being' inwited to demonstrate one's own competency. The encore
,procedure is a simple wayto.strengthen 'responses and it takes
very little time, barely more than the time to occasion one cor-
rect response since the child and' the teacher' are already primed
for the response.

The Rehearsal Stritely: How to remember. One of the earliest
memory strategies used by children is the rehearsal strategy; And
this memory device continues to be prepotent for short term memory
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tasks throughout adult life. In addition to simply maintaining the

presence of information for immediate use, rehearsal can facilitate
the transfer of information from short to long term memory.

Most young normal children under .about seven years do not spon-
taneously begin to use rehearsal:unless specifically instructed; and
when instruction is withdrawn, rehearsal tends to tease. Neverthe-
less, rehearse? can be supervised in the school setting; and since'
At facilitates.memory when it is.used, the teacher may want to use

4t to teach the performance of specific tasks.

The facilitating effects of the rehearsal strategy were first
observed in a tkaining situation in which the teacher was attempting
to* teach non verbal children to retrieve two objects named from a

group'of four unrelated objects. The teacher sat fading the children

,saying and. signing the two objects to be retrieved repeatedly until
the.children made their choice among the item available. The
children are permitted to benefit from the rehearsal behaviors of
the teacher; and-they do benefit, making More correct pair responses

' than without teacher rehearsal.'

Extending this original rehkgrsal strategy to the children has
been successful in some instances. At.first, the teachers, provide'

'rehearsal as above. Next they begin to require the children to
join in the rehearsal activity before they are allowed to physically
conta the objects., The teachers- say, 'Do At with me' and mold
the c ildren through the signs if necessary. The teachers continue
to accompanythe children in rehearsal, occasionally checking to
see if the children employ rehearsal without accompanyment. When
the children begin to display occasional rehearsal initiative, the
,teachers begin' to -

provide rehearsal on only every other trial. Only
when the behavior ,is essentially automatic on the part, of the*child-
ren do the teachers further reduce the frequency of their accompany-

' ment., .The, teachers, need 'riot be concerned if automaticity of re-
hearsal failb to,occur for many weeks or months; this would be con-
sistent with the literature.on normal children.. The value of. the
Strategy is measured by its facilitating effect on the children's
mastery of the training .task involved, that is, the ability to re-
trieve correctly .twp items named from 'a group of four unrelated
object's.

It is unimportant whether children rehearse in speech or sign

or both simultaneously, For many children,'signing is the first re-
4Leersal mode. observed. At first, they'tend to look at their hands
as they sign; they watch,, themselves talk to themselves on their, hands.
Later, they look at the Objects as they sign; amd still ,later they
look at the objects as they vocally rehearse, hands poised to reach
for the objects, The rehearsal procedure takes no extra time at all.
,It reducesYthe likelihood of impulsive responding and focuses on
'adaptive hand use.

Effective Prompting: How to_gAve hint's that really help. When
children fail to respond or respond incorrectly on some training .item,
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teachers usually' attempt to prompt the correct response. In this
section, the use of effective prompts to occIsion expressive and
receptive language responses as well as non-linguistic:congnitive
responses is considered.

-1-

If the response to be occasioned is an expressive language
response, it can seemingly best be prompted through the use of
manual gesture or sign backed up by pairing the manual gesture or
sign with an imitative vocal prompt (see Weaver and Ruder, 1978).
The procedure'can be abstracted from the following example.. Mike
is able to respond correctly when his teacher simultaneously say's
and signs a request for him to give her an apple in the presence
of an apple and a banana. He has also occasionally said 'apple'
as he gives it to the teacher. Now his teacher wants to strengthen
Mikers labeling response for apple. She holds the apple to one
side of her face at about eye level and says, 'This is an ,'

pausing to let Mike supply theword 'apple ' by himself. Iriii
fails to say 'apple', the teacher repeats the procedure adding the
sign foe 'apple' when she comes to the pause. If this fails to
prompt the response,, she repeats the procedure, adding both the
manual and vocal imitative prompts. If Mike signs the 'correct re-
sponse but does not it, the teacher might socially reinforce
the response but advertise extrinsic reward for the correct vocal
response, using only the vocal imitative prompt. "Good signing!
When you say 'apple', you get juice. This is an ." The pause
is followdd by."Apple. Say 'apple'," if Mike again fails to say
the word. If this fails, his teacher should alternate quickly to
some low error .'risk item! .

If the response to be occasioned is receptive or's non-verbal
cognitive response such as matching or sorting, it can best be
prompted through the use of highlighting followed by a',progressive
fading procedure (see Suggested'Readings). Highlighting refers to
any training procedure in which differential response to the training i

stimulus is prompted by exaggerating the perceptual salience of some
feature(s) ofthe stimulus itself; that is, the 'prompt i's incorpor-
ated' within the training stimulus. For retarded and autistic
children it has been shown that highlighting followed by a progressive
fading procedure is markedly superior to .prompt/ng strategies which
add qualitatively diffekent cues such as the teacher's .pointing to
the training stimulus (Schreibman, 1975; Wolfe and Cuvo, 1978).

Some ot the experimental tasks used to assess highlighting are'
similar to typical receptive language and cognitive training tasks.
Several stimuli might be placed in front .of the child,and,the'
teacher would ask the child to,point to the one the'teacher names.
Or, the teacher may set' the child to a non-verbal match-to-sample
task. Traditionally, differential respunse to the training stimulus
would be prompted by the teacher's pointing to the training stimulus.
This type of prompt is called an extra - stimulus prompt because the ,

prompt is not within the stimulus itself, but external to it. A
, within-stimulus prompt attracts attention to the training stimulus

..., ,. .,,
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by exaggerating or intensifying some relevant feature or stimulus
.dimension of the training stimulus. Once the child. responds dif-
ferentially to the training stimulus, in the presence of another
stimulus of the same general class, the prompt is gradually faded,
maintaining an error rate no greater than some prescribed amount.
The highlighting is gradually faded but may be temporarily augmented
if errors increase beyond some arbitrary limit. Fading is accom-
plished with a see-saw approach: fade, slight increase in error
rate, error rate reduced to 5-10 per cent, another fading step,
slight increase in error rate, error rate again reduced to 5-10
per cent, another fading step, slight increase in error rate, error
rate is not reduced to 5-10 per cent within training sessions an
two successive days, highlighting increased, error rate is reduced
to 5-10 per cent, another fading step and so on.

It is not always clear how this strategy can be applied to
the many types of receptive. language and non-verbal cognitive
training tasks which compriSe a significant portion of the training
of developmentally delayed and handicapped children. Each task
seems to require its own analysis; the defining characteristics of
each stimulus object vary depending on the object with which it is
being contrasted. What is clear is that,highlighting is superior
to pointing; and pointing heretofore has been the most common *ay
of prompting these sorts. of tasks.

Application to'language and cognitive training seems difficult
because of the variety of stimulus dimensions.to choose among.for
highlighting common objects. It would seem, however, that any
distinctive feature of the training stimulus that"can be highlighted
and subsequently 'faded offers the'teacher a possible prompting
strategy superior to the .more traditional extra - stimulus point. For
example, consider a spoon versus a plate. In this instance,,the.

.shank of the spoon, a feature' not shared with the plate, could be
highlighted. Once the feature is selected, the mode of highlighting
'must be chosen: hue., saturation, sound, size, mass, texture, smell,
.shape. The question of how to most interestingly and .potently.
light the choSen feature is answerable, but must be answered time
and time again.

'This has been a brief and sketchy consideration of the poSsi-
.Jilities of highlighting as a' promiAing strategy. for receptive .

language and cognitive training tasks which, hopefully, will pique
your creativity. There is something here for us; but we have not
yet begun to make creative application of it.

Child Register: A possible source of strategics

Since 1964, when Brown and Bellugi's "Three processes in the
child's Acquisition of syntax," first appeared, there has been
evolving a growing interest in describing the special ways in which
mothers speak to their .ehildren, special in that they do not talk.
to oiher adults in the same way that they-talk to theii young

tp
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children. Concomitant with this descriptive interest has been an
interest in whetherthese special features (as a package, referred
to as 'Child Register') are importantly and causally related to
the child's acquisition of language. This possibility and its im-
plications for intervention invite our consideration of Child Re-
gister. A selected list of references on this topic is presented
in the.Suggested Readings at the end of this paper.

Taken as a whole, the various features of Child Register seem
designed to simplify the language and to make it easier to segment.
into words; to make the message'more redundant; to make the inter-'
action more interesting and entertaining; andsto make it more inti7
mate. Just exactly hoW does Child Register differ. from adult talk?

Descriptive Features of Child Register. Mothers talk to babies
and young children in relatively high pitched voices; and they speak
much more slowly than when talking to adults. Facial expressions
and the intonational patterns of voice are exaggerated with a high
proportion of the content words being stressed. The mother pauses
before important words and at the ends of sentences, and she tends
to repeat and/or to paraphrase what-she has already said. She is
apt to position herself close to'her baby, smooching, nuzzling, and
gazing at him:or her as she talks and pauses. She is at to whisper
to her baby much as she might to a lover. .During play, the.mother
is apt to address the baby with ,many tongue-clicking, lip-popping,
kissing,- humming, and other non-speech noises interspersed in her
talk.

When she talks in words, the mother often reduces consonant
clusters in- important words to single consonants, for example,
'stomach' may become 'tummy'. She is apt to make an important word
into a reduplicatilie ('car-car', 'tum-tum,'. 'night-night', 'bye -bye')
or 'to put it intoa diminutive form such as 'horsie' or ''potty'

which also has the effect of increasing the perceptual salience of
the final consonant of the root word. And she is apt to add a
second rhyming, word such as stootsie-wootsie' or 'doggie-woggie'.'
'Combinations of these phonological gyrations produce many words that
are common to small children: 'wa-wa', 'bubu', 'boo -boo',
'ta -tgt', inane, as well as'doo-dOo' and 'pee-pee'. Not unrelated.
are the special wordsused,Only in childhood to refer to certain
objects or aniMals,. for example 'choo-choo'' for train, 'bow-bow'
-for dog, and 'moo-moo' for cow.

The content of what is talked-about in Child Register deals with
shared affect, activities,,and sensory experiences of the moment and
the immediate future. The mother may comment on what the child is
already attending to or she may diredt the child's attention to some-
thing in the immediate context.

Mothers use fewer pronouns in speech to their young children
than in speech to other adults. . They rarely use the pronoun, 'I',
using instead their own name, 'Mommie'. They rarely use a third
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person pronoun when referring to someone else; rather, again, they

use the name of the person, such as 'Daddy', 'Grandma', or Auntie B'.
The children themselves are often referred to, by their own proper
names, for example, 'Joey is hungry' when Joey is actually being
addressed. Possessive pronouns.are often similarly displaced by

proper names. Mothers often pronominally include themselves in
references actually intended only for the child, for example, ''It's
time for us to take our bath' or lIt'sitime for our nap.' Regard-

less of how or why mothers come to do'these things, the net effect
is that the number of cifferent pronouns in use in Child Register'is
considerably smaller than the number in use in adult talk.

Mothers also simplify the language by reducing the number of
function words used, the number of verbs, the number of modifers,
and the number of verb forms. The words that are used tend to be
especially. concrete or affeCtive. And the type-token ratio (number
of different words used divided by the total number of words. used)
is small in Child Register when compared to that in adult talk- The
sentences mothers address to their young children are generally much.
shorter than those addressed to adults, Both the' mean length of
utterance and, the mean length of pre-verb utterance are shorter.
The sentences are not all simple, active, declarative and affirma-
tive; but they tend generally tobe less complex than in adult
talk (see Brown and Hanlon, 1970). There are relatively few com-
pound or complex, constructions, and the passive voice is essentially
absent. Questions are common, but many of them are rhetorical ones
which the mother answers herSelf.

,'Once,children begin to communicate verbally,.mothers begin to
'respond to children's utterances in' some ways that have been-iden-
tified as peculiarly characteristic to Child Register. For example,
.mothers, commonly respond to; the Utterances of young children with
expansionswhichmonsist of the'mothers' imitating or paraphrasing
what the.child just said followed by the inclusion of some.piece of

'
additional rolevant cbntent--something a little beyond the produc-
tion level of the child. And, if the mother fails 'to understand
something the child says, she is apt to prompt the child to repeat
what she failed to understand by asking a question with the word
order unchanged from'the child's preceding statement,'for example
'You want ,what?' or' 'What ?' or' 'What did you say you want?' In
addition, mothers repeat and paraphrase their own utterances to
children at high -rate, seemingly pressing persistently for verifi-
cation from the children that they understand.

The va'rio'us research efforts that 'have yielded this summary de-
scription of Child Register have also revealed, as one might expect,

-that mothers' speech-to normally developing children gradually shifts
from Child Register to adult talk as the child advances in'years

'(see Phillips, 1973;,snow, '1972; and Broen, 1972). The question of
what occasions the useof Child Regiiter and what occasions its
shift toward adult talk has been asked, and at present, there is no.

satisfactory simple explanation.' We can only assume'that the
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mother's behavior is attributable to subtle features of her environ-
ment, her reinfOrcemetlt history, and the, parent-child interaction
that are common across most dyads of normally developing and normally_
equipped infants and their mothers.

Features of Child Register that tend to be overlooked are
those that it snareS with adult talk. None of the differences be-a
tween Child Register and adult talk are present in mothers' speech
all of the time or example, only about 30 per cent of the sentences
addressed to children are simple, active, affirmative, and declarative;
the Other 70 per cent are characteristic of the

only
of adult

otalk (Brown and Hablon, 1970). Mothers expand nly about 30 per
cent of children's utterance's (Brown and Bellugi, 1964); and only
about 45 per cent of'mothers' respontes to children are sequiturs
to what the children have just said:(Brown and Hanlon, 1970).
Furthermore, there is some evidence that children are actually more
attentive to utterances that are somewhat beyond their own'produc-
tion level (Shipley, Smith and GlOitman, 1969). Research has typi-
cally focused on the differences tetween-Child Register and adult
talk, rather than on the similarities. This\point is raised here
since it would seem,to be an impoitant consideration to a functional
analysis of-the shift from Child Register to )adult talk that occurs
as the-normally developing child grows older.

Toward a Functional Analysis-of -Child Register. Research
findingsdhow that Child Register is powerfully affected,by the ac-1
tual.presence of a ;child, suggesting that children'themselves largely
control the linguistic input directed ac-them .(see Snow, 1972a).
The evidence to thi,s point is impressive. Not only do women with
minimal experience With children display a strong immediate shift
to Child.Register'when,placed with a young child (sno, 1972a),,but
so dofour-year-old children who have no younger'siblings (see
Shatz and Gelman, 1973). The shift in registerseemS to be under
tight stimuluscontrol; the ,'discrimination! is apparently easily
acquiFed; the response 'generalizes' to all-children, to other small'
and dependent forms of life,._to'miniature inanimate.obj-ects,-and-to-----
dependent elderly persons'as well; and the 'discrimination' seems
unaffect by long periods of disuse or inactivity.' 'It is very
much as 'though we were dealing with' a respondent, the eliCiting
stimulus being the babe, This brings to mind an anecdote from
Harlow's Learning to Love (1971, p.6) in which he tells aboUt having
projected a photograph of a baby monkey on a screen at a women's
college. "A11500 girls in the audience gave simultaneoUs gasps of
ecstasy. Theesame test has since been conducted with many college
audiences., Not only are the all-male audiences completely unre-
sponsive, but'the,pkesence of males...inhibits the 'feminine ecstasy .
response. Evidently nature has not only constructed women to_pro-
dude babies, but has also.prepared them from the outset to .be
mothers." Harlow shows a copy of the appealing piCtuke.and the
caption reads, .,"Elicitor of female ecstasy response."

In Snow's, 1972a study, she. showed that' women failed to make
, a full shift to Child Register when asked. to talk as though



'they were speaking to two - year - olds.. ,This coupled with the evi-
dence of a'shift toward adult talk as the normally developing child
grows older, suggests that the child provides potent differential
reinforcement to the speaker. The simplest possible explanation
would seem to be that the child's attending to the speaker operates
as a guidance system.for the speaker's behavior., And, indeed, Snow
(1972b) and Sprihg (1974) pretent convincing evidence to this point.
Dale (1976, pp. 145-140- puts it simply: "Thus children may control
the linguistic input available to them by means of their selective
attention to-the speech, of other people. And, as the child's 40-
guage advances and,he attends to. more complex speech addressed to
him advances as well." As inadequate as this analysis is at .0.
specifying exactly whatfeatures of Child Register exert stimulus
control over the child's attending behavior and exactly what be-
haviors of the child exert stimulus control over the mothWs
shift in register, this analysis is actually the best we have at
present. An operant interactional.analysis in which the'first re-
sponse is a respondent has not been formulated.

Does Child Register Affect Languaje Growth? The question of
whether all or certain features of Child,Regitter are importantly
and/or causally related to the child's acquisition of language re-

.mains,unanswered. The fact that Child Register exists, and that;. it

wanes in strength as the child's language behaviors grow stronger

has-been established. This inverse relationship between the strength

of Child Register and' the strength of child language is at least
circumstantial evidence that.some of the features of Child Register
are importantly related to language acquisition. FuFther, we know
that Child Register containb some features or combination of features'
that are especially interesting to young children (see,SnOw, 1972b,
And Spring, 1974) and that these features are to some extent inde-
pendent of the actual presence of the speaker; thatis, they are
inherent in the acoustic sighal alone. The children in both of the
studies cited' showed a preference to hear Child Register ra6noL than
adult talk. Again, the evidende is circumstantial; but.it does suP-

---pOrf-tW-wegamption-that-young-Chikdren-do d-ifferentiatly-attend-to------
Child Register. And we know that attending to the critical stimulus
dimensions of a display is critical to learning to make adaptive
discriminations. -'Therefore, the finding .that Child Register occa-
sions differential. attending on ,the part:of the Child establishes
Child,Register;..as -a Potentially useful tutorial device. Capturing'
and maintaining the attention of a young child is no 'small feat and
Child Register seems todo.this,,admirably',well.

.

Let's take another look at the characteristics of Child'Register
to see if we can discriminate among (a) features that might'serve
primarily to establish and maintain positiye affect, "(b) features
that might occasion and maintain attending behaviors, and' (c) features
that might contribute programmatically and procedurally to the
learning of ).inguistic disc4minations.

Human attachment and Child Register elate some common featUres.
These features have no linguistic value at all; rather they are ag-
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pects of the affective interpersonal communication system early
established between normally functioning mother-infant dyads.
-Included in this group would be physical contact, eye contact,
synchrony of movement and pause time, smiling, and the sound or
prosody of speech-itself. The mingling of these features with the'
linguistic features of Child Register may function.to protect the
dyad from the consequences of early linguistic failureS. Their
presence may serve to keep the dyad engaged and mutually oriented
and may offer a limited guara:gtee of the opportunity to try again.
It is particularly significant for teachers of the blind to realize
that human infants differentially attend to the human voice by-the
end of the second week of life (Klaus and Kennell, 1976) and that
this feature can be carried by the acoustic signal alone; that is,
it does not require the physical presence or sighting of the
speaker.

What are the features of Child Register that might be expected
to occasion and maintain. attention or sensory alert? Intrusive
perceptual salience is critical to alert infant attending; and
stimulus change, variability or novelty is critical to its main-
tenance. Features of Child Register that might satisfy these e-
mands for interest and entertainment value might-4r.clude the high-
pitched voice and variability in pitch, whisperinq, non-speech
noises, the addition of rhyming words and reduplicatives, exaggerated
loudness or stress and variability of the loudness of voice or- .

patterns of stress, and vaTiability-in-sentence length and inflec-
tional-Pattern. None of these features.carry-linguistic information
per se., They-can, however, be .superimposed on language; and, if
they are, they may serve toifacilitate' child]. 's making discrimina-
tions among linguistic- eatures due " s a, J.:. state and- posi-

.tive affect. .

Foremost among those features that might more directly__ Occasion
semantic and-linguistic discriminations would-be the.focus on

'shared referents in -the immed4ate context,, pairing what is said witti..,

mother-, and shared environmental stimuli.'Also important Would be
the. small type -token ratio, the repeated use of a small number of
words in limited contexts. The slow rate of speaking would be
critical in enabling. children to segment the'separable units. of the.
language, and there is some evidence that it facilitates processing
(Woodcock 'and-Clark,. 1968). The pausing before important content'
words.and. at the endb of sentences-would seem to seTve'the 'same -
functions.' The use of .stress .ollimportant content words might

. further facilitate- segmentation. The reduction in the number_ of
pronouns used would contribute` to the low type-token ratio-and it_

.would also provide redundant use. of the proper_names of persons in
the child's environment. - Theuse of short.sentences,, in combination
with the reduction of functors, verbs, and modifiers, might high-
light the primary refercncesand relationships and might accpmodate.
young children's auditory memory capacity as well. All of these Synr
tactic and morphological gestures, then, are ones that might func-
tion to highlight critical semantic and linguistic discriminative



stimuli. Some of.the curious phonological features might facilitate
acoustic discriminations among words while others' might simply offer
perceptual hovelty, reinforcing attending behavior. %

Once children actually begin to say words, the mothers' ex-
pansionsrprOmpts., asking and answering their own questions, and
endlessly repeating And paraphrasing themselves would all seem to
be possibleways of maintaining children's attention, highlighting
critical linguiztic discriminative stimuli, placing a'greater de-
mand on children for linguistic .Comptehension, and providing more
varied andaomplex models of syntax and prosody. Interestingly,

t as noted above, children have been shown to be most attentive to
utterances that are somewhat beyond their own production level
(Shipley,,SMith and*Gleitman, 1969).

. .

Whatwe may have in Child Register is a medley of features in-
tertwined and superimposed on each other which, in concert, increase
the likelihood thaX a child will attend to the critical stimulus
dimensions of theinguistic input and learn to make adaptive dis-;
criminations among them. The mother is like a living, loving Big
Bird who entertains and engages the child in itreaistable song and
dance while the' subtleties of syntax and morphology -are repetitiously
conveyed in varying forms viasubliminal advertising.

Application of Child Register to Programming a First Language
for the'Develo mentall Dela od Child. Assuming thatat least somefor

the eatures of Child .Registet,do in some way aid normally de-
veloping children in approximating.their.ultimate attainment of
adulttalk, wejtiight logically ask-how we can'use what we know about
.Child.Register to better program- for developmentally delayed child-
*ren and their families,

First of all, the review of Child Register has.,emphasized the
'impoitance of human attachment to language'learning; The teacher
of a first language' must first of all be a lover. Thee affective

-7---interpersonal7retationship-again-clearly-emerges7as-an-essewti41-----
precursor for communication and language; and any general interven-
tion strategy based on what we know about .Child Register must at-
tempt to ,teach the adult-child dyad to be mutually reinforcing. To
be optimally.effective in achieving our linguistic objectives.we
must place a high priority on the attainment of social/affective
objectives.- These objectives must include the child's attainment
of behaviors which will,reinforce the parent and/or teacher: mutual
\glIzer smiling, positive response to physical contact, and affective
communication.

1 and teacherseffective behaviors of parents anteachers must be rein-__:.- ---
,

rein-
forced ifNth6yAre to be maintained; and we know that we_cannot'de=
pend on chisldren's ability to reinforce. We_milst-prddiam oppor-
tunities for eceipt of potent social-differential reinforcement
for effective t achixm_beeattgethey cannot be expected' to occur
otherWise.:...-The-pafticulars are best designed locally to fit the
specia-rdeLands ofClimate, geography, living and working arrange-
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ments. .It is important to stress that teachers and parents should
be encouraged to design 'burn-0W prevention systems for themselves,
and each other; even the best teachers are vulnerable to the effects
of prolonged effort, disappointingly slow progress, and the failure
of children to. adequately reinforce. Indeed, this is the common
condition for parents and teachers of developmentally delayed
children. If we Want to shore up our and their effectiveness, we
must place a high priority on shoring up the reinforcers!

-,. Secondly, we must attempt to extract the essence of Child Re-
gister and make it an integral part of our adult-child interactive
style. The major message seems to be to. interactive intimately
with the children surrounding them with thecertain knowledge that
we are attending solely to them. And we should attend to whatthey
attend to and provide enactment and linguistic glossing thataccu-
rately reflect the feeling and content of what the children would
say. In addition, we should use with variety and ulselfconscious
spontaneity every supra-segmental device available to us to. make
ourselves and our messages irresistably salient. Brzelton, Tonick,
Adamson, Als, and Weise (1975) cite a-touching example of a blind
mother instructing her husband in how to get their infant daughter
to vocalize: 'Slow down,'wait for her, pitch your voicehigher'.

And lastly, we must he open to new questions and -to the:appli-
cation of new strategies. For example, that normal children acquire
adult talk is undeniable; and it is clear that mothers' interactions
are signifi6ant. What we maywint to question is whether what is
'normal' is Although attempts to demonstrate the facili-
tatin4 effects of expansions on language growth in children have
been equivocal, a broadened category, of expansions, not typically..
used by mothers, has been shown to facilitate- syntactic growth in
at least one stud' (Pelson, G4skaddon and Bonvilian, 1973). When
using this approach, incomplete sentences uttered by the child were
expanded; that is, the teacher repeated or paraphrased what the

said,-incLUding-it, -howeverr-in-a-comPlete-sentence-thatTwas
. relevant to the dontext. Complete sentences-uttered by the child
were recast; that is., the teacher responded in a sequitur that w4_..
cast.in a different syntactic form,'.such'as a question in_respaise.
to the child's affirmative statement.. The content-werds'of the
child are retained; but "the syntactic\form--.1%varied. -Could such
an approach be adapted to. serve -the developmentally delayedchild?.
I think so. A prefessidnil interventionists, we have the responsi-,

4

A Last Note or Child Register. We have explored the ways. that
mothers talk to normally developing children: We have considered
the problems of-explaining what occasions this behavior, and its
shift toward adult talk. We have wondered whether these behaviors.
actually facilitate langua4e growth in the child., And,we have won-
dered 'about whether or not they can. effectively-be. applied to.inter-
vention. with the- developmentally delayed child. It is possible.
In particulat,'we can apply a great deal of what we know from Child'
Register to making ourselves and what we say more interesting and
entertaining, and tc effeCtively_highlight the 'training stimuli.
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Total Communication: The strategy_ of choice

The use of Total Communication (TC) in teaching the deaf and
.hearing impaired, the retarded and developmentally delayed, the
autistic and emotionally disturbed, and the aphasic or brain damaged
has become very visible in the last several years. Yet, there re-
mains much controversy, confusion, doubt, and anxiety among pro-
fessionals and parents with respect to this strategy which has
purportedly helped many children and'their families and teachers

'-to begin to communicate with each other.

TC is, simultaneous communication in all sensory modes that are
shared between people. This means that TC is mot just signingand
it is not just simultaneous signing and speaking-. It is, rather,
the artful blending of speech and sign with all other information-
bearing sensory modes such as smell, taste and touch. For the young
child Tr execution incorporates many of the features of Child Re-
gister. TC highlights the intendd stimulus of shared focus and
the distinctive feature(s) of the training stimulus in order to
teach discriminations. TC offers the non-verbal child a way to
participate linguistically with others, often a welcome "opportunity
for one who has experienced much failure, frustration and sadness
due to speech. TC requires a teacher who is willing and able to

. provide maximally redundant messages, gradually fading out the
redundancy aw.the-child's achievements permit. DC involves simul-
taneous speaking and signing but it also includes c710ITUTIT
boards, freely expressed body. postures and movements,,exaggerated

facial gestures;'the dramatic use of all of the Vocal supra-segmentals.--
such as metody, tempo, and stress, and traditional orthographri-tbo.
What has just been described is:vezy close to what. som-6-teachers of
little .hildren haVe.always done. Some_teach,Ois are 'enthusiastic'.
This kind of enthusiasm does_make-a-difference. These te-lcherS are
rarely.misunderstood-by-th"6 children. Attending is' no problem. for
;them. The-eath-er is the most fascinating thing-in the classroom!

idtena-re-enthr -This- teacher--really
tokens. The- teacher is the reinforcer'. The "teacher's physical
presence, attention, apprOva4 physical contactp.comfort,.affection,
and delighare the, tokens. The best teachers have always know
this. And the best teachert of little children have always been
total communicators!

In a TC classroom, talking and signing would be combined with
language boards. The concept of the lip board'type of language
board ,can be extended to room-encircling bulletin boards for child-
,ren'who are able to see and :feel and move to the board to reach and
'touch their referents. This makesa third, and less\fleeting, com-
municative mode available to the child. And these modes;.the speech,
the signing, and the written or pictured word or concept, when used
together can support. each 'other and can be made to exploit the
child's _ability .to discriminate among complex auditory, visual,
olfactory, tactile and gustatory stimuli. Thtis what TC is; and
the "skillful TC teacher puts it all together witti easeand enthusiasm.
(For a cotalog of usefUl materials ;for TC programs, write to the
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Sign Language Store, P. O. Box 4440, Northridge, .California 91328.
For other materials in IC for children and for yourself, write to
the Galludet College Book Store, Washington, D.C., for their catalog.
For parents and teachers, I specially recommend The .loy of Signing
(Riekehof, 1978). For materials to stretch your-Tria4iFiairve blending
of All sensory modalities into communication, write to Creative
Resources An Waco, Texat for their- four sensory experience books
as well as for descriptions of other titles ofinterest and of help
to the teacher.who.oreves attention.)

The sensory sensitivitiesof normal infants seem to.be fully
developed and operatior.,A. at birth, and the research literature
tells us.that the.ages'at which!infants display a variety of sen-
sory discriminations closely.apPropches zero. These findings say

__two things: We have failed to max'lmize on the multi-modal sensory
abilities of handicapped Ohildrn and we have failed to maximize on
the multi -modal 'sensory Abilities.of'our normally, but perhaps
from optimally, .developing children. The 'dull.and.early_use-of-.1C
by mothers, and teachers whoelready employ.ChilkRegister, offers
enticing possibilities. If you are.already-convinced ofthe merit
of TC, you :hay. wisho skip the.lb-116Wing section; if you question
the use of TCJAloweierp..gattie consider' the following rationale.

W ot TC ?. Nola, instead of defending TC as h strategyof last
--resort or the' most profoundly handidapped, let's consider the evi-

dence that might support.,TO as the strategy df choice for the es-
tablishment of affec4Ve and linguistic.communication for all children.

There are anecdotal and ,systematic accounts;oemanual linguistic`
expression occurring im.doaf. infants between five and .six months of .

age' (Dale, 1976; Schlesinger, 1)72). Along a.comparative climension,
a large literature testifies to, the fact that non-human primates,
who never achieve satisfactory spoken'language! do achieve linguistic

__:__..,$)(1,13..tv_through__maia01---sign--and-that they so -as 'early as
three months of ,age (Gardner and ,Gardner, 1975). . In addition to re-
flecting the earlier Motor maturatiOn o.f*t.he. non-human primates as
contrasted with'tHe:human,,these findings may reflect thn lesser
motor .demands of .a manual expressive mode as contrasted with a vocal
one'. Further, these findings suggest the possibility that the
'social .and ,00gnitive pferequistes forthe initiation of expressive
language are ttained prior to the attainment of the neuro -motor
',coordination that. is necessary for *man speech and that the normal
huinan ihfant-might be expected, to initiate .14nguistic egpression
through a manual.wipkessive mode sooner than'throUgh a vocal one.
It is also .posdible that manual signs, in the absence, of a common
linguistit frame of reference, may convey to the infant more. infor-
mation then'speech. The normal child, thee,, who is early exposed
to both,speeoh end'the language.of sign might be expected to Under-.
stand.linguiStic, inliut and .to engage .in linguistic expressiOn sooner
than the child Who.is exposed only td speech.

A
.Deaf children "who are expoied early on to sign Achieve a greater

t

success in reading 'and written linguistic skills than their class-'

a



mates who, are not exposed to sign until later (Vernon and. Koh, 1970,
..1971; see also Schlesinger and Meadow, 1972)L further,' no diffc-rences
..2between the groups have been detected in speech performahce or in
measures'of'psychosocial attainments. In 1970 Vernon and Koh (pp:
535-536) summarized the argument as follows: .

Data have been presented comparing the, effects of
early exposure to manual communication with ear4y,expo7
sure to oral communication in genetically deaf children.
The useof early manual communication produced better
overall educational achievement including ,superiority.
in reading skills and_written language. Comparisonson
the variables-of-sp-tech intelligibility and speechreading
1-114j-cated'no differences. despite the fact, that .the oral
4roup, fOr the most part, had extensive .pre-sdhool Oral

- training whereas the manual group had neither this -
training, nor had they parents who could use hearing to
aid'them in speech. In psychological adjustment no
statistically significant differences were found.

:The findings of this'study lend further support to
the results .of

early
investigations which also indi-

catedothat arly manual communication markedly facilitates
educational achievement and linguistic development; that
speech and speechreading skills, are not hurt by manual'
communication; and that psYtholOgical adjustment is as
good br better for those who learned ,manual language
early in life.- These findings in support of the value of
egrly manual communication <prevailed despite the, fact
that the children exposed to strictly oral training had
hearing parents,whose speech, language, and educational
skills and achievement were superior :to those of the
children raised in 'a-manual communic'at'ion environment
and whose parents. wert deaf:

Vernon and Koh (1970, 1971) further present data which support the
,contention that.deaf children who are exposed to early manual com-
municetion start to school with an advantage over other 'deaf

,' children and that this advantage continuos to increase over time.

Schlesinger (1972).reports On the acquisition of sign. in a ,

deaf Child (Ann)\reared by deaf parents. At the age of 19 months,
Ann had 117 recognizableord signs and five signs for letters:of
the alphabet. This compares very favorably with .1,pical-expressive
lexiCal achievements for the tearing child'of comparable age..
Further, Schlesinger reports on the acquisition of sighed and
spoken (,language by-two normally hearing .siblings,.Jason and Kathy.,''
who were exposed from birth to both spoken 'and signed language.
Although neither parent was deaf, the,paternel grandmother, ho -
lived with the family was; and both parents as well as the ,grand-
mother wera,fluent in manual communication. The data onliathy and
Jason were obtained' from diary, accounts'maintained.by the%parents.
'At the age of 18 months, Kathy was' credited With 245' words and 113
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signs while-Jason at a comparable age was credited with 81 wors'
and.I'signs. It is not reported whether all,words uttered by
the children were also signed or whether tberewere some discrep-''
ancies. Nor is there any indication of whiCh-child was the elder.
Nevertheless, it is clear the Kathy and Jason both had speaking
vocabularies that-exeeeded normal 18 months expectancy. No data
are reported on these children with respect to cognitive develop-

\ tent or.subsequent.lInguiitic or academic achievement.

rn.iummary, then, we know that_the'normal human infants are
ocapable of linguistic expression-through sign sooner than'through

,speeCh in spite .of their ability to crake sophisticated
nations amongainguisticaly significant acoustic stimuli (Eimas,
Si4uerand, Jusczyk, and Vigorito 1971). FUrther, we know that
early exposure to sign facilitates reading and written linguistic
expression in deaf children with'no. concomitant untoward consequences.
Still further, itappears that deaf children who are exposed to
early manual communication are able to maintain and to increase
over time their superiority -over deaf children. exposed early on
to only oral communication. Therefore, it seems reasonable,to
propose to provide normally developing human infants-wit a total
communication environment frombirth.-From all,of the above,
we would expect thii treatment. to result in the normal child's.
achieving lingu'is'tic .understanding -and-manual and oral linguistic
expreision at an-earlier'age than if provided witha predominantly-
oral'envirorment. To the extent that linguistic achievement inter-
'act with cognitive'growth,' we might speculate that, early exposure

. of normal children to TC might accelerate cognitive as well as lin-
guistic'growth.,-Further, we would notexpect any toward conse-
quences in terms of psychological adjustment or delay in vocal
linguistic expression." The longitudinal'study of theachievements'
of infants exposed to this treatment.woad permit us tose whether
or not cognitive and/or linguistic growth would be accelerated,
Whether the'pOssible,early.acteleration would'dissipate:over'time,'
and whether the possible early achievement of cognitive anci.lin7
guistic milestones would result ultimately in a generally higher
than expecteevel of'functioning. The value of introducing deaf
children and'their families to.TC is evident; and the literature
is replete with stall sample studiet and reportS of individual
successes testifying-to. the-facilitating effects othe use of TCP
With.a wide variety of other communicatively handicapped populations,

a
The valde-of TC for normal children remains almost completely

unexplored. The potentiil for increasing theachievement levels.of
normal children during the school age years would seem to warrent ,

the exploration of,this possibility. Indeed, Vernon and Coley
1978) have presented a preliminary report suggesting.that sign
and /or 'finger spelling can be used to facilitate the normal child's
learming to read. They point out the similarity between'some of the
ABC signs and their written counterparts, again emphasizing that
deaf children, reared by deaf parents often ;:now considerable finger
spblling when they enter school and that this reading of signed
words is rather dasily'tiansfrred to the readihg of printed words.

J
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It mdy be that the emergenceopf oral language production in
normally developing children is constrained not se much by cogni-
tive readiness as by the neuro-motor demands of speech. What waits

to be dohe is a study of hearing parents raising their normal

children in a TC environment from birth. The data on the experi-
ment41 subjects could be. compared directly to already existing norms
on thd cognitive and linguistic achievements of normally developing

infants.

If TC accelerates the development of the normally developing
child, the consequences of this "success" would be several:

(a) As eddcators, we would need to be prepared to offer accel-
erated educational programs consistent with the child's
cognitive/linguistic/social (but not necessarily physical)
growth, much as we' might for the "gifted" child.

(b) As members of a society, we would need to be prepared to
tolerate a younger generation that might be characteristi-
cally "gifted" by our "normal" standards; this might make
unanticipated social demands on the first older/normal
generation.

(c) P.s students of child development, we would be confronted
with the monumental task of re-writing the textbooks in a
wide range of related areas. (Perhaps we might choose to
defer this task to the younger generation!)

(d) As students of theory in child development we would need'
to be prepated to divest ourselves of theories supported'
by "facts" derived from developmental data based on our-
selves and our ancestors and to construct new theories
that would be capable of accounting for our new observa-
tions in a parsimonious and internally consistent manner.

Now.Can This Be? There are several poseile explanations for
why sign appears to be more easily acquired than speech. An ob-
vious one is that the hand movements of sign make lighter demands

.--
on neuro-motor coordination than do the synchrony of articulatory
.movements, breathing, and phonation necessary for speech. If this
is true, speech would be expected to be later appearing'than sign,
would be expected tb require ;pore practice, and would be expected
to take longer to become highly differentiated or skilled. further-
more, although fluent sign is as evanescent and as' difficult to
segment as speech, learners of sign are able to see and manipulate
the configuration and movement of their own hands and to compare
them to their teacher's hands. The teacher can both repeat the
movement of a sign and hold static the beginning or the ending of
a sign. Furthermore, the teacher can manipulate and mold the
learner's hands to match the example-. Speech can be amplified
acoustically and expanded-in time but there is no compaiable way to
-make the production process of breathing, phonation an& articulation
for speech as visible as the production process for sign.
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On a more abstract level, sign is less arbitrary than speech;
that is, there is generally a grgater iconicity between signs and
their referents than between spoken words and their referents.
There.is often a visible similarity between the sign and its
referent, whereas spoken words are only rarely conceived of as
having an acoustic similarity to their referents.

If there were a discrepancy between visual and auditory memory
which favored visual memory (To my knowledge, we have no evidence
to this point), the child would be expected to recall the sign more
readily than the spoken word when asked to specify an object lapel.
Having made the sign, the sight or feel of the sign might function
as a discriminative stimulus lor the spoken word. The author has
oAten seen TC children look at their hands and form a sign before
saying a word in response to a request for a label.- And the author
has seen an adult aphasic client look at her hands signing a
preposition before saying the preposition signed.

Perhaps sign is a more primitive communicative mode from an
evolutionary point of view. This point of view would be supported
by the adaptation hypothesis. Given the choice, communication via
speech is more adaptive than manual communication for the reasons
cited below as disadvantages of sign. Nevertheless, from a matura-
tional point of view, if this hypothesis were true,signing might
be expected to ocbur before speech. The question remains as to
why its early occurrence seems to facilitate the early occurrence
of speech. This facilitating effect of sign on speech has been
observed in language delayed and disordered children as well as'in
normally developing children. There are other less well formulated
explanat'.ons dealing with interactions among handedness; sex of
learner, and degree o! right-left hemisphere specialization; and
anyone using TC with children might wish to collect data relevant
to these parameters.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Total Communication. No con-
sideration of TC would be complete withdut an attempt .to catalog
the advantages and disadvantages as they are presently understood.

Advantages

TC provides an orderly redundancy to the'inessage. This can
increase the amount of information understood by the receiver. For
exampTe,'41 one already understands one mode really well and if the
message in that mode is sufficiently redundant and noise free, per-
haps nothing helpful is gained from'the overlay of another mode.
However, if one has not really mastered either mode, the two to-
gether may provide more information than either alone. The resultant
redundancy is increased significa.-itly above that offered by either
made alone.

TC is visual which is the priwary mode of affective interpersonal
communication in human infants. Tile child is already visually at-
tending. It provides a way to direct the child to selectively attend
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to the dritical auditory distinctions by pairing them with the

visual.

It is possible for the child to communicate through TC at an

earlier age than through spoken language alone.

The child who communicates through TC is more reinforcing to
the parent or teacher than the non-verbal child.

There is some evidence that the child who learns to communicate
through TC is able to read earlier and more easily.

TC engages the hands in useful activity that is incompatible
with self-stimulation or self-abuse.

Disadvantages

The disadvantages of sign are sufficient such that a person
capable of speaking would not prefer sign. This is good because
we want children to talk as well as to sign if they possibly. can.
The most frequently cited disadvantage of sign is that everyone
does not know sign or choose to learn it; this disadvantage may be
greatly minimized as more and more deaf and hearing impaired
children are mainstreamed in our schools. Purthermors, it seems
to me that there is currently a veritable explosion-of interest
and awareness of sign as a socially acceptable' linguistic mode.

Another disadvantage is that one cannot sign over the telephone!
Bell Telephone has minimized the impact of this disadvantage for the
deaf through electronic technology;, however, the use of this tech-
nology is at present limited to certain receivers, usually providing
only for emergency messages. Nevertheless, the tecl'nological
capability is there and could be -xtended both in terms of the
"callers" and the " callers".

Still another disadvantage is that signs cannot be seen in the
dark. The dark renders the receiver of sign to the communicative
status of the deaf-blind. This disalvantage is not usually serious
and can be,eradicated via the use ota light switch! One usually
chooses to be in the darkL Nevertheless, is a constraint and may
greatly affect pillow talk, conversation durinj the first moments
of power failures, and nocturnal communication on.campouts and in

drive-in movies. This disadvantage is one ne to the deaf or

deaf-blind person and requires that sign become tactile rather than
visual in order for it to function as a linguistic mode%

Still another disadvantage is that signing is incompatible:
with other manual activity. Although most sophisticated signers
can sign one-handed, two hands are prefeiahle.toone. There ore
times when it is just not possible or feasible (or safe!) to sign.

when one might wish to communicate linguistically. .A signing'driver
is a real menace on the road!» And what if a person dependent upon
sign burns both .hands in.a accident and finds himself/hersel::
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reduced to covert sighing within two football-sized bandages? There
are other, everyday activities that demand that hands be occupied
in non-signing activities. How about the lost art of washing or
drying dishes? Setting the table? Opening a can? Tossing a salad?
Folding laundry? Making a bed? Splicing a wire? Tightening a
bolt? Typing? Just about anything one does is incompatible with
signing. In addition, it is physically very tiring as compared
to talking.

It is impossible to amplify a signed message with one's own
physical equipment7.that is, it is not possible to scream or yell
in sign. This disadvantage,can be minimized by creating an exag-
gerated visual display such as jumping up and down, waving- the arms.
However, the successful use of this strategy still depends upon the
visual attention of the intended receiver. The receiver of a signed
message_ must be looking at the sender; and sometimes it is impossible
to attract the attention of the intended receiver. There are other
times when it is dangerous for intended receivers to look away from
hat they are doing; and looking at the sender is often inconvenient
or incompatible with other ongoing behaviors of the intended receiver.

There are real disadvantages to sign. Nevertheless, for the
manually unimpaired person who is unable to speak intelligibly and
for -the person who is unable to hear, sign may be the communicative
mode of choice for linguistic expression and reception, having far
fewer disadvantages than other non-oral linguistic modes such as
writing/reading, language boards, Bliss symbolics and the variety
of electronic modes.

Alternative Expressive Mo4es for .11lotorica:_LAy..ILFaired.
Although TC is a compelling strategy tbTieusedintingtochild-
rent,it offers the motorically handicapped child pitifully little
as an expressive linguistic mode. For children who cannot or
choose.not to talk or to sign, there are available now a growing
vari ty of alternatiVe expressive modes. And their availability in
combination with a TC environment greatly enriches the life ex-
perierces of many special children and their families.

for a variety of sources in this arear.I refer you to Vander-
heideil and Grilleys Non-vocal Communication Techniques and Aids
for the Severely Physiilly Handicapped (19771 and also to Trace
Research and Development Center for the Severely Communicatively
Handi4apped,-1500 Highland Avenue, Madison, Wisconsin 53706. The
Trace Center is an excellent source of current information on all .

types isf communication systems and devices for the motorically
handicapped,
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A STRATEGY FOR DEVELORING*CHRONOLOGICAL AGE APPROPRIATE
AND FUNCTIONAL CURRICULAR.CONTENT FOR SEVERELY

HANDICAPPEDIADOLESCENTS AND YOUNG ADULTS

Lou Brown, Mary'Beth Branston, Susan Hamre- Niecupski,
Ian Pumpian,'Nick CertN, and,Lee.Gtuenewald

The MA -CA Discrepancy Hypothesis

For y ars parents have 'been told by professionals,
"1,1S, Mr. J es; your child is twenty years old and will
complete,sch of in tin months, but he' has a MENTAL AGE
_OF FOUR. Tha is why we are teaching him to sing,
"When you're hippy and you know it clap your hands";
that is why'we are teaching him to touch long as opposed
to short, to touch big as opposed to-little, and to touch
a card with four pennies taped to it".

The Earlier State Hypothesis

For years.pai-ents.have been told by professionals,
"Yes, Mrs. Smith, your child is eighteen years old and
will finish our training dogram shortly. 'However, you
must realize that DEVELOPMENTALLY she is only functioning
at the tertiary-phallicnear receptor-olfactory channel-
early preoperational level. That is why we are teaching
herto imitate foot stomping, to match plastic spoons
MD pictures of plastic,spoons, to open and close the
world's largest artificial and nonfunctional zipper, and
to pass a bean bag to the persom next to her in a circle".

The "Not Ready For" Hypothesis

For years'iparents have been told by Rrofessionals,
"Yes, Mrs. Johnsdn, yotr child will be completing school
in a year or so, and we agree with you initheory that
Your child should be taught to perform chronological
age appropr±ate and functional skills in natural environ-
ments. However, the result of our multidisciplinary
evaluatiim clearly indicates thaf your severely Nandi-
capped child IS NOT READY socially,' emotionally, intel-
lectually, physicallyk econoMically,, cognitively,,poli-
tically, religiously, ethically, linguistically, and con-
ceptually to learn to perform the skills you are re-
questing. However, when she progresses through the suc-
cessive, vertical, linear, develcpmental]v-sound, onto-
genetically-determined, ye't possibly invalid, sequences
that-ye have arranged, maybe then she will be ready to
learn to perform chronological age appropriate functional
skills in,natural environments"..
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The Artificial Approximation Hypothesis

For years parents have teen told .by professionals,
"Certainly, Ms. White, we could attempt to teach your
child to perform chronological age appropriate and func-
tional skills in natural environments. However, such a
totally functiorkal orientation would result in only
"spotty" development; would be treating the symptom and
'not the cause; would be very short-sighted, anti-intel-
lectual, anti-academic; would be teaching splinter
skills; and would be extremely cumbersome to many admin-
istrators, teachers and unions. You will just have to
trust us in that we are teaching APPROXIMATIONS of
those skills." ,. .

These vignettes are intended to illustrate a variety Of concerns
related to t e curricular content typically presented to severely
handicapped a olescents and young adults. There are few curricular
materials designed specifically for this population. Most curricula
utilized with severely handicapped students are referenced to
theories or models of normal human development which track the.pro-
gressive refinement and elaboration of basic motor, social, and
cognitive-skills into the complex and competent performances charac-
teristic of normal' adolescents. These theories or models of human
development are typically stage theories which divide development
into relatively discrete states through which all children proceed
en route to becoming independently functioning adults. The curri-
culum sequences derived from such stage theories can be described
as "bottomup sequences": they begin by teaching those skills which
presumably occur first in a "normal" developmental sequence and
then proceed to skills which occur'at progressively older ages.
Since severely handicapped students manifest significant skill,
deficits, they frequently receive instruction only on curriculum
objeCtives characteristically_offered to and mastered by infants or
very'young children. .As severely handicapped students become
adolescentsor young adults, the outcome of such curricular strate-
giesoftenresults in the delivery of instruction which is non-
functional, artificial, and. inappropviate for their chronological
age. Though severely handicapped students may in fact evidence.
progress through "bottom-up" curriculum sequences, the obvious
performance discrepancies between them and their wnhandiCapped
chronological age-mates actually increase over tie. A very real
question confronting educators of severely handicapped adolescents
and young .adults is related to how long to retain their students in
bottom-up or norm-referenced curricula. That is, given a limited
number of years remaining in school programs, can the student
possibly progress fast enough or far enough to acquire the skills
needed for the most independent functioning possible in complex,
heterogeneous post-school environments? It is often argued that
curricular content for chronologictlly young children based upon the
hypothetical stage theoritS-61-6arly development can be adapted to
generate curricular content for older severely handicapped students.
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However, until such arguments are converted into empirical demon-
strations of how adolescent and young adult severely handicapped
students can be taught to perform chronological age appropriate
functional skills in natural environments, it seems that more in-
termediate alternatives are at least worthy of consideration.

Since the notion of teaching severely handicapped students
chronological age appropriate functional skills in natural err-
Vironments is a departure from current educational practice, per-
haps each major component should be presented in moredetail.

Functional skills. Functional skills, as the phi.ase is used-
here, refers to the variety of skills which are freaiuently demanded
in natural domestic, vocational and community environments. Func-
tional skills are not limited tO,performances which affect the
actual survival or, physical well-being of an individual; they. also
include the variety of skills which. influence a student's ability
to perform as independently and as productively' ae; possible in
home/ school and..community settings,. Nonfunctibnal skills, by
contrast, are those which have an extremely low probability of
being required by daily activities.

Any single skill may be considered to be functional ,or non-
functional depending upon the materials,' teaching context, etc.
For example, teachihg a severely handicapped adoldscent to take a
quarter from a change purse, insert it in a vending machine, make
a selection by pushing a panel, and then remove the purchased item
from the machine is very functional. It is a skill performed
severaltimes a day by many nonhandicappedadolescents and adults.
On the other hand, fitting.pegs into a pegboard is relatively non-
functional since the probability is remote that such a skill en-
hances the ability to live independently and since such a skill is
rarely performed by nonhandieapped adolescent .and adult members of
society.. Despite the fact that inserting a coin in a vending machine
and fitting pegs into a board may include identical components
(e.g., pincer grasp, controlled release, and hand-eye coordination),
one skill is considered here as much more functional than the other. 4

Functionality is not an all-nothing oran,either-or p:Ienomenon.
For example, in cribbage and other table games; nonhandicapped
adults in fact put pegs in boards. The critical factbr is how
often the skill is actually required in natural environments and
the relative extent to which performance of the skill enhances
independent functioning. Teaching a severely handicapped adolescent
to walk a balance beam is relatively nonfunce.onal in comparison to
teaching the same student to walk across bleachers at a sporting
event. Teaching a severely handicapped student to zip a zipper on
a zipper-board is relatively nonfunctional while teaching that
student to zip his own jeans is quite functional. The skills'
necessary to act' appropriately in response to exit signs, restroom
signs and vending machine cues are more functional than the skills
necessary to verbally label words representing the names_of.the
primary colors'.
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Natural environments. Natural environments, as the phrase is
used here, refers to the variety of least restrictive environments
in which a severely handicapped student is being prepared to /

function. These environments are important to curriculum develop-
ment both as a location for training and as a source of curricular
content. %.

There are.many severely handicapped students in this country
.0ho are being taught important skills, but only in artificial or
simulated environments. Included are those severely handicapped
adolescents who are being taught telephone skills using a telephone
that functions only between the classroom and the hallway; those who
:are taught to "ride" the cardboard bus in 'the school cafeteria;,
those4who are being taught to tell time only on clocks made from
paper' plates; and those who are being taught to "grocery,shop" for
empty boxes in the classroom store. One major assumption under-
lying such training, of course, is that if a severely handicapped
student is being taught to perform a functional skill in a simulated
environment (e.g., a public school) he/she then will be able to
perform. the same:skill in a natural environment. When severely
handicapped students are of concern, one can have little confidence
in such an inference (Stokes and Baer, 1977). Unfortunately, we
cannot infer that because severely handicapped students perform
important skills in simulated environments, that they will perform
the samb skills in natural environments. If we are to teach severely
handicapped students to perform functional skills in natural en-
vironments, it is necessary either to teach skills in those natural
environments or to empirically verify that the skills are, in fact,
being performed in those environments (Brown, Nietupsk., and Hamre-
N etepski, 1976).

Educational prOgrams for adolescent and young adult severely
phandicapped students should be focused on preparation to function

ultimately as independently and as productively as Possible in non-
school,and post-school environments. Thus, it is suggested that the
'teaching of sk:lls that are only appropriate, or,eVeit Only primarily
appropriate, in school environments should be minimized, and the'
teaching environments should be maximized. For Overely-handitcappad
students who are live years old and enrolled 'in fan early education
program, ,some of the least restrictive environments for- which they
should be prepared include their nahlral homes,' regular public school

taiming nonhandicapped students, and public r;creation facilities.
That'is, it is crucial that young, students bwtaught both the skills
required in subsequent school environments and the sic= necessary to
function as independently as poiiible in theiF homes.and neighborhoods.
However, for,aeverely,handicapped adolescents and young_adults, edu-
cational servioes,should focus minimally upon the requirements of
ftiture educational environrents, and should focus maximally on pre-
paration for functioning in a variety of least restrictive domestic,
vocational, and community environments.

0
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Certainly there are crucial skill clusters that can be taught
most efficiently in school settings. For .example, it would be
difficult to teach many chronological age appropriate social skills,
to severely handicapped students during school hours in nonschool
settings because most nonhandicapped.peers are in school. However,
teaching nonhandicapped students. and' severely handicapped students
to interact socially has at least. two major purposes: a) so that
acceptable social interactions might occur in school environments;
and b) sd that acceptable social interactions might occur in. extra-
school and post-school environments. Therefdre, for selected pur-
poses, schools may be viewed as natural environments for adolescent
and young adult severely handicapped students. However, the older
severely handicapped students become, the more natural nonschool
environments become. Thus, in a preparatory' context, at some point
natural environments for adelesCent and young adult severely handi-
capped students should not include schools because schools are not
the environments in which severely handicapped students are being-
prepared-to function. Since the major purpose of educatibnal 'pro-
grams.for severely handicapped students is to .prepare them to-function
in nonschool or extra - school environments, the task then beComes to
identify those environments and to insure'that educational -time -and
resources be invested as efficiently as possible.

The iden4fication of future 'least restrictive environments
has. direct implications for the prioritization of particular skills
within curriculum domains. Por example, if an adolescent girl's
piojected group home location and her vocational training site are
connected by .public lads route, then her school experience should
develop the complement of skills required to vse that transit system.
On the other hand, if her group home and future. vocational, placement
are not mutually accessible by bus, the community mobility objectives
should emphasis walking, street crossing, using cabi, etc. Stated
another way, the particular functional skills taught to any severely
handicapped adolescent or young adult should be determined in large
part by the demands of his/her current and future natural environments.

Chronological age appropriate skills. Initially the assertion
that severely handlcapped adolescents and young adults should be
taught chronological age appropriate' skills using zhronologicai age
appropriate instructional materials may seem absurd. It is apparent
to even the most optimistic professionals that there are a substantial
number qt skills that severely handicapped students will never cguire..
Translating from Spanish to English, selling life insurance, and driving
a bus are but a few. At the sime'time, however, there are many chrono-
logical age, appropriate skills that severely handicapped students can
indeed. acquire. Eating, communicating, and turning on a television ,

set are but a few. If orie goa,1 of education is to minimize the stig-
matizing discrepanOies between severely handicapped students and their
nonhandicapped peers, it is our obligation to teach severely handicapped
-students the-major 'functions-characteristic of their chronological age,..
using materials and tasks which do not highlight the deficiencies in

e
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their repertoires. For example, Since young chIldren typidally
play with simple wooden puzzles as a recreational activity, it is
quite appropriate to teach young severely handicapped' children to,

play with such puzzles-:' 'However, since nonhandiCapped nineteen

year olds rarely spend recreational time assembling, a four-piece'
puzile of Big Bird, itis stigmati3ing to teach a severely hanei

capped adolescent to engage in that particulaeactiviiy. Either
a different leisUre activity (e.g., listening,to records,, doing a

craft) or a puzzle with more age-appropriate content (e.g.°;Firrah
Fawcett-majors or John Travolta) would be preferable. .Since non-
handicapped adolescent and young adult students .frequently make
independent purchases at grocery storespdepartment stores and
drug. stores, shopping skills should 'receive considerable attention
in acurriculum for severely handicapped adolescent and young adults.
Even though teaching pay be relatively prolonged"and prosthetics
'may be used, it is'imperative that severely handicapped'students
receive instruction on these major life skills. The 'requirements
that curricular content for severely handicapped adolescents and
young adults be functional and be,deveZoped froM natural environ-
ments ae- insufficient if the skills being taught are not as' chrono-
logical'age appropriate as possible.

The remainder 'of this paper presents an empirical strategy for
.generating curricular 'content for severely handicapped.adolescents
-and young adults which emphasizes'the teaching of functional and
chronological age appropriate skills in naturaldenvironments. There
is a fundamental difference between the curriculuMdevelopment
strategy presentedhere and what is generally referred toss a
curricuum saquence: This "strategy" is a Series of suggested
actions in which a teacher Might engage in order to determine cur7
rioular content for the particular individuals iris his /her classroom.
This curriculum development strategy will not produce a fixed cur-.
riculum sequenceibut rather will identify major skills individual
students must acquire in order.to function as independently and as
prcductively, as possible in post school years.

Absumpti_ens_of the Curriculum Development Strategy \

The'purriculum development strategy delineated below is based
upon thyee major assumptions. First, adolescent and young:adult
\aemerely handicapped students Should be prepared to function as
independently' -and as Productivelyas,possible in aiwide variety of
."least restrictive" community environments (Brown, Wilcox, Sontag,
Vincent, Dodd; andGruehewald, 1977). Second, it cannot he inferred
that because adolescent and,young adult severely handicapped stu-
dents have been taught to perform skills in schools and other'simu-

, lated settings they-will functionally use those skills in othr
environments. Thus, it is necessary to teach as many skills as
possible in as many natural extra-school environments as are appro-

.. priata-(Brown, Nietupski, and Hamre-Nietupski, 1976). Third,. the
--phrase "severely handicapped" represents students with a' wide
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variety of performance characteristics and ultimate capabilities.'
Thus, curriculum development strategies! and resulting content should
be sufficiently flexible so that the full, range of severely handi-
capped gtudents cat receive appropriate localized and individualized
educational services.

Figure 1 contains an overview of the phases of the proposed
curriculum development strategy. Each phase will bediscussed in.
more detail beloia.

InsertFigure 1 about here

Phase 1: Delineate Curriculum Domains

The first step in the curriculum development strategv.is to
delineate topics of major instructional concern. Whe phrase "cur-
riculum domain" is used here to describe 'the'-first of several steps
that can be made toward dividing the total life space of a student
into non - mutually exclusive, admittedly arbitrary, but perhaps more
manageable units. Obviously, ttiere are as many possible,curriculum
'domains as there are Aomain makes s. ,However, our focus will be on
four major life areas. The curriculum,domains we. propose for
adolescent and young adult severely handicapped s4.1dents.represent
'a significant departure from, traditional curriculum divisions: For
nonhandicapped-students, curricular content.is -typically partitioned'
into major academic subject .areaa such as reading, math, language
arts, social studies'and physical education. For some handicapped
students these same aiinsions.may hold, while for severely handi-
capped students curriculaare 'usually organized around,basic skill
areas such as communicative, cognitive, social, gross and fine
motor, and self-help skill ,development. This latter curricular
orientation reflects a bottom-up approach t skill building. Con-
sistent with.the,view that the education of severely handicapped
adolescents and young adults should be referenced against the require-
ments of relatively independent adult functioning It is,proposed
here that curricular content' den be organized into domains or divi-
sions suoll'as domestic Jiving, vocational, leisure recreational; and
.community functioning. This organization is deaigned to emphaSiie
a "top-down7'rather than a "bottom-up" orientation.

All severely handicapped students in-our society, regardless of,
individual functioning levelswill.function in some type of post-
school domestic environment, whether it be alnatural home, foser
home, group home, or supervised apartment. Similarly, all severely
handicapped students have the right. to a longitudinal, systematic
ond'comprehenSive vocational training program that is designed to
maximize the 1#obaErrrETEffit they will be able to engage in some
form and degree of remunerative' work. In Order.to make more produc=
tive use of their free time, all severely handicapped students,
should be taught to engage in a variety:of individual and group
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adults.



`leisure and recreational activities.i,All severely handicapped stu-
dents till function in at least some community environment. To be
maximally effective, they must be taught the skills Ind provided
the experiences necessary to allow them to travel through that com-

a- munity and to access its resources. These and other equally relevant
curriculum domains reflect the major life demands of nonhandicappsd
adults and therefore serve to organize instructional objectives for
adolescent and young adult severely handicapped students.

Phase 2: Delineate the Variety of Natural Environments in Which
Severely Handicapped Students Function or Might .FuncEron

The purpose of this phase.of the curriculum development strategy
is to delineate the environments in which - severely handicapped stu-
dents are currently functioning, and the least restrictive environ-
ments in which they might function in the future. The term "environ-
ment" refers to the places in which severely handicapped students
live, work, and play. Using the domestic living domain as an ex-
ample, adolescent severely handicapped students might currently be
living at, home with their natural parents. However, it is &reason-
ableeducational objective to attempt to plan with and prepare the
parents,'the severely' handicapped students,. and other perSons in
the community for the day when the students will reside in a different
kind of living arrangement. Therefore, the environments that might
be delineated are the homes of the parents of the students, group
homes, sheltered apartments, etc. .,

Since specific domestic, vocational or recreational skills
could be performed in a variety of different environments, the task
here becomes that of simply listing those environments. It is im-
portant that the listing not be limited to thoge environments in
which a student_ already functions. Every effort should be made to
identify ,11. possible ,environments where domestic, vocational or
recreat:. Ai activities could occur. Unfortunately, there are many
severely handicapped students who are undUly confined to very air-
cumbcribed environments. These students are deprived of access to
many' other potentially appropriate, places and experiences in the
community. To increase the number of natural community environments

, in which adolescent and young severelyhandicapped students func-
tion is certainly a reasonable educational objective.

Phase 3: Delineate and Inventory the'SubenvirOhmehtt in.Which
Severely Handicapped Students Function or Might Function

Each.environment in' which severely_ handicapped students func-
tion or in which:they might function in the future Can be divided
into sqbenvironments. For. example, a home canbe divided into a
bathr.om, a-bedroom, a dining room, a living'room etc. A vocational
environment can probably be:divided into work space, eating space! a
social area, restrooms, etc. The purpose of this phase of the cur-
riculum development strategy. is to delineate -and inventory all the
component environments or subenvironments.in which the student will
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be expected to function. Again, every effort should be made to
identify all the subenvironments in which nonhandicapped adults
normally operate.

- .

Phase 4: Delineate and Inventor the Activities That Occur in the
Subenvironments

For every subenvironment in which a severely handicapped stu-
dent currently functions or might be expected to function, there
are a variety of activities that ,might occur. For example, some
of the activities that are appropriate for a bathroom are toileting,
cleaning the sink, folding towels, shaving, showering and tooth
brushing., In a community drug store, appropriate activities might.
include picking up a prescription or purchasing grooming items.
The purpose of this phase of the curriculuffdev6lopment'strategy
is to delineate and to inventory: the. many different activities that
are appropriate for each subenvironment,identified in Phase 3.

Phase 5: Delineate the Skills Needed in Order to Engage in the
Activities

Once activities appropriate to various subenvironments have
been delineated, a major issue then becomes: "Can a particular
severely handicapped student'perform'the specific skills necessary
to engage-in .partoi-ti.ctyaaractivit?" The objective
of this phaseothecidevelopeCet strategy is to delineate
the skills needed by both severely handicapped students and by
other persons mho function ih the subenvironments so that.the
severely handicapped students participate at least to some degree
in at least some of the activities identifNa7TEiEMB be em.,
phasized that even if a,severely handicapped student is not capable
of engaging in a particular 'activity independently, he/she should
not be denied the opportunity for partial participation. For ex-
ample, if a severely handicapped student cannot acquire the skills
necessary to assemble a particular item in a sheltered workshop,
that task might be divided into components so that the severely
handicapped students can complete at least part of "11.task suc-
cessfully. Additionally, even though a SpecifiC handicapped
student may not be able to develop the skills necessary to toilet
himself/herself independently in a public restroom, the activity
should be adapted so that skills necessary to participate in at
.least some parts of the process can be acquired and performed.
Efforts should be made hers to precisely describe the language,
reading, math; motor, social, etc., skills needed to engage in each
delineated activity.. (The reader, interested in one way to arrive
at such a skill delineation is referred to Belmore and Brown, 1976.)
plant can then'be made to teach the skills of concermor to develop
functional alternatives by arranging-for performance adtptations
and/or appropriate prostheticdevices.

, .

Phase 6: __..pIerttlIeInstructioDesiLandImleilecessarynalPro-rm
::IisureePerformandeofthe Del neate S ills n

Natural. Environments

---7"-OnCe.the skills -that are necessary- for involvement in a parti-,
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/ i tcular act vi y are determined, a severely' student must
then 44 taught to. perform those skills. The purpose of this phase
of the curriculum development strategy is to design.and implement
the 7instructional programs necessary to teach severely handicapped
students and others to perform as many of the skills delineated

---as-possible in as many natural cbmmunity environments as possible.

Is(T e reader interested in.one'version of what is referred to as an
i,tructional program for severely handicapped students is referred
b Williams, Brown and Certo,_1975.)

Discussion

If this curriculum development strategy is implemented, it
will become apparent that the closer severely handicapped students
come*to the andhof their school experience, the less time they
should spend on school ground and the more time they should spend
in the variety of nonsohool environments in which they will, func-
tion upon completion of school. For example, while younger severely
handicapped students might seture basic skills from a "Home Economics"

'..room in a school, this same. simulation strategy for mtny'adolescent
ihd, young adult.severely..handicapped students will be. inappropriate.
-Attempts should be made instead to provide direct instruction in
real times, in real group homes, or other real domestic settings.
Additionally, while some part of a student's vocational training-ex -
perience Might consist of performinT simulated tasks in a simulated
public achodl,workahop, the oldet the student becomes., the greater
is the need tb\provide direct vocational instruction in the natural
vocational environments in-which tht: student might function; e.g.,
real dishwashing settings, real maintenance environments, real
workshops,.

Finally, the implementation of this curriculum development
strategy will require substantial changes in educational programs
serving severely handicappqd adolescents and young adults. Ob-
viously, traditional curridular content and service deliVery models
will have to be scrutinized carefully and changed as the need for
teaching chronological age appropriate functional skills in aatural
environments is recognized.',

Lou Brown, Ph.D.
Department of Special Education
-Univeristy of Wisconsin- Madison
Madison, Wiiconsin. 53706
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THE LOWER FUNCTIONING
SEVERELY HANDICAPPED INDIVIDUAL:

PROVIDING-WORK SKILLS TRAINING DURING THE EDUCATIONAL YEARS.

Gretchen Stone

One of the most timely issues parents, educators and reha-
bilitation personnel alike fabe when working with a severely
handicapped population is whether or not a student has "voca-
tional potential". It might be more accurate to ask, "Will
the student fit into our established and traditional system .01
resources-for residential and work placement? If so, how,
where, and when?".

Is there-a magic age for evaluating "vocational potential"?
Which evaluators and what.evaluations are appropriate? -What
happens to. those students who do not have a place in the voca-
tional system? Whose responsibility is it to create an'alter-
native place? Parents. are surely involved; but how far'are
others obligated and willing to aid in this process? 'Educators,
education agenciesand administrators; governmental departments
such as DepartMint of Human Resources, Department, of Metal
Health and, Mental Retardation, Texas Rehabilitation Commission,
Commissiori_for the Blind, Housing and Urban Development, Texas'
Commission for the Deaf; 'and .private rehnbilitation and'educa-
tional facilities all have a responsibility. That responsibility
includes the willingness to liiteh to understand, the needs a,i-1
problems, and.to be willing to break through the protective barrier
called eligibility criteria.

..For.the deaf - blind population at least, sincere at mpts
haVe been made-on a state and national level te draw tog, ,ter

various agencies and professioaals to discuss the problem of
future placement. The results are discouraging: rehabilitation
agencies have a ppor understanding of the level of functioning
of.some of the more disabled students. In some cases, parents
and educators have been misled--into thinking that rehabilitation
agencies will serve their children' in the. future, 'when in fact,
they will not. These agencies at present have reigher the resources
nor the expertise to provide vocational, services-for the signi-
ficantly lower functioning severely handAcapPed individlial. The-

-following suggestions. are made for both educators.and rehabili-
tation-agency personn'e1 in working with the more-severely-handi7
capped individuals.

1. Work activities should involve work Materials:
Bead stringing and stacking rings are fine Class

' room activities, but they are-also used for play.
Stringing ID cards onto packaging strips and
.plaing large washers on a jig,could be alter-
native activities utilizing similar skills.

2. Activities,should be short. (initially one minute
or leis). The length of activities may increase
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to five minutes or perhaps longer; however, three
5-minute 'activities are more effective than one
15-minute\activity. As programmi'ng,continues and
the child's tolerance increases, the number and
duration oit activities, can be increased.

Although work materials should be authentic, they
can also be'selected to appeal ,to the individual
interests of\the child. Some children enjoy shiny'
metal objects\, some the feel of ,smooth wood; some'

like to, ma =th or manipulate, oth(- s prefer
materials wi'n,bright colors for visual effects.
Materials should be inherently interestirg to the
child.

4. Work. activities 'should occur in special designated
places at regular, times: The child should'anti-
cipate the work environment and the instructor
should expect good work behaviors. .While in the

work environment, iftled gimmicks such as work -
aprriai and texture chairs may help.

5. Accurate recordkeeping is a must. Records should
include' a description of the task, *.umbeeof
trials And dates,pn whi-h they nmcur,' instructional
vs. behav'lral pr 1pts, ea;a i-ial (physical,
.geptural, cr verbal), and the number of errors and
time fox each trial.

One-,to-one instruction with the same person is

\

\
optimal.
\

7. Tdadh skills by presenting activities in clusters. .

e'en' activities using di- fferent materiald to teach
the same skill will help prevent "training" that
doe t generalize..

S. Activities should have a clearly definedhegianing,
and end.

9. The end product should not be the most important'
'bodsideration during the learning process. Good
workbehavisor and incressed'involvement.in the
activity are measures of success:

10. ,Activities should be developmentally appropriate:*
perceptually, cognitively, and motorically. Iso-
lated work job 'esmples drawn frOM sheltered work-
shops rarely' provide the finely-graded clusters of
activitiee needeato teach 'a skill.

,11. Teachers and parents, should trust themselves to be"



creative and gensitive to the needs of the child.
-Dependence-on-struCtured_prevocational curricula
is often of limited use.

12. 'Start early. ,Vocational potential is' developmental,
just as visual, auditory, and motor skills are

:developmental. If a child has at least palmar
grasp and can maintain (with support' if necessary)
a posture stable enough to fixate his or her atten-
tion, 4 years old is riot too young to begin training.
If.an indiyidual is older and has these abilities,
training should still be provided.'

1_, _Paperwork should be a help rather than a hinderance.
:Evaluations and individual educational plans should
be an ongoing process. They should help determine
where the child is now, and what comes next in his
or her learning process.

14. WOrk skill= are the result of cognitive-perceptual
motor'functions. During the learning process, tasks
(work jobs) are not viewed as meagural-le end pro-
ducts' as much as vehicles for providing developmental
experiences. When a child in a classroom stacks rings
correctlyl.the joy and sense of achievement the stu-

---t--- ---dent- and- teacher feel_is_not_because'a correctly
stacked pile of rings is present, but rather because
the child demonstrated that he or she had acquired
the size discrimination and motor and spatial abili-
ties

I

underly.ng the task..

Work skills that low functioning students can learn are:

I. Becoming physically and socially oriented to a work'
environment and .internalizing a routine within that
environment.

Sustaining work effort by demonstrating a consistent.
degree of speed/response rate and accuracy, atten-
tativeness, and independence.

3. Demonsttating'an understanding of task start and
ComPlAtiOn_aAl.f911T4n9. sequences in a work acti-
'vity (usually taught by manipulatidn)

,"
4. More advanced grasp and prehension patterns.

5: Fine motor planning and the desire to manipulate
objects.

6. Aitching by single attributes.
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7. Positioning objects in space and basic directional
discriminations (top from bottom, etc.).

. Pollowl-directioris 'and-communicating-needs-in a
workshop setting (including communicating toileting
needs, following natural gestures, following, pointing
gestures).

There is a future for the lower functioning severely handi-
capped population, but not necessarily through traditional,edu-
cational or rehabilitation Services. Eventual placement may
include private or Department of Mental Health and Mental
Retardation sponsored day activity, or work activity centers or
residential farms, even though these are very scarce at this
time.

It is the right of every severely handicapped-child to
have an appropriate place in which to live and occupy his or
her time' as'an adult. It is also his or her right to be
prepared for an opportunity that really does exist; an oppor-
tunity that, at the very least, enables him or her to maintain
the skills acquired during the educational years--regardless
of how limited those skills may be.

_Gretchen Stone, OTR, M.Ed:
4310 Avenue H
Austin, Texas 78751
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT NEEDS. OF STUDENTS
WHO ARE MULTI-HANDICAPPED

Frank Simpson

In program planning\\to mee die career development needs of '

students who-are multihandicap ed, the4rofessional staff and
student's family need to consi ex the many roles and. positions
that the student will. occupy du i g his/her lifetime. Somestu-
dents may. aventually involved in a paid work experience, while
others may not. This will depend not only onthirdtudent's per-
sonal assets; but also .on the availability of Sheltered work ex=
peiiences, transporation serVicesl.protective living environments,
supportive social' and psychological, services, and appropriate
recreational options.. \

:

Rather than viewing the prevocational needs pf the students
'with whom we work, we need to consider all'Career.development
needs,. The word revocational implies thatia vocation with .pay
will follow. This can. wiiireading. . Vocations, like careers,
can vary.

el

Brolin (1979) emphasizes the need to recognize the many roles
that constitute one's total career pattern -- occupatiOnal,
social, leisure, and.interperional. If a student's occupational
options are limited dtie td multiple disabilities and the environ-
mental constraints, then programs to enhance the quality of,leisure
time experiences, family involvement, and social interaction, be-
icomeeven more important.'

Teachers and parents should not become discourageewhen.the
outlook, for highly paid employment for the student' appears remote.
RemeM6er. the' goal is to prepare each student to maximize his/her
potential and achieve the most meaningfdl existence possible.
Employment is but one, aspect.of the future.

6

Rosen, Clark/and Aivitz indicate 'that the most serious defi-.
cit.of the mentally retarded is their social inadeqoacy. Deficits'
related to Social inadequacy,are more limiting tluin their educe-

', tional and Vocational limitations. Witriddi sonte'degree of social
competency, other .long-term habilitation goals cannot, be achieved.

).

When deSigning career development prosirams,,emphasis nkst,be
placed on infuSing.aCtivities to improve social competency.oThis

--,-does- not-always-happen. when-staff-initiate a-pr, evccational-program----
for students who have multi-disabilitiedlaspecially:those who
are libelled low-functioning.HConditioning students to complete
simple to complex assemblies in a simulated work environment ib but
one aspect of a career development program. With most studentd,
this is. the easiest aspect of the pro7raM plan. Marc Gold has
demonstrated that by using a Systematic task analysis approach
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("Try Another Way") severely handicapped persons can master com-
tplex tasks. Gold also emphasizes thatmocational skill acquisi-
tion is but one aspect of a total habilitation process.

i1
i

As we design a series of simulatedo,vork experiences, a
parallel hierarchy of social experiences must be included. While
we are "building in" (or conditioning) a series of assembly,
sorting, and packaging skills using work samples, we can be
developing a repetoire of appropriate social responses.

To use work-related jargon, social competency often means
"work habits", and conditioned hand (motor) patterns approximate
"work skills". Special ic,ducators and parents frequently focus on
the development of social competence in a variety of activities
around the school and home. /Prevocational and career'development
activities are other tools aimed at accomplishing the same,goal.

Social habilitation programs must simulate as closely as pos-
sible the environment in which the student will eventually live
(Rosen, 1977). Likewise, career development activities should
simulate as much as possible the likely future occupational options.
Using this approach, the teacher may consider developing as many
activities as possible that simulate, the "world of work'. All of
this depends on the unique needs and abilities of each student.

At the New York Institute for the Education of the Blind, as
well as other facilities, students who are multihandicapped respond
positively to a structured environment that simulates a sheltered
workshop or, work activities center. This prepared environment
provides,a sense of security and a comfortable structure. Success
experiences are more frequent for many students in this environment
than those, i1: other. stressful' "educational" activities.k If the ei-
vironment is, not threatening, the student has more emotional energy
to focus.dn the structured interpersonal interactions with staff
and peers provided in this setting.

Each student will be capable of tolerating the stress of work
pressure *at his/her own rate. "Stress" activities can be programmed,
for using a task analysis approach. Types of "stress" activities
to plan for in,this prepared environment might be (1) change in
work station; (2) change in work activity; (3) change in waiting
time; or (4) change in instructor. In most cases, it is. recommended
to introduce only one "stress" at a time.

The types of activities included in a simulated work environ-
ment shoUld vary' depending on student heeds and pOtential future
occupational optioni available in the local community. Likewise,
activities that relate to'future housing options, transportation
options, and recreation options must be developed parallel to
'activities related to future occupational options.

When planning a simulated work environment, remember the im-
portance of including activities to develop work habits. The'
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simulated work environment should be separate from the general
classroom, preferably in a different building. This provides a
natural, appropriate experience in mobility. The students will
need to prepare to get their coats, hats, or boots depending on
the weather. If they are not yet capable of independently- moving
tothe work environment, they can learn to travel with a sighted
guide. Of course this takes a lot of time, but remember the pro-
gram is designed to develop the student's potential, not fdi the
convenience of the staff.

- -
Once the students arrive at the work environment and remove

their coats, they should "punch-in". Punching-in may vary; if an
actual time clock is available, use it. If not, a sign-in sheet
is also a possibility. For students who are more severely disabled,
putting on a work poncho or work necklace can symbolize "punching-
in". It is really a signal to the students that they are moving
into the work environment. This signal is a physical cue to assist
the Students into a shift or change.

Next, the students should pick up a token container and move
to their work stations. Initially, the goal is to have the students
pick up any container (jar, small box, small purse, etc.). Later,
they can be taught to discriminate their own container from the
other containers.

, The workstation can,-be an individual table or a specific
seat at a large table. This can initially be a matching activity;
the students are given a completed work assembly (i.e., bicycle
brake, flashlight, nut and bolt, etc.) and instructed to locate
thesame,.at a work station. Later, as the students learn (in-
ternalize) the location of their own work station, this be,:olnes
an automatic response.

Once the studentt are at the work station, the type of activity
presented and the teaching methodology will vary greatly. The
sequence \of activities will depend on _e creativity of the staff,
Usually, -a teaching phase for each activity is'needed. The goal
in the simulated work.environment should not be just to develop
production speed and accuracy. It- is a natural environment for
the development of work-related language and counting skills.

This Seting;can foster social interaction through struc
tureu group\workiprojects,-. Children go through parallel, play prior
-to cooperatOe play. Ina simulated work environment, 'opportunities
fof "parallel work" prior to "cooperative (group) work" should be
provided. Asttident may initially work' cooperatively with a staff
member. For example, the staff member can complete the initial'
four steps of an assembly with the student Completing the final
step five. This is really-backward chaining.) Later, two students
can "work" together on this type of-process.

Built into these-activities can be the need to contact a staff /
person for more materials. Give only a few pieces for each assembly
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and teach the students'to raise their hand, to indicate a need for
more materials. This is only' one of many work habits tnat can be
patterned into a "work routine". This type setting is excellent
for teaching students to make concrete choices. Efforts should
be exerted to develop as much independence as is possible for
each student in this work environment.

A token' system can be readily used in a simulated work en-
vironment. Use of such a system needs to be caught (or condi-

--tioned). -Asf each work activitl, is completed the students are
'given a token for their token container. They will later begin
to attach meaning to this"signal when they exchange the token for
a reward (maybe food or a special toy). The amount of delay in
gratification will depend on each student.

When tilt.: students finish their activities, they should "punch
out" at the time clock, and remove their work poncho. This is the
signal for a shift. Now the opportunity again exists to practice
travelling back to the classroom or dormitory.

Evaluation instruments are usually developed by each program.
Developing the instrument (which is usually' a check list) is a
good learning experience for the staff and parents. It is impor-
tant to review evaluation instruments used by rehabilitation
centers and sheltered workshops in the local community. Be sure
you are evaluating similar work habits (social competencies) and
work skills. .Three evaluation instruments that may prove helpful
in getting started are the following:

1. "An Education-Training Guide to Pre-Vocational, Skills
for Deaf-Blind Persons"; T. Lockett, ed., Midwest
Regional Center for Services to Deaf-Blind Children,
P. 0. Box 30008, Lansing, Michigan 48909.

. Volume III Vocational Skills Evaluation, Massachu--
setts Center for Program Development and Evaluation.

3. "P.A.C.G. Inventory", Miihaug, Mar,, and Stewart
(1978) , Published by: Exceptional Education, P. O.
Box 15308, Seattle, Washington 98115.\

.Several factors often determine the type of ,career development
program you can realistically provide. 'The first,consideration
muSt be each student's needs. Other important factors are (1)
number of students.to be served; (2) availability of,.staff, (3)

homogeneity of the student group; (4) family involvement; (5) sup-
port services available (i.e., mobility instruction, occupational
therapy, physical therapy, rehabilitation counseling, etc.).; (6)

availability of space; and (7) availability of funds.

Use families, students, available support service personnel
and community -based rehabilitation personnel in program planning
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and implementation. A team approach produces the best program.
When family and ,community personnel are given an opportunity to
provide input, their committment to support the program is
greater. During the development phase a prime opportunity exists
to begin making community contacts that become even more vital
as the students approach adulthood.

The family and community-based personnel should be involved
in prpgram planning for all aspects of career development. If
an independent living experience area is being planned, involie_
personnel from local group homes. Use the rehabilitation teachers
and mobility instructors from the local Office of Vocational
Rehabilitation. Have as many of these personnel as possible
attend student staffings and Conferences. By.initiating these
contacts, close working relationships can develop.

You Can begin to determine the types of habilitation services
these agencies and personnel may provide for the adult whp has
multiple disabilities. Contact a variety of agencies. Although
some agencies maintain separation by disability, the trend is to
organize around commonly shared service needs.

Heightened staff, family, and community awareness of the
needs of persons who will require a lifetime network of support
services is important. We need to explore our attitudes. Are
we willing to take on ney_roles.as.a_part or our career?___We should
be aware of strategies needed to develop this network of services.
It is time consuming but critical, if many of our students are to
make the shift from appropriate educational programs to appropri-
ate adult service programs.
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A PRE-VOCATIONAL RESOURCE ROOM:
A PROGRAM MODEL FOR SEVERELY HANDICAPPED STUDENTS

Betsy McGinnity

Prevocational training for the severely handicapped is a
difficult topic to, address in a definitive manner. Therefore,
this.paper will address that topic by describing one program
model, the Prevocational Resource Room at the Charles V. Hogan
Regional Center, which is a state residential facility for the
mentally retarded in Hathorne, MassaChudetts. In keeping with
state and federal mandates, deinstitutionalization-is_a_primary__
goal for the facilityrover the past five yeais many clients
have moved into the community. The majority of students who
remain in the institution are muliAply handicapped.. Thirty-
seven of these students are currently participating in the pre-
vocational resource room program which opened in September 1978. ,

While all ,of the students involved in the program can be
considered severely, handicapped, they do not fit neatly at any
one functional level. Their multiple handicapping conditions
include mental retardation, deakness, and/or blindness, 'seizure
disorders, emotional disturbance, behavior disorders, and various
physical and medical problems. The primaryAssUe that unites
these students is their common need for .long term appropriate
services.

-----"Appropriate services" can be-defined_as some type of com-
munity residence, i.e.,.modified group home or supervised apart-
ment, a day program, i.e., sheltered workshop; work activity'
center, day activity ,center, and structured supervised leisure
time programs.' It is acknowledged that these students will
alWays require a.great deal of ,supervision, will need -the finan-
cial rowort of supplemental security income {SST) and medicaid,'
and .gte level ortherapeutic and, medical support.

The individual goals and objectives developed for these stu-
dents are all geared toward these projections. Their btoad edu-
cation programs are designed to develop the student's skills in
a variety, of need areas: Activities of Daily Living, Fine/Gross
Motor, Communication, Emotional Stability, leisure Time, etc.
Prevocational.trainingis one component of a total program de-
_signed to- enhance. -their potentialfor.successful placement in
long.termtcoMmunity residential.and vocational settings:-

The resource room is intended to offer what seems t9 be a
critical transition from classroom to day/work activity. center.
The room design, acxessibility of materials, noise level and
generfl degree of distractors simulates.an activity center envi-
ronment. Students come routinely to the program with their classes
and regular teaching staff. Classroom teaching techniques, be-
havior management programs, and reinforcement systems are imple-
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mented within this program. The fundamental goal for each stu-
dent is to have the opportunity to utilize and generalize class-
room skills and behaviors in' an environment which is markedly
different 'from the classroom.

The average,,staff: student ratio is 1 :2. Classroom pro-

grams average 576 students. Often 2 to 3-classes share the
resource room simultaneously so that potentially 15-18 students
with accompanying staff' will be in the room at one time.

With respect to a time frame, the students spend from 15
minutes to 2 hours a day in the prevocational resource room. By
design, a student enters the program as soon as readiness per-

-lifitt-and-gradually -increases-the-amount_of_time_in_the_program_l_
so that he/she would be,spending 1-2 days in this program before-- :7-
transferring into a day/work activity center.

There are no specific entry criteria for this program. All
ofour students evidence some level of fine/gross motor ability,
i.e., grasp and repose -with minimal assistance, attending skills,

head control' with/without adaptive equipment. Other factors and
variable=s are dfIficult to categorize specifically but basically
our students havel= developed beyond' a level one would expect to
find in a basic sensory stimulation program.

While in the prevocational resource room program'the-students.
are variously introdwed to and/or engaged-in a'nlimber 'of work.

'activities. Briefly, any activity designed to teach a basic skill
through age appropriate materials can be considered prevocational
training. -A wide variety-of trays, boxes,, containers an miscel-
laneous content items are utilized to teach grasp, release, put'
in and take out'skills. SiZe, weight of materials, levt of
IllipAl.ative difficulty-and work plan are varied to maxi ize the
ential to generalize these baSic skills. Specifically in

working on a "put in" and "fill jup" activity, they. may. 'e.putting'l
metal buttons in a plastic tube, tubes of toothpaste in boxes,
cards in a library file, or crayons into a plastic bag.

. .
,

'Students also work on opening,and closing skills: !Materials
employeefor this skill includecovered boxes, taped cartons,
.envelopes, jars, sealed.plastic bags anditems-with capi6.

Turning is another fundamental skill necessary fo4 many work
activities. Various sizes of stabilized nutsand bolts, and jars

_ and_tops,,are utilized to work, on this skill.

Practice items and work trays have been developed targeting
each of these basic skills.. In addition to the basic fine motor
skill, attending behaviors.and work flow continuance are crucial
elements of these activities. It should be noted that initially
antithetical skills like put in/take out are taught in isolation
and with different, materials thereby lessening the work flow.

cOnfusion.
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Simple assemblies are the first step toward integrating
basic skills. By setting up three boxes, ,one with caps,. one
with beset, and the third for the assembled product, a basic
"put on" skill becomes a simple assembly% Sorting skills and
bilateral coordination are vital elements in this assembly.
Assemblies can include syringe covers and, bases, film caps and
bases,'erasers on pencils, ball point pensy flashlights, and
tillcocks. Use of elemeritary hind tools can be included for
students with a higher level of skill sophistication.

' Stuffing envelopes, folding paper and other items, col-
lating, and the use of office type instruments suph as staplers
and paper clips, are work functions included,in the prevocational
resource room. Items such as clamps, clothespins, cardboard jigs,

--tape r-and-sty-rofoim-ate-used as -- necessary to adapt 'work activi-
ties according to the physicaldemands of our students.

Packaging is a central work action for our program. The
final product distinguishes this activity from a simple "put in"
task. The necessity of producing a defined product such as 4
items in a sealed bag lends i structure to a total work activity
and'forces integration of many basic skills. To this end we
produce packages for a local,recycle center. These items, a
button package a crayonpackage and an attribute set are then
distributed to preschool teachers. We.receive all necessary
materials ftom the recycle center and the packaged products are
returned to'the center for distribution. We also produce pack-
ages for a special needs program in a Boston public school.
This particular program has a token economy system; we lenerate
products for their ator'e.

We, also:received funds from a community service club to'buy
,cosmetic-type items like toothbrushes, soap, and` -combs which were
assembled and packaged in gift boxes. and distributed to residents
of area.group homes .at the holiday season. This project created
six weeks 'of solid, viable work activity and encoMpassed a wide
variety of work skills? assembling boxes, wrapping items 4n.
titsue,sorting and collecting items, and filling and sealing

.bOxes.

By simulating subcontract:experiences we have'bien able to
identify a number of.work skills which were not previously addressed
in our basic skills area. Often by'giving the student the oppor-
tunity to work at an involved.work activity we can assess his/her
skills and deficitd.more efficiently than with.any existing assess-
ment' scale. In add!.': ton; the simulated subcontract provides on-
going activity and job variation:-

In summary, the prevocational resource room program was
developed specifically to accommodate'the unique needs of the
severely handicapped and to ease the transition from the tradi-
tional classroom setting to the activity center environment.
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prevocational training is deemed an essential component of 'a

tOtal- program designed to prepare our severely handicapped stu-
dents to function as self-sufficiently as possible within Ehe
least restrictive living and working environments available
to' them.

o
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PUBLIC SCHOOL SPONSORED COMMUNITY BASED WORK
TRAINING PROGRAMS FOR DEAF-BLIND ADOLESCENTS

, Dennis R. Dildy

Introduction

In 1973, Congress mandated the investigation of independent
living needs for severely disabled persona through the Rehabili-
tation Service Administration. The authotity for this activity
is contained in Section 130 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973
(P.L. 93-112).

The rehabilitation program authorized by.Congress and ad-
ministered'through a variety of service providing agencies, in-
cluding the public school system, has provided many needed ser-
vices to the disabled in the United States; However, many se-
verely disabled persons of,school age, approaching adulthoc,d,
have tailed to receive the type of service which would enable
'them to .live more independently as well as to be fully employed,
be it in a sheltered workshop or in competitive industry and
business. Deaf-blind adolescent's are a-prime example of-splah--"-'---
severely handicapped persons.

In an attempt to develop as much as feasible the employability
and independent living skills of deaf-blind adolescents in the
public schools, Region XX Education Service Center in San Antonio,
Texas, applied' for and received an ESEA Title VI-C model grant for
providing community based work training and independent living
training to an ,identified number of adolescents in need of transi-

--tional training.

Based upon minimum entrance criteria (see appendix) to dis-
tinguish students 'who would best benefit and he work-ready within
the developed intent of- .4he community based program, 12 Of an
original 20 students in the Region XX area 'were serected for a
variety of program options.

The prdgrim content consisted of the following services:

1. Screen all age appropriate deaf-blind adolescents to`'
determine eligibility based upon the 15 required ea-
,trance- criteria, including assisting_ local school dis-
triCts in registering the students as deaf-blind with
the Texas-Education Agency.

2. Assist established school district deaf-blind preiioci-
tional programs by conducting work sample evaluation
of students on campus.
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. Place appropriate dear-151ihd adolescents off-campus
into sheltered workshops based onwork evaluations.

4. Conduct weekends of away-from-home group living
situations to enhance independent living skills.

5. Conduct parent workshops for families of deaf-blind
adolescents, with programming aimed to meet their
needs.

6. Coordinate training of,deaf-blind adolescents off-; -
campus in sheltered workshops.

. Train students to use the city-wide bus transpor-
tation system.

8. Place-students_in long term job_training situations;
both sheltered settings and, when possible, in the
private employment setting.

9. Give feedback' to public schools on strengths and
needs of their students.

In summary, the proposed program approach iy as follows:

The prevocational trainer will assess work skills of en-
-rolled students both on hnd off campus and initiate, coor-
dinate, and provide work training through a variety of
systems and community based agencies. Local school staff
will receive appropriate staff development for improving
prevocational services to deaf-blind adolescents. Six
parent meetings for parents of prevocational age students
will be conducted to assist parents in .terms of affective
development, and to seek realistic expectations on their
part with regard to their children.

Perspective qn Program 13.-!,as

Dr. Lou Brown, from 'the University of WisconSin (Madison
Campus) and who is connected, with educational programming'for.
severely-handicapped adoleicents'in the Madison Public School
District, was a key philosophical and experienced. advisor to the
project staff.-

The position papers of Dr. Brown (Brown et al., 1976, 1977,
1976, Gilhool and Stutman, in press, and Williams, Brown and
Certo, 1975.) served as a summary of the bis of this- .particular
program in approaching the training of deaf-blind adolescents for
independence and-employment.
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- Number one bias is to pursue as normal a work training
situation and as full an independent'living situation as pos-
sible, based upon the Individual needs of the students served.

Number two bias is that one cannot assume whatever previous
training has been done in the public school situation will neces-,
sarily transfer to the "outside" situation. .

'Number three bias that many parents and professionals are
either ill-trained or over-protective and do not allow full.in-
depenftrice seeking on the part of the severely handicapped
student.

.

Number lour bias is.that. therO are few community resources
being used for facilitation of independent living on a coordi-
nated basis.

_ _ _ _ Number five bias is that mcst schools continue to serve
severely handicapped.studgnts in self-contained settings until
they are past school age. Then they,sit at home doing nothing,
or they eventually become institutionalized.

This program was set up to truly seek employability and in-
dependence for those previously unlikely to receiye such oppor-
tunities.

-

. Identification of Program Resources

The following agencies were willing to cooperate in this
project's stated efforts:

0

1. Independent School Districts
2. Texas Commission for the Blind
3.' Mental Health-Mental Retardation Workshops
4. Goodwill Industries
5. Easter Seal Sodiety
6. .Texas Department of Human Resources
7. VIA-Handilift Transportation System
8. Texas Rehabilitation Commission
9. Texas Commission for the Deaf

10. Regional Day Schools for the Deaf
11. Private Industries .

12% Consumer Groups i

a. Insight (blind) 1

1

b. Texas Council for the Deaf
c. Society for Retarded Persons

/41. Coalition of Texans with Disabiliti s

An informal advisory board consisting of parents, professiionals,
and adult disabled persons representing the deiaf, bli\pd and deif-

/

. i
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blind, gave input as to the appropriateness and goal direction of ,)
the program.

Parent meetings were set up with the initial meeting centered
around handicapped adult consumers discussing what was helpful or
not so helpful to them in growing up from adolescence into adult-
hood, especially related to their parent's role in their development.

Later the parents choose the remaining parent topics:

1. Communication Skill Development. Via Total Communication
2. Sex Education
3. Indepenelent Living Training
4. Work Employment
5.' What the ;S'uture Holds

Work Evaluation

An additional bias of this program was that psychological
assessments are not, enough .nor do they even suggest,. truly vau-
able data as to the employment potential of a client. All pro-
spective clients in this projt have been receiving work sample
assessments prior Lo further .-'v,-elopment of their individual
educational plan in the community based work training program.
Data from the'work sample assessment was analyzed and given back
to the home school program along with, the work sample assessment
reports and ;; suggested individual. educational plan based upon
such data. For those students whom the schools and parents felt
were ready for part-time and/or full-time work training,
ments were and are being' arranged in sheltered workshops and/or
competitive employment.

et -Media Cent'er Film Inspection Training
_

The most Successful work placement, even for students who
receivedAow ratingsin the work avaluation assessment, 'has been
found in the Eduoation Service Center's media department.Where
training as a film inspector took place.

This particular job invo'l'ves the operation by the trainee of
a $13,000 automated machine for inspection, cleaning and repairing
of 16mm films.

c

The operation involves up to 36 sub-tasks in order to_comPlete
theinspection-and repair of eaFh film. In working at a compe-
titive rate, the filM inspector handles $50O of film material
every four minutes. The tremendous success rate of the severely
handicapped Studerits on this. particular task has led the project
staff to firmly believe that students given high prestige work
tasks can producefar beyond previous expectations because'their
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self-concepeis improved through the pr(esentation of such oppor-
tunities.

Independent Living

Besides program suggestions made to the student's public
school teachers for increasing the daily living skills essential
to employment acceptance,'. three weekends of live-away experiences
have been conducted for six of the students most likely to be
able to seek independent living in the next few years.

The first two live-away experiences were done in hotel"
situations allowing the opportunity for further social skill
development, restaurant ordering skills, leisure time activity_
planning, and a general raising of self-esteem due to the nature
of the prestigious living situation. The last living experience
is to be a camp retreat situation emphasizing food preparation
and additional skill training needed for independent apartment,
living. This will be done_ in conjunction With parents in order.
that they may better see what their young adult is actually able
to do. The goal of the program staff is to have each student
make all of their own major decisions.

Tentative Conclusions

1. Eight students have received work evaluations, four more
are scheduled.

a. The best Work evaluations were found through, only
one of the many service provider agencies: the
agency which used total communication with all
clients and was fully sanctioned for ,conducting
Work evaluations fOr hearing impaired population
by Texas Rehabilitation Commission.

b. Some service provider agencies provide only token
service and demoralize or under-estimate the poten-
tial of some of their clients.

c. Workievaluations themselves, even with other records,
do not necessarily demonstrate the actual potential
of a client. Only actual job placement which has
been appropriately determined shows what can be done
bi a given client.

4. Competitive job placements are much to be desired
over sheltered job placements whenever feasib14.



1

e. Many students need basic survival skill training
1.to aid their acceptabilitl., in, employment instead
of pre-academic ofo pseudo -academic school training.,

flSix.students'have received away-from-home training experi-
ences.

a. Mork skill training and job placement alone is
not adequate. Independent living and personality
)development must be coupled with work training if
the job placement is to be successful.

b. The more one can do for Oneself, the hither one's
;self-concept, due o an increase in sel'f-esteem.

. r
1

.
.

c. :Parents and particularly teachers liimi;t deaf-blind
'youth in major detision making, causing an increase
in dependence on hose around them. I

1

d. iPublic schools institutionalize as mUch as state
Ischools. All students need a transfer to indepen-
ident living to reaching the age limit for
(receiving school services-.

, 1

3. Parent Support. i:

a. The "Camelot BehaVioral Scale", which is normed
ion the, adult mtarded population, Jis one of the
'best tools for measuring teacher a'nd parent input
'about the stud nt's present functioning in all
.skill areas. here is some discrepancy between.
how the parentland the teacher view the studene,s
abilities. Thlis seems to indicate a lack of
school-parent communication. The parent does not
(know what the Student can do in school, and the
(school personnel do not realize what the student
can' do around t e home. .

Region -wide par4it meetings are difficult to hold
when all particiring parents/are from different

/ school districts.
1 1.

c. Most parents and teachers are not effectively using
total communication to advance the_language develop-
ment of their childstudent dtie to the fact that
most parents and to chers are'not adequately
equipped to use total communication themselves.

Both parents and teachers are well intended, but
n4ed more intensive -8raining'in order to increase
their knowledge and ue of total communication.



d. There are a number of reasons why many parents
may not allow tneir disabled adolescents to :

live independently:

. overprotection

. adequate family housing available

. unaware of available and/or-limited accep-
- table alternatives

i. Those parents who do desire such servicespre-
sently have few options available in the San
Antonio area:

. additional resources. and funding need
to be identified

. additional training for transfer to an
independent living situation,is needed

Summary

The project for Deaf-Blind Community Based Work Training
.was not only greatly needed, but at this time (2/3 through year
One), has' met its stated goals. It is anticipated that three
of the 12 present participants will be working independently
by the end of the 1979 summer. /t is foreseen that one student
will be liVing independently away from holm by May of 1979. /t
is further. anticipated that two or three additibnal students
will be engaged in full time work training this-summer. The
remaining seven participating students will receive part-time
work training ..for this next year in'conjunction with their regu-
lar school program. Continued support to their prevocational
school program will'be based upbn the needs determiiied in their
individual work training assessment.

Major efforts to encourage private employers to accept at
.least work training if,not actual hiring of these students must
be continued. This might best be done. by providing a work
training. -for three to five students at a time. Alternatives for
independent living arrangements, such as'the Texas Rehabilitation
Commission's Extended Rehabilitation Services and programs in-
volving apartment. complex living' are highly desired. Training in
transition from school to adult life is not only needed, but.vital,
if 16-20 years of special education services are not to be wasted.
The program effort described above is one attempt to make that
transition as real and as"feasible as possible. The spin-off
possibilities for other severely handicapped adolescent indepen-
dent living and work training programs are numerous.
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Appendix

REGION XX MODEL PREVOCATIONAL COMMUNITY BASED

WORX TRAINING PROGRAM

Minimum Entrance Criteria

Students must meet twelve of the fifteen entrance criteria, in-
cluding items 1, 13, 14,, and 15.

1. Eiksibility: The, students must bedetermined eligible for
Special Education as deaf-blind by their admission, review,
and dismissal committee, andmust ble 14-21 years of age.

2. Language: Expressive: Students 1411 be able to express
the basic human needs of hunger', thirst, elimination and
avoidance of pain. using, speech, total communication, body
gestures, or finger spelling to adults in such a manner that
their needs are correctly identified 60% of the time, as
judged by the teacher(s).

Receptive: The students are able to comnrehend a three-step
instruction delivered in an appropriat .-mmunication system
as evidenced by performance of the ass motoric responses
indicated by that instruction, as judged the teacher(s).

3. Span of Attending: After training the students can do an
appropriate (i.e., the student has the prerequisite skills)
'work task unassisted for 3Q minutes without supervision, as'
judged by the teacher(s).

4. Physical Stamina: The students are able to work a six hour.'
day without showing'gross loss in stamina or precipitating a
health problem, as judged by the teacher(s).

5. Initiative: The students can initiate an appropriate work
'task once learned 'with only one reminder, as judged by the-
teacher(s).

6.' Mobilit : The students can maneuver independently within a
sever -room-room work environment, without endangering themselves
or others, as judged by the teacher(s).

7. Adaptive Behavior: The students demonstrate adaptive behavior
by scoring at the 30th percenti e or above on the Camelot
Behavior Checklist.

6. Toilet Habits: The students can independently handle their
elimination needs without creating a health problem for them-
selves or others, as judged by the teacher(s).
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O. Personal Hygiene and Self -Care Habits: The students bathe
and groom, themselves as evidenced by being able to do at
least four of the Camelot Behavioral Checklist "bathing"
and two of the "grooming" items.

10, Directional Concepts: The students know the concepts: on-
off, up-down, open-closed, left-right, front-back, as evi-
denced by their correct response to a simple command using
the concept' given in an appropriate communication system.

11. Dressin : 'The students will be able to dress: and undress
evidenced by being-able to do at least five of the

Camelot Behavioral Checklist dressing and undressing items.

12. Eatinti: The students will be able to self-feed as evidenced
by. being able to do at least 10 of the Camelot Behavioral
Checklist Self-Hel0 (Eating Behavior) items.

13: Transporation: The students must be able to be transported
by any means en -time everyday to their community based work
environment.,

14. Role Cooperation: The students are willing to cooperate as
evidenced by their remaining at their work station and at-
tempting to perform their assigned tasks the majority of the
day' during the first few days of work training..

15. Adaptability to Change:' The students can leave their present
placement to receive training without decreasing their func-
tioning,.as judged by the teacher(s).

Exit Criteria
(Subject to change as we gain field experience)

1. Eligibility in Age: The students must be a minimum age of
18 to be eligible for continued full time employment.

2. Language:

Expressive:, The students will be able to expreis their name,
iaaFigi7Thone number, and communicate basic vocabulary.
regarding tools and concepts relevant to the job task by
using either oral, total Communication, body gestures'or
finger spelling in such a manner .that the expressive message
is understandable to adults 9$% of the time.

Receptive: The students are able to perform with no errors
a four-step insturction in an appropriate communication sys-
tem after twd demonstration trials.

3. Span of Attending: The students, after training, can do an
appropriate work task for 90 minutes without supervision, as
judged by the teacher(s).
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4. Physical Stamina: The studentsare able to work an 8-hour
day for four successive weeks without showing gross loss in
stamina or precipitating a:health problem, as judged by the
teacher(s).

5. Initiative: Given a schedule for the day the students ini-
tiate previously learned work tasks, with a reminder necessary
for less than half the transitions from task -to- task, af,
judged by the teacher(s).

6. Mobility: The students can maneuver independently within a
several-room environment including toileting, dining, and
transportation facilities without endangering themselves or
others, as judged by the teacher(s).

7. Adaptive Behavior: The students demonstrate adaptive behav-
. ior as evidenced by scoring at the. 50th percentile or above

on the Camelot Behavior Checklist.

8. Toilet Habits: The students ::.an independently handle their
elimination needs without creating a health or social problem
for themselves or others.

9. Personal Hygiene and Self-Care Habits: The students bathe
and groom themselves as evidenced by being able to do at
least six of the Camelot Behavioral Checklist "bathing" and
four of the "grooming" items_

10.' Directional Concepts: The students show no confusion or con-
ceptual difficulties in carrying out all-trained job tasks,
as judged by the instructor(s)

11. Dressing: The stildiiiiare able to appropriAtny-dress-and
undress themselves with the required safety garments and
appliances for the specific job task, as 'assigned-and judged-
by the instructor(s).

12. Eating: The students will be able to orderand self-feed as
evidenced by being able to do all 15 of the Camelot Behavibral
Checklist Self-Help (Eating Behavior) items.

13. Transportation:' The students must be able to get themselvds
by any means to their community based work environment on
time every day, as reported by the teacher(s).

14. Role Cooperation: The students are willing to cooperate,
as evidenced by the remaining at the work station and attempting
to perform the assigned tasks at least seven out of eight hours
for four successive weeks, as reported by the teacher(s).

15. Adaptability to Change: The students must be willing to change
work rules with a minumum of frustration, as demonstrated by
adaptingcito a new work situation within a one week period. .
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HOW TO CONSULT WITH INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF

Ann Ivey

Like apples'of gold'in settings.of silver is a word
spoken in right. circumstances. (Proverbs 75:11)

Picture yourself, as a consultant, standing in the doorway
'of the classrooni. Your program is funded, you have identified
the students needing your mervibes, you've assessed them indi-
vidually, written long and short term_goals, and yob have
thought of creative methods to implement yOUr goals. Don't go
into that classroom now- to tell the teacher your ideas. You
have more vork to do.' You have to adapt where you are coming
from to where your information is going.

The three- areas you need_tolook at now are the classroom,
the teacher's background, and the teacher's goals for the stu-
dents. ,Observe the number of students in the classroom, the
amount Of furniture and other equipment, the types of activities
done ift the room, and the types ,of students. Does the teacher ---
have personal or professional experience with handicapped stu-
dents? What are his Or her plans and priorities for educational
activities? Good consultation will lit into the setting, and
will help the teacher work toward the education goals.

Next, let's look at our attitudes. Each of us has something
to offer these students. None of us knows all we could about how--
to help them. And the more we know, the more aware we are of our
limitations. Two different attitudes here will destroy a good .
program for the students. If we allow ovy:selves to feel defen-
sive, this may court. across as being competitive or overbeAring.
On the other hind, if we think that our programs.are. more impor-
tant than the teacher's and other consultant's programs, we are
wrong again. A lack of understanding of the importance of each
discipline in working with these students will produce hostility.
Who loses when we feel defensive and fail to share icteas with a
teacher which will benefit the students? Who loses when we make
ie teacher hostile and defensive so that he or she. doesn't want
to try our suggestions?

My goals as & physical therapy consultant are for all stu-
dents to be.positioned and handled in the best way possible, in
class and at home;- for each motor activity in their librmal rou-
tine to enhance their abilities; and for them to receive the
specific therapy activities necessary for their motor development.
Following are some examples of how I've adapted activities which
will wolk toward these4goals, to classroom Settings.

Students are positioned and handled in the classroom all the
time. We can help the teachers maximize this time. For example,
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in our deaf-blind unit, I try to give each student four or five'
therapeutic positions. When Mrs.'Nelson prepares her daily
schedule for each of her students, she uses these position re-:
commendations in the routine 'which she 'and her aides carry.
through each day: Even when the students are notfollowing her
regular program for somereason, they are positioned correctly,

''and this enhances their physical development. Positioning
ideas may range from having students it on a small barrel, sit
backward in a chair, sit on a ball or on a one-legged stool; to
special seating such as standing tables or prone standers.
Handling suggestions include relaxationexercises before toilet
trainingtime, mouth relaxation before eating, and' neck'facili-
tati,on when moving` with a child.

Studentg have many motor activities their normal routines.
Physical education teachers appreciate ideas about game':, basic
motor: skill activities, new equipment, or new uses of available
equipment. Many of these students are in physical education
classes -*help their teachers make the time as valuable as pos-
sible. Students must move from room to room._ Beginni-lq walkers
may push a wagon or ride a scooter -from the classrOo7 the bus.
I pull my students on a scootor board to therapy.. One student
unlockg 'her braces-for-some' of --her-walking-,--and_practices using
her wheelchair between other classes. I try to look at the stu-
dent's normal routine, and enhance what is. already done.

Up until now, none of my suggestions have taken up blocks -
of classroom time. They have been adapted to regular classroom
-activities. There are times when staff and equipment are avail-
ablefor a teacher, aide or- volunteer to spend individual time,
daily or Weekly, doing therapy activities with a student. When
we have-the opportunity, to consult at this level, we need to .give
the person who will be morking 4ith.the student an overview of
normal development, of what we want to see in the child, and of
what we want to avoid. We need 'to speak in understandable .term.
We need to give enough back-lund to he1the'teichef-gee how--
this program will develop eLities which relate to educational
goals..

For example, one aide who provided an exercise program for
a student just beginning to -walk with.a walker, would not com-
plete the developmental exercise activities each morning before
starting him on the walker. After r was asked to'sitith her
and talk about how her own-children developed, and how these
simple activities helped the student as much as walking, she
consistently followed through correctly. She had been given an
understanding of why these beginning activities were valuable,
and could feel a sense of accomplishment about doing them.

Programs' we outline should be simple enough to be effective,
and yet provide enough variety to maintain interest. A choice
of several comparable activities helps break up monotony. When
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re- evaluating and giving new ideas, -often times.we do not-let
that teacher know how well the student has progressed. The
people who work. with 'these students' daily deserye to feel per-
4Ontl accomplishment as the students progress! And since
prOgress is often in small increments, we need to. point it
out.and tell them just how valuable it is!

The families16f.our students are their most important care
givers. They spend more time with these_ children than we ever
will. When we take time to meet with families, we need to
adapt our suggestions to their lifestyle. We need to let them
know that we reipdpt, what they alreadydo before giving them
new'ideas. Amd-wpOieed to explain their children's physical
development in language meaningful to them. They deserve our
compliments for the special things they do for their children.
My favorite home program is a list of five or six positioning
ideas for T.V. watching. Another well-receiVed suggestion is
a-short list of reasonably priced Christmas gift ideas for

.motor_activity equipment. Many times, the time .we spend-with
family members is our best investment toward :a- student's- motor--
development:

Don't forget, "Without consultation, plans are frustrated,
but with many counselors they succeed." (Proverbs 15122)

/,

/

/

I

/

./
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-Sample Home-Program

David M. home actrvities.which will. ..:mprove his balance and

strength.

1. Have David sit. different-ways-when he watches T.V.

a. on a small ball
b. :straddling a bolster.
o. on his knees`
d. backward in a chair

his stomach, with two pillows under his chest

Scooteiboard activities are supers!

3. Playing ball is good. HaVe him throw, roll, and bounce it
to you. Use diffeient sized balls.

Call me if you have questions.

Ann'Ivey, L.P.T.
503 Van C)uver.

2rlington, texas 76012
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CONSULTNUON FOR RELATED SERVICE,OERSONNEL
1

Cynthia G. Jones

o,
/

'Withthe.adyent'of P,.L. 94-142, the' demand for-the Related
Service Pre'7-essional haS increased markedly. The - .number of
identified stadents and/or--educational agencies requiring the
specialiqedrelated _service skills is on the rise. One of the
primary delivery systems for related services is

de
through con-

sultation. 'To unrStand one's role in the public school as
a consultant, one must first have a clear understanding of
what.consuftation is.

What is Consultion?

...a meeting to discuss, decide, or plan something (Webster's
Dictionary) .

,

4 ...a process involving,thp giving and taking of help,in
interpersonal relationships (Towie, a social worker)

1

1, i

i

1 ...the giving and taking of help on a profeisional problem
in a professional relationship (Maddux, a.physician)

. .:.a.helPingrelationship, taking place in a work;.-cenered
problem-solving situation, through which the consultant gives

- hilp/her knowledge, skiiland breadth of experience to thelend
thirt planning can beldone (Gilbert, a -social worker)

, . . . .

1 To further put consultation into a proper light oneimF.st
1

. .

also understand what consultation is not. According tOIWest
(AP) consultation is not supervision, administrationtaChing t,

or bollaboration. Let us look briefly at what.the aboVe four
ski ls include. Supervision - a way of helping a worker grow
a5,:d develop in his/her capacity toserve. "SuperviSion'Carries

--,E4--.
.,!,wit itri,sPOKgibllity 'for evaluation of performance. Adminis-- trat-''anion - an enabling procesSr but ea4.rying with it authority'

i

as an inherent component. Teaching 7'n organized probess
diz*ted toward the.development'of knowledge-about and skill'in
problem solving: Collaboration - a prcicess of direct activity
with\different professions working together, cooperatively.

\ In contrastwith the proceses stated above, consultation
emOhasizes solution of problems. It is true that enhancement of
skili and knowledge may be An outgrowthof the consultation .

expedience- but it is not usually a prime 'objective, In .short,
according to Mial, the consultant contribution is to.help. the
Client to "see bettermet° "consider alternatives", to mfirid.and
use resources",.and to make the most of "potential abflity".
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There are a few basic characteristrics of corzultation that should
be kept in mind:

1. It is a two -way street. Both client and consultant
are active participants with responsibilities.

2., Consultation is temporary,
,Consultation is task oriented, not person oriented.

4: Consultatiqn is a "take.itror-leave-it" type
agreement. ,Some authorities.feel,the consultee is
ethically bound.to make every effort to, use the out.
come of/consultation. This includes the need to

. modify and integrate it, into his/her thinking and, -
'thence into doing some or all of it;

5. Consultation occurson a peer.relationship basis.
Consdltant and-consultee'must be "equal" on the
conceptual level.of acceptance of each other's ex-
periences. That is tb. say, respect the levil'of
knowledge and experience brought by both the 'corn -'
sultan} and the consultee. Decisions must be from
across the board and not from one level to the
other.

Consultation is a more than 'valid dole for the Related Service
Personnel in the public school setting. With the increase of

1 specialization in'all areas, it becomes more important to call on
a specialist for hell': and/or advice., Let us look' briefly at a N
'few of the basic requirements Of]consultationi

1. A need must exist. That is, there must be a prcl.)-
ler that can be stated. It may be the responsi-
bility of the consultant,to help sort through
several comments. or complaints. to get to the base
problem.

2. The consultant must have,knowledge and experience,
plus resources', in his /her own specialty. He/she
must also understand the specialty's relationship
to other services.

3.. The consultant .needs adequate, advance preparation.
Specifically, there should be a full orientation
to the problem before attempting to offer alter-
natives.

4. The consultant must also understand the effect that,
the possibility of and the actlal,fact of change
could haye onthe consultee:

5. Basic to all consultation is the'establishment of
rapport. -

6. Effective communication and appropriate inter-
,peoonal interactions are essential for the con-
sUltant.

7. Fact and opinion should be clearly separated.
8. Thus consultation 'should aid, in.the posing of nu-

merous alternativdt-as there is almost always
more than one.method to reach a given goals
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9. Consultation should take the form of recommendation
and suggestions. This requires a release of the
responsibility of the actions to another.

West (1973) is careful to state five additional requirements
for a consultant. These recommendations are especially important
for the Related Service person in the public schools who also has
ethical r.)sponsibilities to the profession. They are:

...accepting the individual and moving at the indi-
vidual's pacer,

...listening with a third ear,

...understanding and coping with resistance and
rejection,

...working within the agendy structure, and

...commitment to confidentiality.

There is, of course, no one answer to the many questions about
consultation as a part of the services available t:3 the public
schools. What is needed is a basic understanding of what consul-
tation is, and what it is not. It then becomes the responsibility
of the professionals planning to provide the service to set the
limits within which they can function.

There is one more major consideration of which the related
servic:a provider must be aware. That is the issue of contract or
written agreement. If one is to function as a true consultant and
expect reimbursement, then the 'ground rules' must be outlined
early in the process. The following seven suggestions are offered
as "food for thought" before entering into a contract or agreement.

1. Complete description of service to be offered

...what are the required qualifications of the ser-
vice provider?...who is the provider responsible
to?...are there other consultants involved in the
same or a related task?

2. Definitions of responsibilities for both the related
service provider and trwirluEdurriturrarIfttiag"
of: scope of the program; limitation of service;
supervision; records and reporting; supplies, equip -
ment; and maintenance; and the location in which the
services are to be rendered.

3. Insuranve provisions
4. ITEliT.Tialt of the agreement_or contract to include:

dates the Agreement/contractis to begin anaiFFIT
and thi termination clause.

5. Method and amount of reimbursement
6. Responsibilities for written products such as indi-.--

vidual educational plans and evaluation summaries.
7. Signatures...please be sure that the agreement/

contrast rs signed by both the consultant and a
representive of the school.
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Consultation in the public schools offers a wide variety of
challenges that should be undertaken by the experienced related
service person. The consultation process can be a mutually
satisfying experience for both the consultant and the agency with
the most pleasing endproduct of improved service for the studer':

,
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